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The Psychology of Altruism,
Service, and Generativity
Exploring My Impulses for Service
Paul H. Elovitz—Psychohistory Forum
Abstract: The author explores his service activities and their conscious
and unconscious roots in his life. As a historian, he studied Eastern European history and then was psychoanalyzed as part of his search as a
psychohistorian to understand the roots of his altruistic motivations.
Keywords: anger, envy, identifications, psychic-rewards, service, unconscious-motivations

As a psychoanalytically trained scholar, I probe the patterns
of my life and seek to understand the roots of my choices. As a
young man, I had no idea that my life would lead me to devote considerable energy and time to serving others in unpaid capacities.
These activities include being a midwife to the scholarship of others as the organizer of unique scholarly meetings since 1975; encouraging and editing the scholarship of colleagues as a journal editor since 1994; actively encouraging the creation of a new journal
that some might see as a competitor of the one I created; serving on
the planning committee of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA); mentoring colleagues, students, and others; after
three decades leaving my interesting and paid psychotherapy practice to devote more time to editing and scholarship; and caring for
my second wife who is burdened with Parkinson’s disease. Some
verification of my contributions to serving scholarship may be
found in 12 comments on the book I published on the history of
psychohistory (Commentaries on The Making of Psychohistory,
Clio’s Psyche Vol. 25, No. 2, Winter 2019: 182-204).
Of course, I am not unique in serving others, and being a
college professor provided an economic base for my service activities. Below, I will discuss my conscious and unconscious altruistic
motivations as well as my struggle with envy and resentment, the
major obstacles to receiving the psychic rewards of more freely
serving others.
The immigrant experience of my parents, who arrived separately in America at age 14 and relied overwhelmingly on selfeducation, had a profound impact on my life. My workaholic
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mother dreamed of having a formal education and discussing ideas
with the well-educated. In retrospect, I realize that she was the
greatest influence on my life, but I grew up idealizing and wanting
to emulate my father who, like so many other Jewish immigrants of
his generation, wanted to be able to talk about “my son, the doctor.”
He wanted me to become a physician, declaring that I would be
able to “help people, have a respectable profession, and have my
own cash register.” Having the economic security and independence of your “own cash register” was important to my father, who
had to start his own small business when blacklisted as a union organizer during the Great Depression. But to me, the idea of becoming a doctor was repulsive because even though I associated caring
for others with kindness, I associated collecting money from hurting patients with greed. (At some level I was also aware of Dad’s
awe and envy of doctors.) As much as I wanted to please Dad in
choosing a career, I felt sure I would clumsily kill a patient during
an operation (psychiatry was not on our radar!) since Mom had always told me that I had “two left arms, two left legs, and that if my
head wasn’t connected to my body I would forget it someplace.”
After struggling in my first year and a half of college to be a
good son and please Dad as a premedical student, I rebelliously
dropped out of college. My dream was to have an adventuresome
life like that of my father, who had the misfortune to live amidst
war and revolution. Dad’s refusal to talk to me about most of the
details of his adventures in Europe whetted my appetite and would
lead me to become a historian. Subsequently, I would also become
an analyst and psychohistorian partly to overcome the family’s prohibitions on exploring the past. This was not an easy process.
However, by dropping out of college and serving in the military, I
achieved a better sense of myself and my capabilities apart from the
hotbed of our family dynamics, which were exacerbated by my
mother’s four-year-long illness with the Hodgkin’s disease that
would kill her. I was also left with an enormous sense of guilt because in my struggles to find myself, I was causing great pain to my
parents. At the time, I mostly knew only that I had fallen in love
and wanted to start a life with my first wife.
In retrospect, we were two young people who did not know
ourselves or each other very well and were pursuing a fantasy of a
wonderful life together. Since I had some small savings of money I
had earned in high school but no profession, I was not in a very
good position to support this blissful life we were dreaming of.
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Fortunately, both families stepped in and talked us into going back
to college; they agreed to provide a modest amount of money so
that we would finish our undergraduate education. Since this was
the price of getting married, and I had no ready alternative, I accepted. I now realize that Mom had raised me not to be a man of
action, but to be a scholar. On her deathbed, she wanted me to
promise to be a college professor as she dictated her last will and
testament to me; at the time all I would promise was to seriously
consider that possibility.
Before long our familial and personal plans were dashed by
the birth of our first child, resulting in my becoming not simply a
student, but also the breadwinner for a wife and ultimately three
children. What could I do? Since I needed a means of supporting
my family, I decided I would become a college professor, thus fulfilling the dreams of my mother. To my mind, there were no other
ready alternatives since I was not inclined toward business. The
complexity of becoming a professor and supporting a family was
quite difficult and dependent upon my getting jobs cleaning offices,
doing day labor, driving delivery trucks, and working in warehouses. Professionally, as my education advanced, I earned money
from a teaching assistantship, adjunct teaching, and as a poorly paid
lecturer and associate professor at Temple University.
My wife would become overburdened with childcare and
resentful of me. She had entered our relationship very conflicted
about living with and then without her parents when she first went
away to college. Personally, I was too overwhelmed with achieving my goals of earning a PhD to become a college professor while
supporting my family to focus on my own disappointed myth of the
perfect life together I had dreamed of. Ultimately, I achieved the
goals of getting a PhD, buying a house with a veteran’s no-downpayment mortgage, and becoming a college professor at the type of
small college I dreamed of. The turning of these dreams into realities, however, did not bring happiness to either partner in our marriage, ultimately resulting in separation and divorce.
The question became: how do I make the transition from
being a somewhat depressed husband to more fully embracing a
much more fulfilling life that involved considerable service to others? Being miserable in my home life limited how much I could
give to others. Giving and taking are a part of life, as Rabbi Hillel
famously said: “If I am not for myself, who will be for me? But if I
am only for myself, who am I?” While I was unhappily struggling
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with the deteriorating relationship with my first wife, as well as my
own anger, envy, and frustration, I was not able to give nearly as
much to others as when I became more self-accepting and when my
home life improved. Therapy played a key role in this process.
After having discovered psychoanalysis and psychohistory,
my justification for going into psychoanalysis as part of a training
program was to become the best psychohistorian I could become.
Beneath this conscious justification was the unconscious reality that
I desperately needed psychoanalysis because my marriage was falling apart and my dream of a perfect college was in shambles partly
because of collegial prejudices against psychological history. My
training in psychoanalysis, after a difficult start, enabled me to have
a better sense of myself and the world around me, what I really felt,
and what my values were. These values included helping others to
a much greater extent than I previously realized. They included
fulfilling my mother’s dream to live a life focused on learning and
educating people.
As a professor, I soon went beyond educating and mentoring the young. Upon the establishment of Ramapo College, I
quickly started organizing interdisciplinary seminars, but I discovered that most of the faculty was far more interested in building a
new institution and struggling with the politics of it, rather than in
the intellectual exchanges I had in mind. However, as I became
involved in organized psychohistory in New York City, this impulse toward intellectual exchange led me to set up seminars in
which we helped colleagues from many different fields exchange
and nurture their ideas.
In this unpaid activity, which I have now carried on since
1975, I help colleagues develop their ideas, many of which would
become articles or books. Like a midwife, I did not plant the seed
of the idea; rather, a clinician or scholar would come to me at the
Institute for Psychohistory’s Saturday seminars and from 1982 onward at the Psychohistory Forum’s Saturday workshops. This midwifery involved somebody proposing an idea to me, my encouraging them to write a paper or book outline—if they have not already
done so—then, after it was vetted by a committee, sending it out to
members of the group for people to read prior to our actual meetings, which at first were all-day Saturday meetings. At the meetings, the presenter was not given much time to recap or add new
materials since participants had already read her/his idea, but the
group participated in a process in some ways analogous to psychoa-
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nalysis, nurturing their ideas in a safe, non-critical environment (see
“Postgraduate Psychohistorical Education,” Clio's Psyche Vol. 12,
No. 3, December 2005: 113, 121-123).
In the early Institute for Psychohistory years, some problems arose because we met under the auspices of Lloyd deMause in
the impressive conference room of his business. He vacillated between encouraging and even publishing valuable psychohistorical
scholarship and wanting disciples to expand and propagate his own
psychohistorical theories. When in 1982 I created the Psychohistory Forum with Henry Lawton as co-director, we avoided these
problems because I carefully set the guidelines, starting with
providing a safe environment in which knowledge could grow.
Another area revealing my impulse to help others is an inclination to mentor colleagues, students, and friends. I encouraged
Henry Lawton to establish his psychohistorical film studies group
and showed him how to create a psychological research business at
a time when he was earning an advance degree in library science.
Initially, one summer when I did not have the necessary income
from summer school teaching, the idea was that we would be partners in a research business, but I realized that I enjoyed finding clients, which was not Henry’s strength. This was a period in my own
psychoanalysis when I faced the fact that I was quite good at helping others, encouraging colleagues to do psychohistory, and raising
money for psychohistory to set up awards, but no good at asking for
money for myself. I took on the challenge of trying to do this by
becoming a part-time 100% commission salesperson during a summer selling home insulation, which as a lifelong environmentalist I
strongly believed in.
After spending my evenings and Saturdays trying to sell the
value of the product, if I did not close the sale, I would have spent
many hours away from my loved ones without compensation. I’m
very proud that by setting closing the sale as a goal, I greatly increased my ability and part-time income. However, I came for
good reason to wonder about the possible unhealthy side effects of
the particular insulation I was representing, at which point my sales
rate dropped dramatically and my career as a salesman ended. I
had, in fact, achieved my goal of training myself to do a better job
of recognizing my own needs and openly asking something for myself. In analysis and psychohistorical explorations, I did a lot of
work on why I had trouble asking for help myself as opposed to an
eagerness to help others. As I’ve gone further and further back in
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my consciousness, my earliest memory is of asking shortly after I
was toilet trained for help from my father and being rejected. Then,
as I’ve previously written, I would face at ages four or five a duel
trauma in which I was terrified and felt very guilty about asking for
any assistance from my overworked mother (“How My Greatest
Trauma Helped to Shape My Life,” Clio’s Psyche Vol. 25, No. 3,
Spring 2019: 242-246).
To provide service to others, I had to struggle with my own
envious impulses. I grew up very envious of my big brother, who
was four years older and had all sorts of privileges that I wanted. I
also remember being very eager to get additional food at the dinner
table and became Mom’s helper partly because that meant I would
have more access to leftovers. Under Mom’s strong influence, I
believed envy was not an emotion I should have. In my mind, good
boys and men were not envious. This suppression and repression
of my envious impulses resulted in my being conflicted about them
and their becoming stronger. I also inclined to deny my anger.
Fortunately, in analysis and from the example of my very direct
second wife Geri, I was able to confront this envy and look for
ways of getting around it. I learned to sometimes directly compliment those I envied, point out how I admired what they did, and
with an appreciative smile often get them to explain how they were
able to achieve these things. The green monster was not totally
tamed since I can be a fairly competitive man, especially when
dealing with other competitive men, but it certainly is much less of
a problem. I was angered and upset when a colleague cheered the
demise of the valuable Psychohistory Review in 1999. To me, it is
about growing applied psychoanalysis and psychohistory, not just
Clio’s Psyche. I thoroughly enjoyed helping a friend when he
started the psychoanalytic journal J.A .S.P.E.R. The pleasures of
giving and having good relations is enormous, although this is not
always possible.
The generosity of others intrigues me. Examples that come
to mind include a middle-aged woman who works two part-time
jobs, donates 10% of her income to her church, and can be incredibly generous to those in need who she meets in everyday life, including donating masks she made early in the COVID-19 crisis to
maternity ward nurses; two of my granddaughters becoming social
workers because of their desire to care for others; and the acupuncture/chiropractor in my neighborhood who runs marathons for charities and last summer ran over 1,000 miles to raise money for draw-
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ing attention to a charity for women and children in a depressed
industrial city. I am appreciative of the members of Henry Lawton’s church, who in his last years came every morning and evening
to take him to the bathroom, help him dress and undress, and put
him to bed. I am appreciative of his analyst, who came to his home
to continue the treatment of this man who courageously soldiered
on in the face of extreme disability.
For years my late friend Harriet worked quite hard as a professional, making a good living into her mid 80’s; but she died several years later while living on her meager social security monthly
check because she kept giving away the hard-earned fruits of her
labor to her children, friends, and people she mentored. As a child,
her mother had continuously called her very bright daughter dumb
and lazy, saying she would never amount to anything, when in fact,
she was a well-respected professional, achieved a great deal in her
life, and made a lot of money that she failed to hold onto. It is my
assessment based upon an over four decade long close friendship
that while she struggled to disprove her mother’s assessment, some
unconscious part of her agreed with her mother by not keeping the
benefits of her work. (Note that in the original version of this paper
I referred to Harriet Lenzing [August 20, 1929-July 4, 2019] as
“H.” and her husband Fred Ludwig [August 15, 1927-March 5,
2020] as “F.” Since both are deceased I have now included their
full names—they should be remembered.)
One of the many nice things she did was to encourage her
second husband, Fred, who has beautiful white wavy hair and a
marvelous white curly beard, to serve as Santa Claus. She also paid
for the voluminous small toys he gave away and his attending Santa
Claus school. Without receiving a cent for his efforts, he spent
eight years at the Santaland in his hometown as the official Santa
Claus and went to old age homes and other facilities to play Santa,
which he thoroughly enjoyed and did as long as he was physically
capable of doing it.

Fred was also a very giving person. As a 17-year-old wanting to serve his country in World War II and seeking adventure, he
joined the Seabees and spent his 18th birthday driving a bulldozer
and cooking on the island of Iwo Jima as Japanese snipers fired
down on the GIs. Fred loved to bake and cook and as long as Harriet was alive he continued to do so despite at age 92 a virtual inability to walk. He served 68 years as a volunteer fireman and spent
his last months in the New Jersey Firemen’s Home in his
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hometown. Like me as a child, he had liked hanging around the
kitchen. However, his mother had medical problems that resulted
in her being hospitalized for long periods, giving him far more incentive to not simply be mother’s helper but to cook for himself
and his brothers. At the fire department for 20 years he was famous
for making tasty homemade food for the monthly meetings. Indeed, he once commented to me that a fellow fireman was so appreciative of his cooking that he declared: “If you had tits, I’d marry
you!” He delighted in bringing food to his friends and was a nurturer. At his funeral between 50 and 60 volunteer firemen and
women in full uniforms filed past his open casket in recognition of
his service and friendship.
There were other parts to his personality. When at a Yankees Stadium home opener there was not the promised place for his
wheelchair-bound wife to observe the game, at the customer service
desk Fred was not satisfied to wait his turn behind the many people
in front of us. He was so furious that it felt like he was ready to
jump over the counter and strangle the service people who could
provide the accommodation. This was the only time that I observed
his rage, which was connected to his caring self for his wife. As
much as I was shocked by his behavior, it reminded me that as a
child I wouldn’t fight for myself because my mother had said it was
wrong to fight; but I would fight fiercely for a friend, and the same
inclination continued into adulthood, though at that point it was not
physical fighting.
For many years I have phoned both Harriet and Fred on a
weekly basis as their health deteriorated. This pattern of calling to
cheer relatives and friends up I trace back to my mother urging me
to keep in contact with Aunt Mollie, who would all but give you the
shirt off her back, only to eventually say you owed her. Her giving
had long strings! Mom felt sorry for her sister-in-law, who had
never been able to leave her own mother and create a satisfactory
life. Mollie was not nice to Mom and was extraordinarily envious
of my father, her mother’s favorite child. Then too, after Mom’s
death, I eventually started calling her younger sister in Oregon,
which we both enjoyed. Perhaps phoning relatives is an early aspect of what I call “the obligations of survival” that have led me to
write carefully crafted memorials of psychohistorical colleagues
shortly after their deaths.
The colleague who introduced me to psychoanalysis and
psychohistory when I taught at Temple University made the point
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that some people do for others what they wish was done for themselves. This has certainly been true in my life. My early denial of
my own anger, envy, and many of my other needs made me a less
happy person. When in psychoanalysis I became a more selfaccepting person, I was able to give more freely to others and to the
field of psychohistory that I love. The psychic rewards of giving
and interacting with a wonderful group of colleagues have been
enormous. While I am still very much a work in progress, I find
life to be quite satisfying despite the many struggles involved.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, is editor of this journal and convener/director of the Psychohistory Forum. He may be contacted at
cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 

Personal Circumstance and Service
Donna Crawley—Ramapo College of New Jersey
Kewords: altruism, behavioral-consistency, competence, generativity,
mentoring, modeling, service

While reading Paul Elovitz’ analysis of the evolution of service over his lifetime, I found myself contemplating my own life.
The comparison was interesting to me given that our background
stories are very different, yet we ended up with teaching careers at
the same institution. I also found altruism and generativity to be
enticing topics about which to write at this point in my life. I am a
woman in my 60s, now considering retirement and looking back on
a 37-year career as a psychology professor. I have also renegotiated my relationships with family during the past 18 months as I endured an intense series of medical treatments. This commentary
has provided an opportunity to examine my career and personal inclinations to understand how altruism, service, and generativity
have and have not marked my adult life.

I have always had a distinct interest in understanding why
people behave altruistically in some situations, but not in others—
even when the situations seem highly comparable. I believe that
for many people, altruism and service to others are not constant impulses across time and situations. I will use myself as an example.
I often comply to requests for donations to a variety of worthy
causes, or help anyone outside my family, for too long a time. My
feeling at those moments is that some form of service is “due” from
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me, that some sense of life balance demands an altruistic act. One
might say that my conscience interjects the thought that a moral
person would be more generous, or at least generous more often,
and I therefore act to fulfill the responsibilities inherent in being a
good person. Behaving as a moral person is one of my core values,
and some imprecise internal clock tells me when I am in danger of
slipping too far from generosity. Selfishly, I am also avoiding feelings of guilt through these timed acts of giving. It strikes me as I
write this that my thinking is a simultaneous blend of multiple stages of moral development from the value-driven to the purely selfish
desire to avoid guilt.
One other factor seems relevant in exploring the inconsistency of my altruism. I believe that degree of self-focus is a key
to understanding my behavior. Yet self-focus sometimes inhibits
and sometimes increases my altruism. When I am focused on myself due to physical or emotional distress, I don’t have the psychological energy to feel guilt and thus am less likely to be affected by
a moral sense of obligation. However, there have been times when
I brought myself out of an emotional distress by purposely changing focus from myself to helping someone else. That is, I have
sometimes made donations, or done something kind for another
person, in order to take my attention away from myself and thus
feel better. When in physical distress, however, I am less likely to
be helpful to anyone else.
I often comply with requests for donations to a variety of
charitable causes, yet sometimes I discard them without a second
thought. I would be hard-pressed to explain why a request on one
particular day evokes a positive response when I discard identical
requests at other times. The reasons are not obvious. It is not because of available funds, nor is it necessarily because of the nature
of the request. Sometimes I simply don’t help. Similarly, I have
sometimes helped people by assisting in food pantries, in my workplace, or by volunteering in facilities such as assisted-living communities. Yet I would have to admit that, generally, I help because
I have been asked to do so; only on rare occasions have I stepped
forward on my own initiative. I am loath to admit that while I have
sometimes intervened when a stranger needed help, I also have
done things such as drive by people with car trouble without stopping or calling for help. I believe that I have always helped my
children when they needed me without being asked, but that has not
been true with respect to altruism outside my nuclear family.
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This is in stark contrast to my husband Brian, who almost
always helps other people across situations. Altruism and service
are fundamental to how he lives his life, as it has been with his father. Brian does not need to be asked for help; he offers his help.
In this way, he mimics his father, who had a medical career and
was consistently involved in service. For example, my father-inlaw is a domestic violence victim advocate and is called to the police station to help advise people when their partners have been arrested for abuse. He has continued this volunteer activity for years
and is now well into his 90s! During his childhood, Brian was never told explicitly that service was to be valued and that he should
commit himself to helping others. Yet his father’s values seem to
have become part of his psyche, and thus his adult behavior, without explicit instruction.
Service to others across situations is less a part of my adult
psyche. Do I mimic my parent as my husband does his father?
Yes, it would appear to be so. Voluntary service to others was not
a trait that I saw in my single mother as I grew up. My mother was
a wonderful, caring woman with her family and friends. Like me,
if asked she would give her help, but as a widow with a young
child, her focus was on keeping our life going and on the people
within her own personal circle. She did not volunteer in the community or church, nor was she in a position to mentor others to any
great extent. Clearly, my husband and I—like Paul Elovitz—were
influenced significantly by family, explicitly or implicitly, in our
service orientations in quite different ways.
My interest in understanding altruism has been based not
only on personal experience but also on my discipline. By training,
I am a social psychologist and I teach about theories of altruism in
my classes. My first published article was an empirical study of
altruism and some of the factors that influence altruistic behavior.
Specifically, I studied the impact of gender on the likelihood to
help a stranger. Gendered social norms often have been found to
have an influence on impulses to help others in psychological research, as have a host of other transient variables. Thus, engaging
in altruistic behavior can be quite inconsistent across situations.
Certainly, these findings reflect my own behaviors with respect to
helping.
However, as I thought about my life to prepare to write this
essay, I realized that there is one type of service, a form of generativity, which has been consistent in my life across time and situa-
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tion. It is a form of service Paul Elovitz discusses in his article as
well—the impulse to help others in our profession and guide them
toward their futures. In my case, the focus is on students headed
toward careers broadly within my discipline. It is of vital importance to me to assist students, inside and outside of class. I feel
compelled to extend myself when students need help to understand
concepts or complete assignments. I feel joy in helping students
prepare for graduate school by working with student research assistants, guiding students in curricular choices to be prepared for the
programs they want to enter, teaching students how to prepare conference submissions and presentations, and publishing with students. I have spent many hours talking to students about their educational options and possible career choices, including students I
did not know personally. I sometimes reach out to students to help
them even without their direct requests.
This form of service, of guiding the next generations within
my sphere as a college professor, has not been a changeable impulse for me. It has been evident from the early years of my career
in my 30s. As I contemplate why this form of service feels different for me and why it is a consistent trait when other types of altruism are not constant, I think competence is the key. Helping others
in their intellectual development and path toward careers is something I feel competent to do; I have confidence in my ability to effectively make this contribution to others. Perhaps I have a consistent impulse to help students simply because I feel sure that I can
do it.
Donna Crawley, PhD, is a professor of psychology at
Ramapo College of New Jersey. She has published on such topics
as gender and altruism, gendered perceptions of occupational prestige, the relationship between empathy and mortality salience, and
factors affecting criminal case outcomes. Her areas of expertise
also include the psychology of cults, a topic that she has taught at
the college level for over 30 years. She may be contacted at dcrawley@ramapo.edu. 
Despite the viral crisis, the Int. Psychohistorical Assoc. (IPA)
conference will be in two parts, starting online on May 23-24. Topics
include Biden, Trump, and the 2020 election; the COVID-19 crisis;
contemporary tribalism; the history of American psychoanalysis since
1970; shared trauma; and more. A second part of the conference with
additional presentations is currently being planned. For details contact
Ken Fuchsman at kfuchsman@gmail.com.
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Finding the Roots of Altruism
in Self and Society
Joyce M. Rosenberg—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Abstract: The author, seeking to understand the roots of altruism, examines her psyche and civilization’s attitudes. She sees altruism as a natural outgrowth of children identifying with and internalizing their parents.
It also evolves from wanting to win love and approval. The dynamic exists in healthy relationships but can also be part of a masochistic personality organization that results from conditional love and fear of abandonment. In society, altruism can be an outgrowth of sacrifice encouraged
by religions. It can also have biological roots.
Keywords: altruism, caregiving, empathy, identification, internalization,
introjects, masochism, reaction-formation

I want to believe that altruism comes from a natural inner
wellspring of goodness and integrity. But in my analytic head and
my heart, I wonder if it’s like so many other human attributes: the
outgrowth of the influences that build the psyche. Certainly, upbringing plays a key role, but so does family history, the ghosts and
unconscious adaptations of early life that are handed down from
generation to generation. The factors that go into becoming altruistic are as individual and overdetermined as they are for any other
character trait.
Although I hesitate to focus a paper on my altruism, I recognize the sources of what makes me a good friend as well as a caregiver to family, friends, and animals. So I will use this as my starting point. I believe my altruism has its deepest roots in a mother
who was often loving and caregiving when I was quite young. She
delighted in making me happy, was thoughtful in picking out gifts,
and indulged my love of chocolate. In that way, she was a great
role model and I believe my passion for helping and giving to others is a way that I identified with the best part of my mother. I also
internalized the good enough mother she was capable of being.
I revel in the joy I can bring others. I have knit nearly 90
scarves and baby blankets for family, friends, co-workers, and charity auctions. I love cooking for people, feeding them, and watching
them enjoy my food. I am generous with my time, volunteering
many hours at the institute where I trained and taking care of neighbors’ plants and cats. I pick up the check at dinner for friends who
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are on limited incomes, willing to help people in need. Apparently,
I have been like this since childhood; a friend from elementary
school told me just a few years ago that I was always offering to
help friends when I was eight and nine years old. I can’t help but
believe that my kindness, which has brought me friendship, admiration, and love, has much more defensive and manipulative (words
that seem at odds with altruism) origins. I fear I am buying safety
and love.

My parents were difficult, angry, depressed, withholding
people, having grown up with family dynamics complicated by the
Holocaust in my father’s case and living amid a war zone in my
mother’s. As I left early childhood and moved through latency, adolescence, and into adulthood, I was an unhappy child and I remember not being able to do anything right or good enough. Of
course; my parents were raging, grieving, and desperate to control
the uncontrollable. I remember wanting so badly to win approval
that was rarely forthcoming. Neither of my parents could give it
freely.
But when I did sense, or when they actually told me, that I
had done well, it was an almost euphoric moment. I felt a sense of
self-worth that was fleeting but wonderful. I felt a connection to
my parent or parents that was precious. During those moments, I
was whole, I was OK, I was safe.
Since the early days of my analytic training, which I began
25 years ago, I have been fascinated by the dynamics of masochism. The beginning can be found in the inherent power imbalance between parent and child. The toddler and Oedipal child, having relinquished the omnipotence of infancy, learns that they must
sacrifice to win their parents’ approval—and it feels to a child that
it is how they must win their parents’ love. It is a bargain, a quid
pro quo in the healthiest of parent-child relationships. This is not a
negative—this dynamic plays out beautifully in the give-and-take
of any good loving, caring relationship. But bring in the sadly too
frequent dynamic of conditional love and the power imbalance
grows. So does the possibility for a masochistic personality organization, when a parent withholds love and approval, threatens abandonment, or actually does abandon the child. The result may be a
child who is willing to sacrifice self, happiness, and possessions in
return for love, acceptance, and attachment.
When I think about my willingness to take on work by do-
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ing things for friends, co-workers, and acquaintances, I am aware
that there are times when I say yes although I really don’t want to.
When I reflect on those moments, I realize I have been seeking at
least a connection, if not also approval and, if it’s someone close to
me, love. But there is more—I feel I am supposed to make the other person or people happy. They become my responsibility in
much the same way I felt responsible for my parents. I feel I
should do whatever it is in the moment someone wants—or what I
feel I should offer.
The payoff for me is feeling happiness, satisfaction, connection, and safety, or even euphoria. I am seen as kind-hearted, generous, loving, caring, charitable, and helpful. I am considered a
great friend, stepmother, grandmother, employee, co-worker, colleague, and neighbor. I have become a solid, empathic psychoanalyst.
There are also the many times when I decide to do something charitable, which of course is part of altruism, when I am not
making a connection with a person or a group of people. This is
almost always in the form of donations to organizations; I believe
it’s the right thing to do. In those moments, I believe I am again
sacrificing in the service of being a mensch (a person of integrity).
But even as I see these positive attributes in myself, I do feel
there’s also a somewhat darker side to my altruism. On a deep level, it can operate as a reaction formation against the emotions that
my parents found unacceptable: hate, anger, rage, and envy.
I realize that all I have described within myself places me
alongside many humane and human people. Those who do missionary or pastoral work, or who sacrifice the possibility of big salaries by working for non-profits or by teaching, are driven by
someone else’s needs. Sacrifice is highly valued in many if not
most cultures—it plays an important role in both the Old and New
Testaments. Abraham was ready to sacrifice Isaac to show his obedience to God, who is the ultimate parental figure. Martyrs, most
notably Jesus, are worshipped and seen as examples to live by. The
quid pro quo for many is the promise of an afterlife. Judaism calls
for tzadakeh (charity) and mitzvoht (good deeds). There are fasts
in Islam, Christianity, and Judaism.
But there is also the same dark side that I have seen in myself—such as in the robber barons of the 19th century—where there
have been people who did great altruistic deeds with money earned
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through greed or even crime.
This leads me to wonder, what about people who don’t give
or help? Do they have little or nothing to give? What are the dynamics that put them either in an uncaring psychic state or one that
has them withholding what they might give to others? Analysts
who have worked with people like this, and there are many, understand the dynamics that lead them to say “no.” Sometimes the dynamics can be similar to those that I’ve described in my family, but
for completely individual reasons, these children unconsciously
chose a very different way of processing and defending against
them.
I understand that this paper may have reduced altruism to a
set of neurotic symptoms. Yet I do on an intellectual level believe
in altruism. We need and must help and be good to other humans,
animals, and the world. An utter lack of altruism, and the presence
of its opposites, as in greed, avarice, and contempt, threaten to destroy our climate and earth.
I believe there might also be biological forces at work in
altruism. Consider the communities of animals that work together
to survive; a beehive, for example, is a marvelous system of work
done for the greater good. Researchers have found great empathy
among elephants, who will help each other when they’re in pain or
distress. There is a human version: the Good Samaritan often
doesn’t think before putting their own life in danger to help someone else.
Sometimes people have asked me why I’ve done something
good—why I went to help a co-worker who was in insulin shock,
why I took on teaching two classes when I was already juggling
two jobs and more. My honest, albeit conscious, answer, is: we do
what needs to be done. The unconscious answer is far more complex.
Joyce M. Rosenberg, JD, is a licensed psychoanalyst,
member of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis, and Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. She has
a private practice in Manhattan working with adults and couples
and has taught classes on resistance as well as working with masochistic patients and ego psychology. She has written papers on the
connection between the psyche and creativity, on empathy in culture and psychoanalysis, and on the Holocaust. In addition, she is
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a reporter and editor at The Associated Press for over 40 years and
may be contacted at psyjourn313@gmail.com. 

Auguste Comte Coined the Word Altruism:
The Cornerstone of Positivism
Brigitte Demeure—Independent Scholar
Abstract: Altruism is the supreme value of positivism. According to Auguste Comte, it arises from the “proven fact” of selfless maternal love. It
is averse to egoism, and later, in Comte’s philosophy, sexuality. It is
from this principle that the ideal positivist society, of which women are
the linchpin, is envisaged. As an ideal formation, however, it may lead to
an intrasubjective and social divide. This philosophy had a major influence on French political life from the second half of the 19th century onward. The Republicans and the founders of the far-right were inspired by
it.
Keywords: altruism, attachment-theory, Auguste Comte, French-politics,
nationalism, positivism, utopia

The French philosopher Auguste Comte (1798-1857) developed the positivist philosophy that is well-known for its “law of the
three stages” (theological, metaphysical, ideal), which describes the
evolution of humanity. According to Comte, humanity moves from
the theological, which corresponds to the reign of the imaginary
and the supernatural, to the metaphysical, which is that of the reign
of abstract rationalization. Finally, it moves to the ideal, which is
the positive stage, based on altruism, where the empirical laws of
positivist sociology organize society. In this paper, I shall present
the definition of altruism and its function in the positivist philosophy. I will also explore how it gets opposed to sexuality and on its
acceptance in French politics.
Auguste Comte imagines an ideal positivist society whose
essential value is altruism, which is averse to egoism. Comte is the
creator of this word, from the Latin alter (the other, in opposition to
the ego of egoism), which he defines in a lapidary formula: “living
for others.” According to him, “sympathetic instincts” must prevail
over selfish impulses and sociability over “personality.” Altruism
is an observable positive “fact” and corresponds to maternal devotion, which is always selfless. Women are viewed as “naturally”
more altruistic than men. Some of Comte’s disciples defined altru-
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ism by three “sympathetic instincts:” attachment, veneration, and
goodness (Dr. Robinet, La philosophie positive, A uguste Comte et
M. Pierre Laffitte [English translation: The positive philosophy,
Auguste Comte and Mr. Pierre Laffitte], 1881, 73). Altruism is also
associated with the awareness that human beings come to the world
as debtors; they will never be able to repay what they have received
from their mother and the humanity that preceded them. The human being, therefore, has duties first to those from whom he has
received everything. This implies that the order of society is superior to the individual.
In the ideal positivist society, women are part of what
Comte calls the “affective order,” which is at the top of the hierarchy of positivist norms and values, but at the bottom of the social
hierarchy. Indeed, positivist society is organized according to three
orders, and dominated by the “theoretical order,” which includes
scholars whose task is to discover natural laws through science and
history. After discovering these laws, it would be possible to predict the future and organize society to improve it. The second order
is the practical or active order, which must implement these laws:
the “heads of industrial works... will have to organize the administrative system and invent the institutions corresponding to the theory” (Comte, Plan des travaux scientifiques nécessaires pour réorganiser la société [English translation: Plan of the scientific work
necessary to reorganize society], 1822, 35). The third and last category is the affective order of sociability and altruism, which connects men; it is superior to theoretical and practical groups, resulting in the love of humanity. Proletarians are part of the practical
order/class but are also very close to the affective order/category.
Like women, they are the “worthiest” representatives of the positivist society. In this ideal and ternary functional order, the function
of the woman is to educate her husband, her children, and more
generally the men of the family. She must remain confined to her
home so as not to be defiled by the theoretical and practical orders.
Positivist education must essentially “teach to live for others, by the habit of making sociability prevail over personality” (Charles Robin, L’instruction et l’éducation [English translation: Instruction and education], 1877, 23). This is how “the preponderance of altruism” is said to be attained. Altruism is also associated with the feeling of attachment, which is the subject of a
gradual elaboration that evolves in three parts: it goes from love
and veneration for the individual mother (always good by defini-
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tion) to the love of the fatherland (which will have to become the
love of the motherland) to the love and worship of humanity
(Camille Monier, Exposé populaire du positivisme [English translation: Positive presentation of positivism], 1888, 67). The propagation of this model from year to year would thus contribute, according to positivist theory, to the resolution of social problems, of
which it is accepted that their root is first and foremost moral.
Comte chose to represent the motherland and humanity by women,
specifically mothers, who are visible allegories and metaphors of
the ideal social bond of altruism. The love of Humanity is modeled
on maternal love. Comte sums up his political philosophy thus
with the motto: “Love as principle, order as a base, and progress for
purpose,” which is the subtitle of Comte’s books (Système de politique positive, ou traité de sociologie, Instituant la Religion de
l’HUMANITE [English translation: System of positive politics, or
treatise of sociology, Instituting the Religion of HUMANITY],
1854).
Auguste Comte goes so far as to imagine a world where human reproduction would be done by parthenogenesis or by spontaneous fertilization; the sexual act would no longer be necessary,
and the woman would not need the man to procreate. Women are,
according to Comte, “the normal intermediary between man and
Humanity” (Système de politique positive, 204). He wants to free
the “loving sex from any brutal dependence” on men; indeed, he
calls sexuality “the domination of an instinct that our maturity must
extinguish” (Comte, Système de politique positive). It is, therefore,
a question for humanity to free itself from sexuality, described as
“the most disruptive of all our instincts” (282). The altruistic ideal
is therefore averse to egoism and is thwarted by sexual instinct.
From 1848 onward, Auguste Comte developed a religion
and utopia of the “Virgin-Mother,” which constitutes for him the
synthesis of his religion. It should be noted that this utopia was imagined just as the Catholic Church proclaimed the dogma of the Immaculate Conception in 1854. This positivist Virgin-Mother must
represent Humanity, which includes the living, the dead, and future
human beings, but not all humans are part of it. Humanity incorporates only the “truly worthy dead,” those who have “cooperated in
the common existence” (Comte, Catéchisme positiviste ou sommaire exposition de la religion universelle en 11 entretiens systématiques entre une femmes et un prêtre de l’Humanité [English
translation: Positivist catechism or brief presentation of the univer-
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sal religion in 11 systematic interviews between a woman and a
priest of Humanity], 1852, 30-31). Humanity is an elite Système de
politique positive. Those who are not part of it are considered
“parasites” who only came into the world to “make manure” (Comte, Catéchisme, 31; Système de politique positive). Humanity also includes animals, which he considers to be more estimable than certain humans, such as horses, dogs, oxen, etc. The
individual subjective divide regarding impulses, and especially sexuality, thus corresponds to the divided representation of humanity.
This evolution of positivist thinking toward the religion of
humanity and the utopia of the Virgin-Mother has not been accepted by all positivists—far from it. A secular positivist movement,
led by Emile Littré, developed from 1852 onward. The scope of
Comte’s work and the prominent place he took in the scholarly institutions in France gave positivism an ability to strongly influence
the spirit of the time; and this from the early 1840s. Comte’s philosophy had helped restore hope to a generation of republican
thinkers, like Littré, showing them that despite the revolutionary
failure, progress was underway; science would find a solution
where metaphysical ideas led only to a dead end. Quite successful
positivist politicians such as Léon Gambetta and Jules Ferry appeared at the forefront of French political life at the fall of Napoleon III’s Empire in 1870, and their influence was crucial to the establishment of the Third Republic (1870-1940). Like Comte, Jules
Ferry believed that only moral and positivist education could answer social questions and that all the altruistic inclinations of human nature must be fostered while repressing “natural personality”
and selfishness.
In 1875 Jules Ferry and Emile Littré were admitted to the
Masonic Lodge of the Clémente-Amitié. This event had a “huge
impact” and meant that French Freemasonry would then have become positivist. At the end of the 19th century, some religious positivists forged links with the authoritarian, nationalist, as well as the
Catholic and royalist extreme right, and played a leading role in the
founding of the movement called A ction Française. The futuristic
vision of the “utopia of the Virgin-Mother” was then integrated into
the political philosophy of some representatives of the A ction Française, including Charles Maurras (1868-1952) (see Charles-MariePhotius Maurras, A uguste Comte 15 janvier 1798-5 septembre
1857 [English translation: January 15, 1798-September 5, 1857], in
Revue Minerva, N° 2, May 15, 1902, 174-204). Maurras trans-
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formed the positivist cult of humanity into a cult of the goddess
France, which put an end to the universalist ideal of human rights.
Maurras was a notorious anti-Semite. He was excommunicated by
the pope in 1927 and, after collaborating with the Nazis during
World War II, found guilty of high treason. Maurras was sentenced
to life imprisonment and “national degradation.” He is still one of
the main references for the French far-right. Positivism, whether
secular or religious, has spread widely abroad, in the United Kingdom but also in Latin America, especially in Brazil, and in the Ottoman Empire, and with the Young Turks. It should be remembered that Comte believed that a transitional dictatorship would
probably be necessary to establish the positivist society he dreamed
of.
It is difficult to understand the positivist philosophy, its religion, and its cult of the Virgin-Mother, without considering the history of Auguste Comte’s relations with women. The historical context should be remembered: French women saw their status deteriorate from the end of the 18th century, culminating with the Civil
Code, written in 1804 by Napoleon. According to Article 1124,
persons deprived of legal rights are minors, married women, criminals, and mentally deficient persons. Women were idealized during
the 19th century in their maternal function, but seldom as individuals. French women acquired the right to vote only in 1944.
Comte’s vision of women and idealization of chastity fit in this ideological context. There were three women whom Auguste Comte
revered: his mother, Clotilde de Vaux, and Sophie Thomas. He met
Clotilde in 1844 and he fell madly in love with her. She came from
a noble but poor family and was married to a man who turned out
to be a crook, whom she could not divorce. After their separation,
she planned to write for a living. Her relationship with Comte remained platonic and lasted only one year since the young woman
was swept away by tuberculosis in 1845.
This love and “unparalleled year” marked a break both in
the personal life and the evolution of Comte’s thought. It was after
her death that he decided to extend the positive philosophy in this
new religion of humanity. In 1855 he made his servant Sophie
Thomas his adopted daughter and asked his executors to pay her a
life annuity in recognition of the “incomparable assistance” she had
provided for years. To these ideal experiences, Comte opposed his
relationship with his wife Caroline Massin, who worked as a washerwoman and sometimes practiced prostitution to make up for the
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financial difficulties of the household. Their common life evolved
disastrously. He thus evoked in his testament “the fatal marriage
contracted on 19 February 1825 with the unworthy woman from
whom I was irrevocably separated on 5 August 1842, after 17 years
of intimate suffering” (Testament d’Auguste Comte publié par ses
exécuteurs testamentaires [English translation: Testament of Auguste Comte, published by its executors], 1881, 53). But Caroline
Massin (1802-1877) was not only a washerwoman and a prostitute.
She could read and write, she was interested in his work, which she
commented on with intelligence, and the letters exchanged between
the two spouses showed a true love. Littré, one of the greatest
scholars of the time in France and a former disciple of Comte, gave
Caroline Massin growing support, especially during her conflict
with Comte’s testamentary executors since he had disinherited her.
Thus Comte presented in his works the feminine ideal in the ternary
form of mother, wife, and daughter; he was hence averse to the representation of his “unworthy” wife.
Positivist philosophy played a prominent role in French political life from 1850 onward and particularly from the beginning of
the Third Republic in 1870. Altruism is at the heart of this system;
it is its cornerstone. Women and their supposed altruism are key
elements. As Angèle Kremer-Marietti reminds us in Le kaléidoscope épistémologique d’Auguste Comte, sentiments, images,
signes [English translation: The Epistemological Kaleidoscope of
August Comte, feelings, images, signs], 2007), positivism anticipates the theory of attachment, as developed by psychoanalyst John
Bowlby or psychologist René Zazzo. However, it establishes an
intrasubjective divide, the subject finding himself, according to the
positivist altruistic ideal, cut off from his impulse life, as well as a
societal divide between humans “worthy” to be part of Humanity
and those who may be considered in this system as
“parasites” (Kremer-Marietti, Le kaléidoscope).
Brigitte Demeure, PhD, has worked not only for many
years in international trade but also as an activist and member of
the board of various international solidarity non-profit organizations defending worker’s rights. She holds a master’s degree in
intercultural negotiation, a PhD in history, and is a qualified translator and author of many psychohistorical articles published in
France and Germany. She has received two awards from the
American College of Psychoanalysts in the U.S. She may be contacted at brigittedemeure@wanadoo.fr. ❑
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Bavaria’s Spring 2020
Peter Webb Petschauer—Appalachian State University
Some flowers had lifted their tiny heads:
Purple and yellow hues –
harbingers of spring.
Sitting outside once again –
cool beers and conversation flowed.
Surely winter will not return.
But the cold we missed then
now stormed in with alacrity.
No precipitation, just bitter wind.
Frail heads of flowers drooped;
bees’ excursions to the cherry tree abandoned –
their soothing hum silenced by the sun’s frosty rays.
We too retreated just in time.
The SARS-CoV-2 virus emerged simultaneous
to winter’s reappearance.
Stay home, the order said –
Germany’s Bavaria led the way and we followed suit.
Apprehensions and staying put –
we only ventured out alone and
with a member of our family.
“Social distancing” became the norm –
a new word combination suddenly in vogue.
Collective memories of medieval strictures –
then it was the Pest.
Quarantine not new to Europe’s
recollections or languages.
Why be outside anyway
in that bone-chilling cold?
Rather quarter inside and rediscover love and
yell out festering frustration.
Loving and fighting –
babies in nine months and divorces maybe sooner.
Spring in Bavaria.
The returning cold and the invasion of COVID-19 –
hoarding food and oddly rationing
paper for the toilet.
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Hang in there though:
Soothing warmth will return,
the virulent virus will abate,
flowers will recover,
bees will fly again, and
we will sit outside in the sun.
Peter Petschauer’s biography is on pages 299-300. ❑

Compassion During Plagues
Samuel Cohn, Jr.—University of Glasgow
Abstract: The author looks at the history of plague and morality across
the globe in times of epidemics. He delves into how, globally, people’s
first reaction is putting themselves first and ostracizing those seen as the
“other,” but historically this approach has been counterproductive and
the real solution was for everyone to come together as a community.
During his rundown he looks at the negative and positive reactions and
outcomes of these pandemics, especially focusing on women caregivers
during these times of need.
Keywords: Black Death, epidemics, influenza, morality, plague, xenophobia, women-caregivers

By recent polls and electoral successes, a dominant
“morality” seems to reign across the U.S. and much of the globe;
one that puts “me first” while shunning, even punishing, the rest,
especially those in need. Curiously, scholarly notions of the sociopsychological reactions to epidemic disease in world history have
made similar assumptions about human nature. Invariably, across
time, place, and the nature of epidemics, hate and violence toward
the victims of the disease, the poor, or any other “others”—Jews,
blacks, the foreigner—have been perceived as the “normal” reactions to big epidemics. These notions reach back as early as pronouncements by the Danish statesman and scholar of antiquity,
Barthold Georg Niebuhr. In 1816, he proclaimed: “Times of
plague are always those in which the bestial and diabolical side of
human nature gains the upper hand” (cited by Johannes Nohl, The
Black Death: A Chronicle of the Plague Compiled from Contemporary Sources, trans. C. H. Clarke, 1926, originally 1924, preface).
Such proclamations continue into the 21st century. As late as 2011,
Harvard’s “University Professor” Paul Farmer concluded from
cholera-wrecked Haiti: “Blame was, after all, a calling card of all
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transnational epidemics” (Paul Farmer & J. S. Mukherjee, Haiti after the Earthquake, 2011, 191). This monochromic interpretation
of human nature faced by deadly disease not only undermines human variability and potentialities but also distorts history.
As far back as the 5th century BCE Plague of Athens, different responses have been recorded. Initially, this highly contagious
disease with those nursing the ill “all dying like
sheep” (Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian W ar, 2.51)
aroused efforts of self-preservation. Athenians refused to visit one
another, and the sick perished without any care. However, the one
surviving eyewitness account—Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War—reports that this first reaction was short-lived.
Soon “those who had recovered had pity for the dying and the sick,
because they had learnt what it meant” (2.47). Other pandemics
showed similar trajectories as when the Justinianic plague reached
Constantinople in 542 CE. With mounting death counts, the plague
reversed murderous rivalries in the city between its two factions—
the sporting circuses of the Blues and the Greens. Those who before the plague despised one another now united to care for the
poor and afflicted, burying and honoring the dead.
A shift in sentiment is seen even with the Black Death
(1348 to 1351), whose record of cruel abandonment of loved ones
and mass murder of those accused of purposefully spreading plague
topped by far the murderous persecution provoked by any other
pandemic in world history. As the Florentine chronicler Matteo
Villani and the Pisan Ranieri Sardo observed, people began to realize that flight and abandonment were counterproductive; for self
and community preservation, charity and sacrifice proved more efficacious (Matteo Villani, Cronica con la continuazione di Filippo
Villani [English translation: Chronicle with the continuation of Filippo Villani], ed. Giuseppe Porta, two volumes, 1995, I, 11; and
Cronaca di Pisa di Ranieri Sardo, ed. Ottavio Banti, Fonti per la
Storia d’Italia [English translation: Sources for the history of Italy], 99, 1963, 96–7).
Other epidemic diseases, however, show no traces of collective violence against victims of the disease or few blamed for it.
These could be diseases of high global mortalities and lightning
contagion as with influenza. I turn now to influenza’s most devastating pandemic of 1918-20, which coincided with the last stages of
the First World War’s frenzy. Despite being called the Spanish flu,
this pandemic failed to ignite attacks anywhere on Spaniards or any
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others blamed for spreading the disease. Instead, it unleashed mass
volunteerism across the globe, even if in some places it was more
prevalent than in others. In Australia, Canada, the United States,
South Africa, and other places women were at the vanguard of this
plague’s compassion. Fully knowing its swift contagion and deadly
consequences that turned lungs to purple mush often in a matter of
hours, women volunteered as nurses, nurses’ aides, messengers,
organizers of soup kitchens, carers of orphans, and to sweep the
floors of the dangerously sick. Celebrated by the new photojournalism in major city newspapers, this abnegation often featured
young college-educated women such as Marion Johnson, a volunteer ambulance driver, who led a core of influenza rescuers, laboring 70 to 80 hours a week. Many of them caught the disease: some
died while others promptly returned to their perilous posts.
Yet the rich and middle classes represented a minority of
these workers. As the U.S. Surgeon General, Rupert Blue proclaimed these were “The Thousands of Deeds of Heroism” (Evening World, October 11, 1918, front page). Such acts
involved women in Alston, a predominantly Catholic working-class
suburb outside Cambridge, Massachusetts, who organized the distribution of food to the afflicted, and the first graduating class of
black nurses from Kansas City, Missouri, who immediately after
graduating volunteered to treat the influenza-stricken (as reported
in Kansas City Sun, October 19, 1918, front page). Other women
crossed city, state, and international borders to volunteer as with
those who traveled to Quincy, Massachusetts, during the earliest
swelling of U.S. deaths in September. “Although tired out by the
journey, [these women] scorn[ed] a night’s sleep and ask[ed] to see
patients at once” (Boston Globe, September 20, 1918, 7). This volunteerism was not only organizationally based but included women
acting alone as with Washington, D.C.’s office “war workers,”
among the Army’s lowest paid and most exploited. During influenza’s darkest days in mid-October with casualties approaching their
peaks, a war-worker, Eleanor Stanford, divided her days. After
seven hours of office detail, she reported nightly to the Public
Health Service to answer the emergency calls of the afflicted until
midnight (as reported in W ashington Times, October 28, 1918, 15).
Certainly, the Great Influenza was exceptional, not only for
the numbers felled—estimated globally between 50 and 100 million—but also in its social and psychological relation to war.
Should this contagion of compassion be attributed to an esprit de
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corps engendered by the Great War’s sacrifice? As seen in interviews and diaries, some women unable to join the front as trained
nurses or Voluntary Aid Detachment saw influenza as their first
opportunity to contribute (see Linda J. Quiney, “Borrowed Halos:
Canadian Teachers as Voluntary Aid Detachment Nurses during the
Great War,” Historical Studies in Education, 15, 2003, 78–99).
However, more importantly, the First World War and the
socio-economic contexts that immediately preceded it and contributed to its outbreak heightened social tensions, distrust, and hatred
within civil society. To examine the U.S. alone, economic crises,
civil unrest, anti-Semitic pogroms, and revolutions in Europe created a surge of East European and especially Jewish immigrants into
overcrowded cities on the East Coast and the Midwest. Other cities
in the American West had grown by even greater rates from crossborder Mexican migration. El Paso’s population jumped from 736
in 1880 to 77,560 in 1920, but with uncounted Mexicans was closer
to 100,000 (Mario García, Desert Immigrants: Mexicans of El Paso,
1880–1920, 1981, 31). As historians have shown, these demographic and ethnic changes in cities led to neighborhood wars, pitting those of Anglo-Saxon descent against newcomers and exacerbating conflicts among the newly arrived, compounded by jerrybuilt slum housing, linguistic isolation, and loss of industrial jobs
(Patricia J. Fanning, Influenza and Inequality: One Town’s Tragic
Response to the Great Epidemic of 1918, 2010, 3–4, 49).
War frenzy and xenophobia fanned these internecine conflicts. In Norwood, Massachusetts, church services in German
were banned; even teaching the language was banned (Influenza
and Inequality, 60). In Newark, New Jersey, all German street
names were changed (Stuart Galishoff, “Newark and the Great Influenza Pandemic of 1918,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 43,
1969, 246–58). Beyond ethnicity and class, racial tensions during
and shortly after the war further stirred the toxic mix. In 1917, one
of the worst race riots in U.S. history erupted in East St. Louis,
which continued into 1919 (Alan M. Kraut, Silent Travellers:
Germs, Genes, and the ‘Immigrant Menace’, 1994). The same year
another race riot spread through Chicago and lasted months (see
Janet Abu-Lughod, Race, Space, and Riots in Chicago, New Y ork,
and Los Angeles, 2009, ch. 2).
Economic conditions further sharpened class divisions before and during the pandemic. With streetcar fares rising to six
cents a ride, riots continued for days in Detroit in August 1918
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(Toronto Star, August 12, 1918). In February 1919, a general
strike was called in Seattle, and in autumn the famous Boston police strike sparked class hatred and violence with Harvard athletes
and Brahmin businessmen supplying the strikebreakers. From 1918
to 1920 terrorist bombings, condemnation of Bolsheviks, and a hysterical red scare spread across America, along with the growth of
the International Workers of the World; the imprisonment, trial, and
sentencing of Eugene Debs; and the arrest and eventual execution
of Sacco and Vanzetti. In 1918–1919, the F.B.I. authorized secret
infiltration of labor unions and radical groups. New laws were
promulgated against anarchists, and after a spate of bombings in
1919, the government executed late-night raids in eleven cities, arresting anarchists and deporting “aliens” (Influenza and Inequality,
113-114). These years also witnessed the spread of Social Darwinism and eugenicist doctrines of racial and ethnic inferiority (48).
Moreover, influenza was not the only pandemic to overlap
the Great War. Another provoked far different reactions, creating
division and prejudice along another axis—gender. Women and
especially prostitutes bore the brunt of the blame for a rise in venereal diseases that threatened the country’s war-readiness. Vice
squads rounded up young girls, medical surveillance increased with
intrusive and painful examinations, and organizations such as
Michigan’s Women’s Committee on War Preparedness lobbied
successfully for legislation requiring medical certificates to marry
and hefty fines and jail sentences to those carrying venereal diseases (as reported by the Detroit Free Press, August 16, 1916, 2; September 13, 1917, 8; August 23, 1919, 8; and San Francisco Chronicle, January 14, 1917, 7). In Arizona, health authorities coupled
sexual prejudice with race, blaming Mexicans harboring venereal
disease (according to Arizona Republican, February 15, 1918, 7).
These views on disease and blame appear worlds apart from the
Great Influenza’s abnegation, but the two were concurrent, appearing in the same cities and often authorized by the same boards of
health.

Certainly, the character of the disease mattered as can also
be seen with the repeated histories of cholera and its violence
against health workers from the 1830s into the 20th century. Despite strikingly different economic, social, political, and cultural
milieu, cholera spurred similar mythologies from impoverished and
marginal populations of doctors in cahoots with the state inventing
disease to kill off the poor. These enigmatic and contrasting pat-
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terns demand new socio-psychological inquiries. Understanding
the impulses of collective compassion in the face of near-certain
death may be as challenging and important to explain as the more
common subjects of stereotyping, othering, and hatred.
Samuel Cohn, Jr., PhD, is Professor of Medieval History
at the University of Glasgow, an Honorary Fellow of the Institute
for Advanced Studies in Humanities of the University of Edinburgh,
and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Over the past 19
years, he has focused on the history of popular unrest in late medieval and early modern Europe and on the history of plague. His latest books include The Black Death Transformed: Disease and Culture in Early Renaissance Europe (2002); Popular Protest in Late
Medieval Europe: Italy, France, and Flanders (2004); Lust for Liberty: The Politics of Social Revolt in Medieval Europe, 1200-1425
(2006); Cultures of Plague: Medical Thinking at the End of the Renaissance (2010); Popular Protest in Late Medieval English Towns
(2013); and most recently Epidemics: Hate and Compassion from
the Plague of Athens to AIDS (2018), which is the basis of this article. These books are published by Cambridge, Harvard, and Oxford universities’ presses. Professor Cohn may be contacted at
Samuel.Cohn@glasgow.ac.uk. ❑

Motivations for Patronage
Peter Webb Petschauer —Appalachian State Univ.
Abstract: The author explores motivations for donating time, funds, and
treasures to organizations, starting with himself and those he knows best.
He explores what people get when they give and why they would choose
not to give or to stop giving. The author mentions the origins of patronage and lists high-profile examples of givers, including Louis XIV, Catherine the Great, Jews in the last years of Austria-Hungary, and Russian
oligarchs. He explores the connections between art and patronage.
Keywords: art, Catherine the Great, development-officers, donors, giving,
Louis XIV, patronage, patrons, treasures

Donors who give of their time, funds, and treasures (art,
equipment, musical instruments, etc.) are as varied as the rest of the
population. As a group of development officers (DOs) I interviewed told me, for the most part, giving is all about the programs
that donors find interesting. Most people tend to give to the person
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or persons who represent the “face” of a specific program. We
open our wallets, donate our art, and give our time when we find
these individuals trustworthy, believe they make a genuine effort on
behalf of their program, and provide strong leadership. By associating with people we admire, our donations serve as a proxy for approval of them while simultaneously representing approval of ourselves.
For example, a retired attorney in North Carolina mentioned
that he supports the law school at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, because it trains students to assist in DNA studies
of prisoners who may have been wrongly imprisoned. The dean of
the law school, alerted to this individual’s desire, has visited twice
to encourage the significant gift. His previous donations were
based on his professional interest and general belief in a just society. If the dean proves to be someone that this individual admires
and trusts, then he will more likely be convinced to provide a more
substantial gift.
Giving can be based purely on friendship. An individual
may become involved with a specific charity or institution because
of a close friend’s involvement. In this case, it is the relationship
with the friend that is valued. The donation shows approval for the
relationship more than the specific work or action of the organization. Giving amplifies our strongest values.
In our case, my wife and I give almost exclusively to persons who represent programs we consider meaningful to our mountain community and our former employer, Appalachian State University. We ask how the program or project will benefit students
(particularly first-generation students from low-income families),
support faculty and staff, or address a local community need. We
withhold support when a program director or administrator seems
more interested in self-aggrandizement than in the ones being
served. We have a rule regarding requests for money over the
phone; we always say no if we do not know the caller.

Another perspective is this: a group of individuals who
serve together on a board of a certain institution may at first have
no other interest than supporting the institution’s mission, but with
time some of them may become genuine friends. My wife and I
have made several of our best friends in this fashion. Most donors
do not call on others to give money or needed items; that approach
is left to professionals. However, donors can highlight our favorite
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programs to friends, engage them in volunteer activities, or allow
the use of our names to inspire others. We don’t call asking someone for money or a donation by what it is; we rather call it “friend
building,” “friend raising,” or that “we create opportunities for giving.” Thus we are creating a community environment for giving or
not giving.
History of Patronage
This introduction provides a general look at some of the
motivations for philanthropy. There is a much broader side to patronage. What motivated the wealthy and well-placed in Europe in
the past to give? The reasons I will explore are not vastly different
from the ones indicated above. Motivation is intrinsic and/or extrinsic. Intrinsic motivators are within the individual while extrinsic motivators are external rewards for doing something. Many
anonymous donors are intrinsically motivated and do not need to be
recognized for their gifts. Many extrinsically motivated individuals
seek to enhance their reputation as community-minded or to be
identified as generous. Such is the case with stained glass windows
that include the names of donors that are displayed prominently in
the many churches in various parts of Europe.
Even in the church of St. Georg in Afers where I served as
an altar boy, the names of the donors stand out to this day at the
bottom of the two major windows. This beautiful baroque church
in the Dolomite Mountains of Northern Italy was built in 1756. It
may well have been that the “Junggeselle (bachelor) Clara” and the
“Familie Obwexer,” who paid for these creations, had readily discernible ulterior motives; the inner drive to be a devout Catholic
may have overlapped with the external goal of showing the rest of
the village who was virtuous and prominent. They were probably
told that their gift would provide their souls access to heaven after
their demise and they wanted to display their eagerness for this outcome by having beautiful windows created. By then the Catholic
Church had already found many unique approaches to develop patronage. Most important was that heaven awaited those who gave
and purgatory or hell for those who did not. That is in part why we
can still admire the works of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and
many others who created masterpieces in Italy.
Realistically though, patronage is at least as ancient as the
first urban cultures in the Middle East. Then, from the ancient
Egyptian dynasties to the Roman aristocrats and emperors to the
Indian and Chinese nobles and rulers to the modern era, patronage
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has been part of civilization. The motivations were often deeply
religious and public. A pharaoh may have wanted to assure his
well-being in the afterlife at the same time that he created a memorable pyramid.
Some recent patrons had purely worldly motives. In the
early 18th century, for example, Louis XIV collected art and thus
became a patron without having a particular affinity to art. But he
endeavored to demonstrate and enhance his enormous power and to
gain a reputation for exquisite taste. Then there was Catherine the
Great of Russia in the latter part of the century. She employed
agents all across Europe to buy art. Unlike today with instantaneous communications, a scout was in a more tenuous position; although one can assume that competition between such services is
even fiercer today (Nick Glass, “The People Who are Making Million-Dollar Art Deals for the Super Rich,” CNN Style, October 7,
2019). We may still admire the art Catherine had collected in the
Hermitage in St. Petersburg and applaud her sensibilities for culture. Nevertheless, in her case and that of Louis XIV, we can make
at least two points. One, they wanted to show their power and
taste. Two, they had a deep psychological need to be appreciated,
if not admired. Today we realize as well that it did not matter to
them that these donations to their self-esteem came on the bent
backs of starving peasants.
There is a distinct difference between collector/patrons like
Catherine II and, say, the Rockefellers and men of the 1930s and
1940s who knowingly collected what the Nazis called “degenerate
art” and art that been confiscated or outright stolen from Jews by
members of the Nazi regime. “Collectors” like Hermann Göring,
Hildebrand Gurlitt, and Bruno Lohse, who knowingly bought art
that was unacceptable to the regime or looted, must be considered
criminals. Yet, we know they collected because they “loved art”
and they had powerful motivations to own it, not the least of which
was to “show off” their collections The fact that we may still enjoy
some of the fruits of their acquisitions is no excuse for their corrupt
behavior.
Patronage Preserving Art and Music
I am connecting collecting art with patronage and patronage
in turn with preserving art, even if the original purpose was no
more than to enhance one’s prestige by displaying the art in a palace or a home. Few collectors are fully aware that the art they own
is theirs in perpetuity; part of their drive is to own it indefinitely.
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As one major patron told me, “If I see a piece I love, I have to have
it. It is like a major disease.” Yet he, and many others, make art
available to the public before their demise or in their wills and in
doing so are donating future understanding of their time.
It may seem far-fetched to describe a similar sort of behavior to patrons of music. Great composers like Johann Sebastian
Bach, who composed one cantata after the other for his patrons—
the churches—can also be seen as giving his music to churches and
they, in turn, made it available to the persons who attended their
services at the time. This allowed the music to be passed on to future generations as well; more than 200 years later, we still play
Bach’s music.
Then as today, whether a donor is known or anonymous, he,
she, or they have created access to a broader audience. By access, I
mean that they became members of a certain group or organization
whose stance or plans they supported or support. Even the person
or group that gives anonymously and whose name is not affixed at
a certain building or on a wall is known to the entity to which the
gift was given.
Showing that One Has Arrived
One of the most fascinating groups of patrons was the Jewish merchants and professionals of the last decades of the AustrianHungarian Empire. Their sponsorship and support of someone like
the artist Gustav Klimt illustrate their desire to be recognized as
having arrived in society. Their motivation was similar to that of
other patrons: through their patronage, they showed their wealth
and sophistication. That is not to say that they did not admire the
art itself; more than that, they loved it, why else spend fortunes on
it? Despite the National Socialists’ perverse drive to sideline degenerate art and thus to destroy the work of Jewish artists and patrons, the creative effort survived. One visit to the Neue Galerie in
New York City will more than hint at this exceptional output.
The reasons for a person or group of persons’ patronage are
sometimes difficult to discover. For several years now, Russian
oligarchs have given generously of their time, funds, and art to
American museums and other venues. The usual assumption is that
they did so for political reasons (Graham Bowley, The New Y ork
Times, Section A, 1, October 7, 2019). But simply because the
wealthiest of these oligarchs are close to Vladimir Putin, one ought
not to assume that they are mainly interested in creating a positive
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image of Russia. These men may simply seek the company of others with the same level of wealth and interests outside of Russia or
to let the world know that they are personages of influence and lovers of art. But an equally powerful motive may be an effort to build
contacts in the West, in case they run afoul with Putin, as has happened in the past. Additionally, because two or more of the major
players are of Jewish descent, they have good reason to think strategically; think of the Imperial pogroms, Stalin’s doctors’ plot, and
the general disdain of Jews in Russia. It pays to be doubly concerned and prepared for the worst.
Another important point is this: we have become acutely
aware in the West of the unacceptable political and scandalous
backgrounds of some donors. In rare cases, museums feel the need,
or pressure, to disassociate themselves from these individuals and
groups and have thus moved beyond the Roman emperor Vespasian’s idea that pecunia non olet (“money does not smell”). Recently, there is an example of the very public decision by several prestigious organizations to return money to the Sackler family because
the family made its money off of the drug OxyContin, which fueled
the opioid crisis in America. Carried too far, such consciousness
about raising funds and art donations may denude all too many museums of their best inventories. At the same time, it will deny, albeit retrospectively, the access donors sought with their gifts for
themselves and others.
One of the greatest threats to the arts is the children of those
who create, sponsor, and collect it. Children may or may not share
the interests of their parents when it comes to collecting, sharing,
and giving. If their interests are different it may mean a loss to one
set of artists, programs, schools, churches, and museums while acting as the gain of another.
There is still another side to giving; honorable men and
women, aware of humanity’s darker side, have tried to regulate giving to restrain untoward behavior. Specifically, they have endeavored to hold back men (and a few women) in power who seek to
force their employees to contribute to their causes. Employees of
local, state, and/or federal governmental entities should not be
asked to contribute to the election or reelection campaigns of a potential or established office holder. This is also the reason political
contributions are not tax-deductible.
Conclusion
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There is a distinct difference between patronage/support of
the arts, universities, schools, and churches and that of politicians
and political parties. While occasionally the two overlap and are
difficult to sort out, patronage of art generally enhances the environment and well-being of individuals and groups. Gifts of art and
music tend to have a positive effect on the original donors as well
as the recipients and the future generations, who can view the work
and hear the melodies. Erik Erickson identified this as generativity,
the ability to have concern for others as well as a need to nurture
younger people to contribute to the next generation.
Unrestrained donations to political entities can and have,
however, led to astonishing abuses. Donations to organizations can
create labels that may not fully represent who the donor is. It is
particularly important to consider how identifying with a specific
political party makes an individual automatically “anti-something”
else. A gift to the arts or an educational institution is a unifying
action rather than a divisive one.
One final point. In the U.S., giving or patronage has become a profession and tax deduction. Because the U.S. governments rarely nor sufficiently support public institutions such as universities and museums, in contrast to most other industrial societies,
an alternative approach to financing has developed. For example,
many state legislatures and governors have cut funding to such a
degree that the institutions cannot continue to function without
fundraising. As the lead developer for the University of Heidelberg
in Germany wrote to me this spring, “We are not used to fundraising because our federal and state governments support our institutions, but we now realize that extra funds do help some programs.”
Fundraising is a uniquely American approach to supporting
various causes, institutions, and actions. My fear, expressed already many decades ago, is that the more funds we raise or art we
give, the more government entities feel disinclined to provide support. But this rarely articulated threat should not become a reason
not to give or become a patron. By being a donor or patron, one
can determine a program’s success. Further, our support reflects
our inner desire to be the caretakers and sponsors of the cultural
artifacts of our time—evidence of our existence for future generations to know us.
Peter Webb Petschauer, PhD, Dr hc, Professor emeritus at
Appalachian State University, author, and poet, most recently pub-
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lished a book of poems, Hopes and Fears: Past and Present (2019),
available at peterpetschauer.com. He is about to publish An Immigrant in New York City: Finding Hope and Success in New York
City. Petschauer may be reached at petschauerpw@icloud.com.
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When Giving Never Seems to Be Enough
Talia B. Shafir—Somatic Movement Educator & Therapist
Abstract: Viewing charity, philanthropy, and personal caregiving through
the lens of Attachment Theory offers a novel perspective on the role
defense processes play in a relationship. Drawing from individual case
studies of attachment disruption and trauma, this across-the-lifespan
weave examines the motivation for giving when satisfaction remains
elusive. One may draw interesting parallels between how the needs of the
individual and those of society as a whole seek to be met.
Keywords: attachment, charity, compulsive-caregiving,
processes, Judith Kestenberg, philanthropy, somatic

defense-

In the last few decades, much attention has been paid to the
role of Attachment Theory in mainstream psychology. Those who
deal with cutting edge trauma therapies have begun to understand
the connection between a secure base, unresolved attachment trauma, and early disruptions. What has this got to do with altruism,
service, and generativity? Plenty. That first relationship and the
average expectations it sets in a young child’s mind, not only from
its caregivers but from the environment as a whole, establishes a
history of give-and-take that either supports resilience and growth
or creates bitterness and low self-esteem. The perspectives and behaviors that follow extend throughout life.
So what’s a human to do if what William Blatz referred to
as a healthy dependency escaped one’s grasp? Enter the creativity
of the perpetuation of the species: defense processes. We are predisposed to find a way to avoid abandonment and the terror that
goes with it. Generally speaking, we either employ deactivation
with a dismissing conclusion that if I can’t get what I need, I’ll just
avoid the disappointment and no longer want/need it, or we choose
cognitive disconnection by either removing what we perceive as the
trigger from our environment or removing ourselves from the trigger.
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Compulsive Caregiving and the Case of Baby Joey
Under these two broad umbrellas lie many variations of defense. Significantly prevalent is one called compulsive caregiving.
This pattern can be seen very early in some instances, as in the case
of two-month-old Joey. A healthy baby, Joey was the first child of
a young couple whose mother was so obviously terrified to even be
talking to a therapist (or anyone for that matter) that a meeting had
to be arranged at a specific hour at a friend’s home. If you haven’t
already surmised, Joey’s mother was a battered wife. She described a life nearly completely controlled by her husband and his
mother. So much so that, although she wanted a natural childbirth,
she was forced to have a medically unnecessary C-section on a date
determined by her mother-in-law.
The new mother literally hovered over Joey as he attempted
to nap during our session. Sitting a foot away from him, she frequently leaned over as he slept, eyes searching apprehensively for
any sign of distress. For his part, Joey awoke every seven to 10
minutes, fussed, was immediately picked up, suckled briefly, and
then returned to his seat to sleep. She explained that the baby was
often hungry. Attempts to reassure her were unsuccessful.
Feeling mother’s anxiety, the baby responded with a level
of hyperarousal, which was assuaged by interactive regulation. Instead of mutual regulation occurring as a result of the mother’s attunement to the baby, the baby actually learns to respond to the
mother’s elevated level of anxiety with his own dysregulation. In
this way, the baby calms the mother with interactive regulation, resolving his own distress in the process. This behavior evokes a pattern of disorganization that is likely to persist.
Somatic Components of a Secure Attachment System
From birth, in the non-verbal, somatic world of touch, tension-flow, and shape-flow, there is attunement and adjustment of
mother to baby’s rhythms in service of both the functional and the
emotional state. The baby also moves to align with the mother,
shaping in service of early function in what may be described as a
dance of give and take. The “good enough mother” (Winnicott,
1957)—not the perfect mother—projects empathy and fosters trust
through muscle tension and breathing rhythms, promoting
kinesthetic pattern memory through repetition.
Dr. Judith
Kestenberg, creator of the Kestenberg Movement Profile, asserts
that through the repeated rhythm of breathing, for example, “…the
infant develops an image of his or her own body” (The Meaning of
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Movement: Embodied Developmental, Clinical, and Cultural
Perspectives of the Kestenberg Movement Profile, 2018, 146).
A baby exposed to tense holding patterns of bound flow
and hyperaroused breathing rhythms over time develops internal
working models of the self and self in relationship that reflect the
mother’s emotional state and the immediate environment as a
whole. Mutuality, instead of thriving in an evolving developmental
state of encouraged exploration supported by an embodied sense of
haven of safety, becomes one of unhealthy dependency. Moving
from discomfort into comfort when the giver and receiver have
switched roles colors the act of giving and causes mistrust in receiving. Is it a giving, generous environment to grow into, or is it
unsafe to receive as well as easier, more familiar, and safer to give?
The Case of Susan and Becca
Giving to get one’s needs met through fulfilling the needs of
another may on the surface be deemed selfless, considerate, even
sensitive, and rewarded with approval of the authority figure.
Compulsive caregiving is, however, transactional. The giver expects something in return, an affirmation of his/her/their value, an
interactively regulating event, achieved through the satisfaction of
knowing the object of one’s attention is pleased. Carried into adulthood, the compulsive giver’s pattern often becomes a source of anger and resentment for being ignored, unseen, and unacknowledged. A defense process of survival, sublimating one’s needs in
deference to another’s, blocks intimacy. It is the ultimate detour on
the road to self-realization. The compulsive caregiver is, by definition, poorly related to the recipient. The giving is palpable, but
lasting satisfaction eludes both parties. There’s never enough—to
give or to receive.
Susan, 28, and Becca, 23, are sisters. They are firstgeneration, born of immigrant parents who’d worked their way to a
comfortable lifestyle. Susan describes her sister’s arrival as too
much energy for mother to handle, so she took over as caregiver.
Susan was bullied relentlessly throughout elementary and high
school. Her attempts to alert her parents to the situation were met
with little acknowledgment and decidedly failed protection. She
stopped talking about it, employing a defense of deactivation, and
endured. Her value derived from her role as her sister’s keeper and
problem solver for the family.
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At their parents’ urging, Becca moved in with Susan after
college. Susan, predictably accommodating, continued paying twothirds of the rent and all utility bills, even after Becca found work.
She insisted on maintaining her caretaker role while intense resentment built between the two. Susan’s quid pro quo was her tolerance for squashing her needs in exchange for not being alone and
not having to leave “home.” Her caregiving focus allowed her to
defensively exclude the unprocessed feelings of one prematurely
and unfairly cast as mother’s and sister’s caregiver instead of being
supported as the child who needed care. This emotional neglect
was reactivated at school when she was bullied and ostracized by
her peers with no effective protection or support from either parents
or teachers.
She sought therapy to help resolve the trauma of a couple
incidents of sexual abuse during college, which went unreported
but resulted in a bout of anorexia and a year off from school. Compulsive caregiving was taking its toll in many areas, having effectively shielded Susan for most of her life from the anger and sadness from which she shielded herself, her family, and friends.
Her first major breakthrough came when she agreed to stop
addressing her sister by her diminutive baby name, acknowledging
in word and deed that Becca was now an adult. As she began to
understand the concept of compulsive caregiving, Susan set boundaries and Becca agreed to pay half of everything. Now cognizant of
the reverse attachment patterning of her mother, she cut their contact to one brief conversation a day, sometimes daring to skip a day.
Instead of throwing money at the source of irritation, as she had
learned to do, Susan dared to confront the system at the core, repatterning and reframing her part to elicit systemic change.
The Limiting Transactional Base of Compulsive Giving
When giving is linked to a perceived threat to life and limb,
the sensory flashback of the moment of origin constantly drives the
act of giving in the present. Accompanying thoughts emerge: “Be
my friend, and I’ll take care of you. Stick with me, and I’ll give
you something you can’t get on your own or from anyone else.
Without me, you won’t survive.”
Transactional giving projects uncertainty and foments distrust. Unmet expectations arise for both those giving and receiving.
Any immediate anxiety may resolve only to recharge and resurface
when another trigger reappears. People trapped in the roles of this
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dynamic either need someone to rescue—someone helpless in need
of attention, care, money, material goods, or power—or the recipients need to believe that they are incapable of taking care of themselves. Uninterrupted, this pattern results in the perception of the
existence of perpetual victimhood.
Charity, giving of any kind, large and small, when motivated by an unconscious defensive strategy, serves as a constantly
reenacting rescue from the giver’s own terrifying fear of abandonment. Since this external act misses the target of an internal need,
the “never enough” feelings on both sides of the equation persist.
Talia B. Shafir, PhD (Somatic and Spiritual Psychology),
is a Registered Somatic Movement Educator and Therapist,
Psychophysical Therapist, and Clinical Hypnotherapist in private
practice in New York City. Dr. Shafir specializes in Trauma,
PTSD, and Adult Attachment Issues. She can be contacted at tshafir@mac.com. ❑

The False Self in Service to Others
Jeff Meyerhoff—Prakash Ellenhorn Treatment Center
Abstract: In this paper, I explain my relationship to serving as a part of
my larger relationship to the other. This case study shows how my psyche
and history manifest as a set of myths that have dictated my reality and in
turn my life. I find that service and giving can arise from selfish and conflicted needs while still having good effects.
Keywords: altruism, false-self, giving, myths, psychology, true-self, selfanalysis, serving

A central theme of my personal psychological story is service to the other as a way of relating. In many aspects of my life
serving, giving, and altruism are dominant themes. As a social
worker I’ve served the adult mentally ill for 25 years. My social
philosophy is built around the socialist ideal of giving what you are
able and taking what you need. My highest moral ideal is the saint,
a person who gives because they feel moved to give.
While most would say I’m a good person, I’m certainly not
a saint. I definitely don’t serve because I feel moved to serve.
What I’ve found through self-analysis is that the psychodynamics
of my serving is complicated and mainly motivated by the opposite
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of the desire to serve.
As a child, I lost connection to essential emotional, physical, and desiring parts of myself because of the repression necessitated by the family I was born into. I then compensated for their
lack of emotional acceptance to function in life. Key defenses I
unconsciously adopted were intellectualization and emotionalsomatic numbing. Central to my self-development has been the
cultivation of my awareness and the retrieval of my lost feelings.
Over the past 30 years, through Buddhist mindfulness practice and psychological self-analysis, I’ve studied the psychosomatic
dynamics of being in service to the other. I cultivated a mindful
self-observation to study the psychosomatic mechanics of my repression. This kind of self-study produces both subjective
knowledge and self-change by bringing awareness to what was previously unconscious. In directing attention and recognition to unconscious parts one subtly alters self-knowledge and capacity to
feel.
Both my parents emphasized intellectual achievement and
felt deeply uncomfortable with physical contact, emotions, desires,
and needs. In response to feeling fragmented, I reacted with intellectualization and a sense of numbness. In a myriad of ways
through daily interactions, my parents “taught” me how to be a
member of their family. For example, a common trope in the family was to react to unwanted self-expression by saying “he’s just trying to get attention,” as if trying to get attention was a bad thing and
not a sign of a lack of care. This judgmental rejection of my needs
was part of a larger familial system that we unconsciously acted
out.
Fearing rejection, I cut off the vital emotions. Subjectively,
I experience this fear as intense bodily constrictions, particularly
around my heart. Fear became the foundation of my outward personality that Donald Winnicott called the false self. This false self
develops alternative goals, desires, and strategies as compensation.
The sense of my intrinsic value was lost with rejected feelings and
desires. My dominant purpose in life became channeling my energy toward attaining my value as a person from others. The other
took the form of things, people, and acclaim. I constructed my
world around my need to gain validation wherever I could find it.
This requires reading others and responding to their needs.
The worlds I constructed to organize my life goals and val-
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ues I call myths. I use the term myths in both the old-fashioned,
pejorative, Enlightenment sense of imaginary stories that were
thought of as real and in the postmodern sense of worldviews that
all societies use to create culture. These myths are whole worlds of
thinking, believing, feeling, and desiring that formed me and drove
me toward my life goals.
Three great myths set the parameters of my life struggles.
Number one, I demanded that my life-mission was to gain personal
worth by becoming an intellectual somebody while always fearing I
would become a worthless, intellectual nobody. I learned how to
read what the other wanted in order to present myself in a way worthy of intellectual success. Later in life, I used my sharpened focus
on the other in a positive way as a mental health clinician to mirror,
understand, and serve.
Number two required that I suppress my subjective experience of feelings to avoid some vaguely imagined “trouble.” With
my natural range of emotions cut off by fear, I used obsessive
thinking to anticipate future interactions. My emotional energy
was rerouted into mental rehearsals to anticipate future social encounters and make sure things went well. This “trouble” I’d get
into could occur if I didn’t think first about the other’s needs and
anticipate ways to avoid blame and conflict while gaining their approval. This pattern in adulthood was a repetition of my childhood
conditioning where I learned to suppress my own needs in favor of
the other. This cognitive strategy helped with psychotherapeutic
work, but it required overcoming my conditioning to learn how to
have conflict and set limits when necessary.
The third required that I attain the unattainable woman.
Trying to attain what is unattainable is obviously contradictory. I
needed to act in such a way that the rejecting woman would accept
me and so transform me from valueless to valuable. This personal
fantasy is represented in the fable of the frog who needs a princess
to kiss him to transform him into a prince. I was dependent upon
the unattainable princess kissing me—the frog—to attain my goal
of becoming a man. Here again, as in the other two constructs, I
learned to read the other and perform to their liking, so I’d get the
value that I believed I lacked. In doing so, I often found myself
serving women and appearing selfless by anticipating their needs.
In discovering, reflecting upon, and working through these
myths, I realized that they share a few essential elements. All these
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psychic pillars are founded on fear. In one, I fear being a “nobody”
by failing to become an intellectual “somebody.” In two, I fear the
wrath of the disappointed other and the “trouble” I’ll get into by not
performing like I’m supposed to. In three, I am terrified of the unattainable woman’s rejection and seek value from the person most
likely to reject me. My false self has been constructed on a foundation of fear and anxiety. I experience a pervasive gnawing sense
that there is just something wrong with me that I must remedy
through some form of service.
All the psychic creations require that I gain my value as a
person from the other. The self-value I must attain from the other
occurs through recognition. Recognition means being seen and
known—recognized—and so not being invisible or nonexistent. To
be nonexistent is to be dead in life. The fear of remaining dead in
life fuels the need to be valued by others and brought back to life
through them. If I can’t come alive through being recognized by
the other, I bear the constant threat of never living and never having
lived my one chance at life.
To gain the longed-for recognition, all three require a performance whose criteria of success is determined by the other’s reactions. If the other approves of my performance, I’m valuable. If
the other disapproves, I’m worthless. My felt value-lessness caused
me to sacrifice myself to the other in order to get the value I lacked.
The other was my path to redemption. Instead of having intrinsic
value I had to go through an alienating exchange that required a
performance. The performing self is a false self and necessitates a
negation of the true self. The true self constantly presents a potential danger because it could ruin the performance and sabotage my
becoming what the myths drive me to become. Defending against
the real self requires more somatic constricting in order to enact the
performance.
I gained positive reinforcement for my false self because it
served others. Yet, at the same time, enacting my persona made me
feel dead while living. Importantly, a powerful consequence of becoming mindful of these psychic pillars has been their slow and
steady dissolution. Through awareness, a space opens up between
myth and reality. It seems that as this open space expands, I can
transcend the grip of fear and see a different way forward. As I
continue to engage in my self-development, I hope to eventually
open a space big enough to experience the desire for heartfelt giving. Then my giving will be doubly valuable because both the oth-
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er and I receive what we need.
Jeff Meyerhoff, MA, LSW, is an independent scholar who
received an MA in sociology at Brandeis University and has
worked as a clinical social worker for 30 years. He is the author of
Bald Ambition: A Critique of Ken Wilber’s Theory of Everything
(2010). This paper originates from a larger project examining philosophy’s relationship to autobiography entitled Philosophy as a
Conscious Memoir.
Meyerhoff can be contacted at jefriv@comcast.net. ❑

From Altruism to Generativity
Burton Norman Seitler—Psychoanalytic Priv. Practice
Abstract: This article traces how an incident forced a choice between two
options, even though picking either one would produce consequences.
Was that choice an example of altruism? Furthermore, does making that
choice contribute to risking consequences if it means generating something helpful (i.e., a research journal) to psychoanalysis and psychoanalysts?

Keywords: altruism, generativity, greatest-generation, psychoanalyticresearch, war-babies

I was born during World War II. I share the distinction of
having come into this world at the same time as the heroic band of
brothers fighting in Europe and Asia, who have since been named
the “greatest generation” (though I did nothing to earn this distinction, other than to be born during that very same era as a member of
what was dubbed the “war babies”).
When I was nearly 13 years old, I was preparing for my Bar
Mitzvah rite of passage. This meant studying and learning to
properly recite a portion of the Torah before the members of what
felt like a frighteningly large congregation. Moreover, because war
baby births surged from 1941 through 1945 (and beyond), and because the numbers of children born during this time were so huge,
there weren’t enough calendar dates available for individual Bar
Mitzvah ceremonies, which had previously been the custom. Instead of one Bar Mitzvah aspirant, there were four of us who had to
learn the Torah and chant it in unison, much as a chorus would.
I mention these factors to supply a context for a test that
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was about to befall me, which entails a decision I would have to
make that would impact my relationship with my fellow would-be
“sons of the law.” This was a test I couldn’t study for, and one that
would require me to make a decision that would have negative consequences no matter which option I chose.
Here is what happened. On my way to the synagogue to
meet with the cantor, who helped the four of us with our studies, I
was intercepted by an elderly woman, who was noticeably struggling to carry her groceries. She asked me if I would help carry her
grocery bags home. Even though she lived only five or six blocks
away, I knew that if I decided to help her I would be late for my
Bar Mitzvah lessons. I also knew I would be letting down my fellow Bar mitzvah buddies; the cantor would undoubtedly feel I was
being disrespectful, and I would be in the doghouse. (Even Hebrew
National “dogs” would not be sufficient to lessen my fate.) However, if I did not help the woman who sought my help, I would feel
that I let her down (even though she was a stranger). But more than
that, I would have felt that I would have let myself down as a person who wanted desperately to assume the mantle of maturity.
Even at that tender young age, the situation’s inherent irony
was not lost on me. Here I was studying to become a mensch, a
virtuous man, yet faced with acting with integrity, if I turned down
the woman’s earnest request for help, I would fail to come through;
and if I turned my back on her, thereafter, what claim could I ever
make to myself that I was a good person?
I was at a crossroads. All parties could not be pleased.
Someone would have to be given short shrift and would probably
feel slighted. I took the woman’s packages and helped her get them
home. I accepted no tip. As I had anticipated, I was unable to get
to my appointed study session on time. The cantor and my friends
all were displeased with me.
Beyond apologizing for being late, I offered no explanation
or excuse and expected no reprieve. What I did, I chose to do—
knowing full well how it would be greeted. I understood the consequences and was willing to face them. I did what I did because it
was the right thing to do and I accepted responsibility for my actions.
Now, I must inquire, was this an example of altruism on my
part? I didn’t name it that at the time. It was done without recompense in mind, other than doing what was correct—helping a per-
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son in need. It matters not, I think, if it is a major act of kindness or
just a little one. This falls under that latter heading. Did I feel good
about it then? That’s hard to say. I certainly took no delight when
my very strict cantor chided me for my lateness—calling it illmannered and insensitive to the feelings of others. Was it worth it?
In the sense of getting a reward for it, no. Nor was it satisfying in
the sense of being able to tell myself, “I truly am a good person.”
Nonetheless, I did it, for no other reason than it was the right thing
that needed to be done, and there was no one else to do it.
If the counter-argument is that I did it to avoid feeling poorly about myself, that might be a legitimate point of view. Even
there, I’m not sure it was strictly an avoidance of seeing myself in a
negative light. I think it was much more matter-of-fact. I really
had no choice. Paradoxically, this was who I already was then and
who I hoped I might someday become in the future.
In the latter regard, it may even have something to do with
generativity that developed along my evolutionary pathway as an
outgrowth of this. By that, I mean my concern about and willingness to dedicate myself to nurturing, guiding, and contributing to
the development of each succeeding generation.

I am of an age that is eligible for retirement, but I still feel
that I have something to offer. If anything, during the last decade, I
have achieved my greatest productivity. The skills I have developed as a psychoanalyst, as a researcher, and even as a psychological writer, editor, and presenter seemed to have peaked, and I have
seen the preponderance of my work paying off.
By learning from that vignette that I was able to perform a
mitzvah (good deed), even if it cost me, I discovered that I am capable of overcoming stagnation resulting from giving up on my
dreams because for many years I was too afraid that my ideas might
be criticized. By “getting in the batter’s box,” so to speak, I was
running the risk of striking out. But, even if the “mighty Casey”
strikes out, he is remembered for trying his best. In the world of
food, the same principle applies. One cannot make a beautiful
soufflé without breaking some eggs. From meeting that test, I
learned that my job was to do what was right whenever I could,
even if it meant that my efforts might be misunderstood or met with
displeasure.
From this early beginning, this war baby has seen many
needs and has attempted to meet them. Of course, I can’t take care
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of everyone who intercepts me needing help. What I can do is decide what would be helpful in both small and large ways. This was
how J.A .S.P.E.R. was born. I saw a need for a psychoanalytic journal of empirical research to help shine a light on all the good research supportive of psychoanalysis. By creating such a journal, I
hoped that psychoanalysis as a field would be helped; and by publishing solid psychoanalytic research, I hoped that individual psychoanalysts would find backing for what they do that might aid
them in doing what they do even better.
Burton Norman Seitler, PhD, is a clinical psychologist in
private practice and Director of Counseling and Psychotherapy
Services in Ridgewood and Oakland, NJ. Dr. Seitler edits the journal J.A.S.P.E.R.: The International Journal for the Advancement of
Scientific Psychoanalytic Empirical Research and directs S.P.U.R.:
The Society for Psychoanalytic Understanding through Research.
Dr. Seitler serves on the Board of Directors of the International
Society for Ethical Psychiatry and Psychology and is on the Editorial Board of the journal Ethical Human Psychology and Psychiatry. He is also a Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum
and may be contacted at binsightfl1@gmail.com. ❑

COVID-19 is Our Current Test of Altruism
Warm April Morning During the Pandemic
Judith Harris—Poet and Associate Editor
In the city park, joggers circle
the path trying to keep
six feet apart, as the early blooms
exhale through masks of leaves
and the crocuses open
regardless of death, regardless
of the dangers that lurk in the air
sending their roots down
into deeper arteries underneath
and one asks how this could happen
on a bright early morning
amid rumors of spring.
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Judith Harris’s biography can be found on page 367. ❑

Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers

The Psychology of Caregiving
and Receiving in the Era of COVID-19
For the Fall 2020 Issue the Deadline is
July 1, 2020
Clio's Psyche is looking for articles on a variety of subjects
including the psychoanalysis/psychology of the following:
 What is it like to be a caregiver?
 Caregiving among medical personnel during the pandemic
 Caregivers such as Dr. Fauci and other epidemiologists
 Altruism and fear among COVID-19 caregivers
 Death in nursing homes during the COVID-19 pandemic
 The economics and politics of caretaking: families and politicians
 Lengthy case studies of caregiving and receiving
 Dealing with anger, frustration, resentment, and passive
aggressive behavior
 The impact of caregiving on family relationships
 Relationships that are destroyed or strengthened by caregiving
 Caring for and/or covering up the serious illnesses of public
figures: FDR, JFK, Jimmy Carter, B. Johnson, A. Trebek, etc.
 The kindness, giving, insensitivity, and avoidance of strangers:
Contemporary and historical cases and patterns
 The impact of illness on interpersonal relations
 Case studies of caregiving in different cultures
 Anger directed against the failure of one’s body and caregivers
 End of life issues: assisted suicide, facing death, greed, suicide,
thievery
 Caregiving and receiving in books, movies, and on TV
We seek articles from 500 to 2,000 words—including your brief
biography no later than July 1, 2020. Articles, abstracts, and queries should be sent to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Politics and Trump in 2020
Free Associations on Election 2020:
What Politicians Mean to Us
Paul H. Elovitz—Psychohistory Forum
Abstract: The author shares his goals as a presidential psychobiographer
and several anecdotes about whom his friends voted for and his unusual
experience publishing articles about the candidates, including for the first
time in 40 years taking a nonpartisan approach to the candidates by announcing himself as a “never Trumper.”
Keywords: democracy, Donald Trump, election, Joseph Biden, politicians, presidential-psychobiographer

My goal as a presidential psychobiographer since 1976 has
always been to probe the family background, childhood, education,
experience, defense mechanisms, personality, style of leadership,
and traumas of the candidates to better understand how they would
function in the presidency and to educate others in the process. In
about 30 articles and chapters of books, I focused much more on
the candidates and presidents than on the voters. Despite a hesitancy to make sweeping generalizations about what Americans wanted
in choosing a president, I have reluctantly come to focus far more
on American group fantasy and psychology then I did initially. In
doing so as an Eriksonian participant observer in our experiment in
American democracy, I always pay close attention to my own emotions as well as those of others.
Politicians evoke strong emotions. We Americans love
them and hate them. Some think that they can do wonderful things
for our democracy and others fear they will destroy it and hurt its
people. Many try to ignore them and don’t vote. In researching
politics, political personalities, and the political system as a graduate student in history and political science before becoming psychoanalytically trained, I became interested not only in presidents and
the candidates for this position of commander in chief but also in
the fantasies of the electorate.
Voters approach the subject candidates during the primaries
and in the general election from many different perspectives.
While the overwhelming majority of my colleagues and friends voted for Hillary Clinton, there were certainly many exceptions. A
working-class friend who just died at age 92 patriotically dropped
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out of high school months before graduation so he could fight for
America, spending his 18th birthday being fired upon in Iwo Jima.
He always favored outsider candidates like George Wallace, Ross
Perot, and Donald Trump. A physician friend voted for Trump because he felt Obama’s Affordable Care Act had ruined American
medicine and feared Clinton would make it even worse. A welleducated naturalized American voted for the Republican because he
thought the Democrats were too favorable to illegals who, unlike
him, had not earned the right to be here. A good friend of my wife,
now living in Florida, voted for Trump because she is “a Republican,” declaring, “I only watch pro-Republican news.” It concerns
me when my fellow professors and associates say they know no one
who voted for Trump because that means they are missing out on
the reality of such a large part of our society, even in blue states
like New York and California.
I broke my 40-year commitment to a nonpartisan approach
to the candidates in 2016 because after reading his 17 books and
observing him, I became a never Trumper. I feared that he was
temperamentally a poor fit for the presidency for which he had no
appropriate background and training; that he would, in fact, be a
harmful leader of our country. I published “A Presidential Psychobiographer’s Countertransference to Trump” shortly before the
2016 election (Clio’s Psyche, Vol. 23, No. 1 Fall 2016: 1-8). In
this, I spelled out my analysis of Trump and the commitment I
made to voting and speaking against him based in part on a dream
that I had, which depicted him as someone I had to stop from cheating. In the dream, he was taking a test with my students and I had
to watch him like a hawk to prevent his dishonesty. In office, the
President’s dishonesty is reflected in the incredible number of falsehoods he makes, many labeled by nonpartisan Politifact as “pants
on fire” claims without any factual accuracy (Glenn Kessler, Salvador Rizzo, & Meg Kelly, “President Trump made 16,241 false or
misleading claims in his first three years,” Washington Post, January 20, 2020). Although I disagree with Trump and what he stands
for, I empathize with him as a small child in my search to understand the roots of his personality.
In addition, a powerful reason for voting for Clinton related
to my strong desire for the United States to have women presidents,
coupled with the fear that the first woman president would be pressured to prove that she was tougher than the men resulting in taking
the United States to war (See “Elizabeth Dole and America’s Sec-
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ond Woman President,” Clio's Psyche Vol. 7, No. 2, September
2000: 69-70). The appeal of Hillary was not simply that, unlike
Trump, she has built up a political resume as an activist, governor’s
wife, First Lady, leader in the struggle to reform health care, Secretary of State, and senator, but that she had an advisor husband who
was a master of getting out of tight situations. This could help
guide her when feeling pressure as the first woman leader of a militaristic country as demonstrated by the examples of India’s Indira
Ganhdi, Sri Lanka’s Sirimavo Bandaranaike, Pakistan’s Benazir
Bhutto, Israel’s Golda Maier, and Britain’s Margaret Thatcher.
Thus my focus was not on the disgruntled workers of Michigan,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin—who turned out to be decisive
in the Electoral College. Nor was my concentration on Russian interference, her “deplorables” comment, and other campaign missteps, or Comey as the head of the FBI bringing up Hillary’s nongovernmental email server issue at an inopportune time in the electoral process.
As I talk to colleagues, I am struck by the extent to which
we make our political choices based on our own emotions, fantasies, and political identifications. These were very much on my
mind when I wrote my “A Presidential Psychobiographer’s Countertransference to Trump” article and spoke to psychoanalyst Susan
Kavaler-Adler, encouraging her to write an article on Trump and
Clinton as “bad objects.” She readily agreed, but in the end, focused only on Trump (see her article following this one).
Our Presidential Gerontocracy
American voters are taking a real chance on the good mental and physical health of our president this election year. The odds
of suffering Alzheimer’s, dementia, cancer, heart disease, influenza, stroke, or another malady, increase with age. There is also the
question of life expectancy. It should be noted that 76 years is the
typical life expectancy of a U.S. white male (this is before the advent of COVID-19, which impacts the old, unlike the Spanish Flu,
more than the young). Joseph Robinette Biden and Donald John
Trump would be 78 and 74 respectively upon inauguration on January 20, 2021, and 82 and 78 at the end of the term. The title, 70 is
the New 40 (2012), may sell books, but it is not reality. The presidency is in itself a killing job even without the bullets that took Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Kennedy. Eight of our 44 commanders in chief have died in office (a death rate of 18.2% in office) and Reagan survived an assassin’s bullet in 1981 but did not
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die until he was 93 years of age from the Alzheimer’s disease he
contracted while president. During his presidency, Reagan suffered
hearing auditory loss sufficient to require special hearing aids, as
well as underwent operations to remove cancerous colon cancer
polyps, skin cancer, and another for an enlarged prostate. He took
naps during Cabinet meetings.
Trump was the only president to be inaugurated at age 70.
Other than Reagan, the only other leader starting his presidency at
66 years of age or older died in a month. Consequently, there is a
33.3% death rate in office of those elected at this age and one of the
three is only three and a half years into his presidency. Fifty-five
years and three months is the medium age of U.S. presidents upon
election.
Throughout the campaign, I have wondered about the appeal of two angry and mostly grumpy old men—Sanders and
Trump. At age 78 Bernie Sanders’ outrage drew enormously enthusiastic crowds (before COVID-19 social distancing) and Donald
Trump mostly comes across on the campaign trail as scowling, although less so when fed by the adoration of his followers at his rallies. In trying to understand the roots of the democratic socialist’s
appeal, what comes to mind is that he sounds like an Old Testament
prophet delivering his Jeremiads against inequality in America and
offering a clear path to the promised land. Sander’s popularity
among young people leads me to speculate that in our era of comparatively permissive childrearing and political correctness, young
voters are drawn to a grandfather-like figure who promises to pay
for their college education, student loans, health care, and prescription drugs while promising to throw the money lenders out of the
Temple. Although the youth as a group are not put off by his democratic socialism, Trump and Fox News commentators favor him as
an opponent since they equate Sanders’ beliefs with communism,
making him an easy target, especially in red states and among those
who lived through the Cold War.

Did Trump Help Make Biden the Likely Democratic Nominee?
The media loves declaring a candidate to be the frontrunner
to be glorified and then made the target for attack. In observing
this process, I am always reminded of the king of the mountain
game we 10 and 11-year-old kids played on small hills and boulders. When someone knocked the reigning king off the top, the
victor was declared to be the new king, prompting others to knock
him off the mountain so one of them could assume the royal title.
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An adult political version of this game has been played out with
Biden, Harris, Warren, Buttigieg, and most recently Sanders. After
not taking Sanders very seriously, despite his victories in Iowa and
New Hampshire, in late February he was declared the
“frontrunner.” I was then reading headlines depicting Sanders as
“mighty,” “surging past the competition,” and “rising above the
field.” In politics projection, idealization, and denigration are commonplace. So is denial, as witnessed by the Democratic insistence
on impeaching Trump, which raised his public approval numbers to
a new height (49%).
The pundits were then declaring Joe Biden’s campaign to be
dead since he did so poorly in the first three contests and was running out of money—the lifeblood of campaigns. The former Vice
President’s rise from the political burial grounds started on the last
day of February with a resounding win in South Carolina. African
American voters played a crucial role, but there were many other
factors at work. Insufficient numbers of young voters turned out
for Sanders while older voters and party stalwarts came out in sufficient numbers for the former Senator from Delaware, who had been
running for the presidency since 1987, to win. To avert a Sanders
nomination and the resulting likely reelection of Trump, Bloomberg, Buttigieg, and Klobuchar suspended their campaigns, throwing their support to Biden who was left as the figurative king of the
political mountain. I contend that an additional factor is the Democrats, who had enjoyed being politically correct in supporting women (Warren, Harris, Klobuchar), a young gay man, and a democratic socialist, now largely as a group came strongly together behind
the candidate President Trump did not want to run against. They
had failed to drive Trump out of office through impeachment for
attempting to use Ukraine to disgrace Biden, but they could nominate the candidate Trump least wanted to run against.
I hope that you will, whichever candidate ultimately gains
your vote, carefully probe your electoral hopes, fears, and defense
mechanisms. Susan Kavaler-Adler’s Kleinian companion article on
Trump as the ultimate unconscious container for that which we detest in others and perhaps ourselves, should help some think about
the psychodynamics at work.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 
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Trump in Us: The President as a Psychic
Container for All Our Internal Demons
Susan Kavaler-Adler—Object Relations Institute
Wouldn’t it be nice to have someone to project all the worst
parts of ourselves into? Wouldn’t it be nice to have an external
charismatic clown as the container for all the split-off/dissociated
and repressed parts of us that we would be too ashamed to admit or
own? Wouldn’t it be nice to have parts of ourselves that we dare
express openly in a very limited way, be exhibited out in the world
in their full flaming and flagrant glory? What about all those pesky
unconscious instinctual impulses and disowned narcissistic fantasies that we would so much rather see in another or even our raw
sadism, greed, gluttony, and our seven deadly sins? Of course, we
love to dispose of our contempt and arrogance in another. Then we
can disown the Envy behind it. How enticing and disgusting in a
white male other? We can watch our eroticized bad objects—our
internal demon lovers on TV. What about our hungry self-centered
desires that we disguise behind our overt good intentions? We
wouldn’t want to recognize that we always have some part of our
mind calculating “What’s in it for me?”, even with the most gracious altruism presented to the world. Yet, we can see this in
Trump and glow with our own Narcissistic triumph of contemptuous judgment over him.
Where there is contempt, envy and shame are lurking behind, or unconsciously in the background of our minds. We can’t
help but envy the guy who can get away with it, even though we, at
the same time, despise his lack of humanity, empathy, and morality.
Trump is the outside figure who has a large enough grandiose self—somehow detached, but always at the center of things.
He serves the petty psychic needs we all have to find the “bad guy”
outside of us and as a projection screen for all that we want to see
in the “other” and not in ourselves.
What are the other advantages of projecting all our internal
demons into the Trump monster—who appears lacking in a Soul
and capacity for a reasoned conscience? One big one is that we can
spare our spouses, friends, and even acquaintances of our ire. With
the perfect projection screen of Trump, who glows in the dark with
narcissistic cravings—we can aim elsewhere than on those familiar
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to us, those present in person with us. What we project onto the
containing image of Trump has so much external reality to it—
confirmed by constant news channel commentators. We can fire
our mental darts at the television screen, rather than on those living
in the room with us. We now have Reality TV 24/7.
We humans have a mirroring addiction. Wouldn’t it be
lovely to have a camera following you around 24 hours a day, reflecting your image back at you so that the empty places within you
have the psychological illusion of being filled up? These images
would give the false impression of filling up the holes and areas of
emptiness in our sense of self.
We want the positive and grandiose images that imply admiration, but we settle for all the negative images too—just to be
the center of attention. Donald Trump, like any Narcissist with a
grandiose self that closes them off in a bubble of contrived images,
is always center stage, even when totally emotionally sealed off and
isolated. He operates primarily on images, as do all Narcissistic
characters. He projects on to others all the parts of himself that he
sees as being a “weak” “loser,” as opposed to being a “tough”
“winner.” Everyone in the loser category gets the flying projections of parts of himself that are vulnerable or fallible. They are
devalued in the extreme and demonized at the same time.
In a quick manic tweet, Trump blurts out a retaliatory strike
on an opponent or critic. Through Twitter, he can immediately lash
back at the other, with extreme stereotypes, which totally ignore the
humanity, subjectivity, and uniqueness of all those who aim at
them. We read into Trump’s perspective, just shoot them down
with the knife of the ad hominem tweet. The arrested grandiose
self is never slowed down by the content of the symbolic content of
the other’s communication. As poet Edith Sitwell said so sardonically, “I need to bite someone’s head off!
Anyone will
do!” (Susan Kavaler Adler, The Compulsion to Create: W omen
Writers and Their Demon Lovers, 2013, 298). Sitwell didn’t even
have anyone in particular’s head to bite off. Edith demonstrated the
narcissistic vulnerability and paranoid fear of retaliation that Trump
exhibits, although she certainly owned the vulnerability more, despite her own narcissism. We too want to make the other feel the
hurt without tolerating our own vulnerability. How often do we
evade listening to the other with whom we can’t identify, and thus
sacrifice the chance for meaning to be received or heard?
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Melanie Klein wrote about manic versus true reparation,
and D. W. Winnicott extended this into “The True Versus the False
Self.” In other words, we are all dealing with our narcissistic fantasies versus our grasp of the painful truths of daily reality and politics. Freud saw cure from neurosis in terms of the ability to face
and tolerate the misery of everyday life, as opposed to the exaggerated state of neurotic misery. However, if our daily political life
has become a cross between reality TV and a highly hyperbolic
grade Z soap opera, who can tell what is the truth? Who can tell
what the truth of daily reality is if the cry of fake news comes from
a president, who is lodged in a pathological grandiose self structure,
which is like a huge bubble in the mind—and which may extend to
bubbles in the stock market and the nightmares in international diplomacy? With all the fake news that is put out by Trump and his
supporters, where is the ground? Where is the truth? We may look
to WNYC, NPR, CNN, and MSNBC to fact check and sort out the
lies from the truth, but they have their subjective narratives too that
they invest in. They try to stay grounded, but it is almost impossible with Trump in the White House.
Thank you for your patience in reading this essay of free
associative thinking.
Susan Kavaler-Adler, PhD, NCPsyA, is a Fellow of the
American Board and Academy of Psychoanalysis and is the Founder and Executive Director of the Object Relations Institute for Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis. Dr. Kavaler-Adler has practiced
as a clinical psychologist, psychotherapist, and psychoanalyst for
45 years. An author and theorist in the field of object relations and
psychoanalytic practice, she has published six books and over 70
articles, receiving 16 awards for her writing. She is on the editorial board of the online journal Psychoanalysis: Psychoanalytic Critique. Kavaler-Adler is a senior psychoanalytic supervisor and
training analyst, and has monthly groups in online experiential supervision, writing, and mourning as a healing developmental process. Her website is www.kavaleradler.com and she can be contacted at drkavaleradler@gmail.com. 
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) 2020, or the
Natural History of Disease.
Howard F. Stein—Psychohistory Forum Researcher
Coronavirus 2020, world-wide pandemic,
Called natural disaster, animal-human transfer,
Perhaps in China but as old as the Agricultural Revolution,
When people settled in towns and cities,
Groups large enough for infectious disease
To spread like an open prairie grass fire.
Natural history of disease – like I learned in fifth grade.
Who would think we humans are part
Of nature that shapes the course of nature?
Consider Donald J. Trump, Presidential Oracle
Of the United States, who, like Wagner’s Norns,
Foretells because he is all-knowing.
Our presidential oracle possesses unprecedented power
To know the truth and impose it.
So with the coronavirus plague, that seemed to begin
Its dread journey of sickness and death
In Wuhan, China, in late 2019.
For some two and a half months,
Our presidential oracle knew better
Than to heed earlier warnings about the certainty of a pandemic.
He wrote off any imminent danger. This virus was just like
Ordinary flu and would quickly pass, he assured us.
With the sweep of a pen, he dismissed
Cadres of public health experts abroad
And from his closest councils here.
I’m a businessman, he reminded us:
Who needs to pay so many people
To sit around and do nothing?
Dams everywhere began to burst;
Our presidential oracle noticed only the trickle.
When he at last acknowledged the grave danger,
Its cause was everyone else’s fault: a plot
By his political foes to defeat him. He called
The pandemic, “The Chinese Virus,” theirs,
As though they inflicted it on us.
The presidential oracle, great builder of walls,
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Unwittingly left our door open
And let the pestilence in.
Who knows how many thousands of people
Would become gravely ill and die
Because our presidential oracle believed only himself?
Surely, I am more infallible than any science!
If the presidential oracle
Has shaped part of the history
Of the disease, how entirely natural, then,
Is the history of the coronavirus?
Sometimes, natural history
Of disease is not entirely natural.
The prairie fire is already there –
We supply the gasoline and ignition.
Howard F. Stein, a psychohistorian; psychoanalytic, organizational, and medical anthropologist; organizational consultant; and poet; is professor emeritus in the Department of Family
and Preventive Medicine, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences
Center, who can be reached at howard-stein@ouhsc.edu. 

Insights on Trump from a
Pathbreaking New Book
Paul H. Elovitz—Clio’s Psyche
Keywords: Donald Trump, marketing, narcissism, psychoanalysis, styleof-leadership

Our impulsive, narcissistic, and quite unpresidential commander in chief has in the last three years managed to gain control
of the Republican party and achieve major gains for conservatives
while antagonizing an incredible number of Americans including
most intellectuals, Democrats, and a significant number of those
appointees he hired, fired, forced to resign, or who quit. Over
three years into his presidency it is especially important to gain a
better understanding as to what motivates the man and some additional ideas as to how he relates to his followers. Internationallyknown psychoanalytic cultural anthropologist and organizational
consultant Michael Maccoby (MM), together with International
Psychohistorical Association (IPA) president Ken Fuchsman
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(KAF), an interdisciplinary American historian, present the work
of 12 authors in 14 chapters to help us better fathom the personality, style of leadership, and the prospects of our 45th president. I
(PHE), a presidential psychohistorian and editor of this journal,
interviewed them over the Internet early this year.
PHE: What pr ompted you to co-edit Psychoanalytic and Historical Perspectives on the Leadership of Donald Trump: Narcissism
and Marketing in an Age of Anxiety and Distrust (Routledge,
2020)?
MM: I accepted Ken Fuchsman’s invitation to co-edit this book
because I believe Donald Trump’s personality and behavior needs
to be understood in a cultural context and that I could contribute to
this understanding. Many mental health professionals have been
misdiagnosing Trump as suffering from a narcissistic personality
disorder. While Trump exhibits narcissistic behavior, he is not suffering; narcissism is only one part of his complex personality. Also, Ken and I worked well together. We brought complementary
viewpoints to the book and learned from each other.
PHE: Br iefly tell me about your chapter s and how they will
help us understand our president. I am especially interested in your
insights in your chapter, “Trump’s Marketing in an Era of Anxiety.”
MM: Leader ship is a r elationship with follower s in a par ticular
context. People voted for Trump for different reasons. In Chapter
One, I describe how Trump exploited the anxiety of people left behind in a rapidly changing culture. Instead of addressing the real
causes of their anxiety, he blames immigrants, elites, and globalization; and he promises to renew their self-esteem by returning to an
idealized time. A major element in Trump’s success has been his
ability to adapt to a knowledge-information culture, a media world
where information is constantly created to serve interests and truth
is lost in the process.

In Chapter 12, I write that Erich Fromm’s description of the
marketing personality whose self-worth and identity depend on
how he is evaluated by significant others fits Trump. Fromm
writes, “His prestige, status, success, the fact that he is known to
others as being a certain person are a substitute for a genuine feeling of identity. This makes him utterly dependent on the way others look at him and forces him to keep up the role in which he had
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once been successful” (Man for Himself: An Inquiry Into The Psychology of Ethics, 1947, 73). Fromm wrote that the marketing orientation also determines a way of thinking, “of grasping things
quickly so as to be able to manipulate them successfully… For manipulative purposes, all that is necessary to know is the surface feature of things, the superficial” (73).
PHE: As a well-respected psychoanalytic scholar of the pros and
cons of narcissistic leaders, how does President Trump fit into this
categorization?
MM: In his book T hink L ik e a Billionaire (2004), Tr ump
writes that my description of a productive narcissist fits him. It
doesn’t. Trump has some narcissistic traits including large amounts
of aggressive energy and a weak superego, so he lacks internalized
rules to keep his ego in check. He is combative, defensive, and
grandiose. He makes up stories and facts. He feels no guilt about
lying. He can also be seductive, using people and discarding them
when they are no longer useful to him.
Productive narcissists like Steve Jobs and Jeff Bezos partner
with others to change the world with new products that have improved the way we live. Subordinates who suffered their demands
and insults were rewarded for their devotion. These leaders combined narcissism with a productive-exacting drive to realize their
visions. Unlike Trump, they didn’t con people like those enrolled
in Trump University or defraud lenders with a series of bankruptcies. Unlike Trump, they didn’t demand that their subordinates
constantly praise them; they sought competent collaborators, not
flattering toadies. Trump’s narcissism is partly a defense against
his marketing needs for constant affirmation. He told Anthony
Scaramucci, “I’m a total act” (Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig, A
Very Stable Genius, Donald Trump’s Testing of America, 2020,
192). This grandiose act served him well on the TV show The A pprentice (2004-2017), and as Elizabeth Lunbeck suggests in Chapter Three, it appeals to his base. Rather than showing his marketing
vulnerability, it presents an image of invulnerability.
PHE: Ar e you saying that Tr ump is a sociopath?
MM: Tr ump expr esses some sociopathic tr aits such as manipulation and conning, extreme lying, and lack of remorse, shame, or
guilt, but this diagnostic category does not fully describe Trump’s
personality and his strengths.
PHE: What do you see as the appeal of the Pr esident, who has
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maintained a very strong group of supporters who typically give
him a 39% approval rating (however, starting with the impeachment trial his approval is at 49%) and who once said, “I could stand
in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot someone and I wouldn’t
lose any voters?”
MM: Tr ump’s base identifies with him and his narcissism. No
one pushes him around, and no insult goes unanswered. He fights
back. He is not cautious or fearful of offending a critic or any of
America’s enemies. So far, Trump has gotten away with breaking
the rules, adding to an image of infallibility. For many of these followers, the relationship is transferential. Trump is like a powerful
father figure who protects and allows his followers to express all
their prejudices.
PHE: How necessar y for Donald J . Tr ump is it to have r allies at
which he is treated like a rock star and how do you think he would
react if his supporters turn sullen or against him in the face of missteps or the inevitable disillusionment over time with a leader?
MM: Tr ump needs the adulation, the affir mation of his wor th.
He evaluates himself and others in terms of their success and their
rating according to significant others. It’s hard to predict his reaction if he loses this affirmation. Trump has been resilient in the
face of his bankruptcies. It would depend on how he lost the adulation. If he is defeated in the election, he could remain the leader of
his angry base, continuing to criticize liberals and supporting likeminded politicians. He could have a program on Fox News. He
would still have his buildings and golf courses.
PHE: What ar e your speculations as to the likelihood that he
will be reelected?
MM: Tr ump benefits fr om a booming economy, including successful deals with Mexico, Canada (Canada-United States-Mexico
Agreement, CUSMA), and China. He also has a strong base to
build on. On the negative side, he has lied about health care and
has supported policies that favor the rich and widen the income
gap. His policies have weakened environmental protection and
threatened women’s rights. I believe a moderate Democrat like Michael Bloomberg, Amy Klobuchar, or Joe Biden would beat
Trump. But if the Democrats nominate Bernie Sanders, I think
Trump will be able to scare people enough with visions of class war
and big government socialism to win a second term.
PHE: Ken, why should readers choose to read this study rather
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than numerous other books on Trump?
KAF: Two things distinguish our book fr om other Tr ump volumes. First, narcissism and gaslighting in American culture are
prominent themes when discussing Trump. We have contributions
from renowned experts in these areas. Second, essays in this collection place Trump’s rise in historical perspective in ways I have
not seen anywhere else. Third, it is psychohistory.
Co-editor Michael Maccoby has published a number of
books and articles on narcissistic leaders. He is even quoted on the
subject in one of Trump’s ghostwritten volumes. Like Maccoby,
psychoanalyst Otto Kernberg is one of the world’s foremost authorities on narcissism. Harvard historian Elizabeth Lunbeck is author
of The A mericanization of Narcissism (2014). These experts present a different understanding of Trump’s narcissism than expressed by many mental health professionals who only see it as
psychopathology. Maccoby shows how it is related to Trump’s
marketing personality. Kernberg and Lunbeck show how it connects with Trump’s followers. This analysis is not found elsewhere.
PHE: What about gaslighting?
KAF: Gaslighting is a ter m r egular ly used to descr ibe Tr ump ’s
activities. Yale psychoanalyst Robin Stern has written The Gaslight Effect: How to Spot and Survive the Hidden Manipulation
Others Use to Control Your Life (2007). The book has been much
recognized, including Dr. Stern appearing on the Today show. She
shows how the phenomenon manifests itself within personal relationships and has now graduated to the political world. Dr. Judith
Logue then explains the varied ways Donald Trump gaslights the
American public.
PHE: What about psychohistor y?
KAF: Histor ical, political, cultur al, and psychohistor ical analysis are present in a number of essays in the book. Attorney and
Professor Michael Signer writes on the four characteristics of being
a demagogue and how being renegades and inflammatory becomes
a major part of their appeal. In a similar vein, Paul, is your paper
on Trump as a disruptor. You write about how his need for both
adoration and combativeness has characterized Donald Trump since
childhood, and show how wherever Trump appears disorder, confusion, and destabilization are always on the horizon. Rutgers sociologist Charles Heckscher begins with the extremely disruptive social
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strains of the last 50 years and shows how Trump exploits recent
populism to destroy the new economic institutions that have developed. Psychoanalyst David Lotto places the Trump phenomenon
within the context of American exceptionalism. Some claim Donald Trump is a fascist. Professor Paul Gottfried, who has published
books on the history of fascism, delineates what fascism is and how
Trump’s actions do not fit into this historical phenomenon. Both
Heckscher and Gottfried see Trump as leading a populist reaction
to progressive cultural changes that have left them behind.
PHE: What was your original conception of this Trump book?
KAF: The book initially owes its or igins to two things. The fir st
is a paper I presented on the 2016 election at a Psychohistory Forum meeting on November 5, 2016, where you also presented. You
have had a tradition of holding Forums on upcoming presidential
elections for decades. The second origin is the spring 2017 International Psychohistorical Association Conference. A sub-theme of
that event was the Trump phenomenon, and a number of the papers
in the book originated there. Between speakers, award-winning
filmmaker Molly Castelloe said this could be a book. Much later
she told me she half-meant this as a joke, but I did not perceive
that, and we worked on expanding it into a book. I noticed that
both Michael Maccoby and Otto Kernberg would be speaking on
Trump-related issues at the November 2017 Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis. Between Molly and I, we were able to get both of them to contribute
to our work. After Molly decided to pursue film projects, I asked
Dr. Maccoby to be co-editor. It is through his initiatives that we
eventually recruited works from Charles Heckscher and Michael
Signer, plus Maccoby’s original perspectives make major contributions to this book.
PHE: What is your conclusion in your chapter “Is Donald Trump
Competent and Fit to be President?” I am also especially interested
in reading the book to find out what you discovered in your chapter
“What in Our Politics, History, Economy, and Culture Enabled
Trump’s Rise.”
KAF: These two chapter s wer e or iginally one, and ar e based on
my paper for that November 2016 Psychohistory Forum meeting.
Michael Maccoby and his friend Dan Morgan, formerly of the
Washington Post, suggested that my paper be broken up and placed
in two separate sections of the book. The main focus of the original
piece was to understand what in American history, politics, and cul-
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ture enabled Trump’s political rise. Part of the wonder of his ascendancy is that it came despite or because of his lack of experience, competency, and his habitual factual misstatements. In this
first piece, I document what has now become a regular journalistic
feature, the false or misleading statements Donald Trump makes.
In his first 928 days as Commander in Chief, he averaged almost 13
incorrect statements a day. Consistency is not Trump’s forte. I delineate a number of his many reversals. If Trump cannot make up
his mind, how can he make America great again? The President is
often the pot who calls the kettle black. In his attacks on others, he
habitually criticizes others for what he does or has done himself.
In my second article, I search for what in our past and cultural traditions contributed to Trump’s political success. The U.S.
has extraordinarily long campaigns, which feature slogans and personality over issues. Then there is the Electoral College, which enables candidates who receive fewer votes than another to be elected
President. Our campaigns feature political rallies that resemble revival meetings. A ritual of these rallies is that outsider candidates
condemn those in power and promise political redemption once
elected. Trump himself is a master of commanding media attention. No president in modern history has so dominated public attention as has Trump. Many people rocket to the top and then fade
from the public eye. Not Trump. He continues to fascinate the
electorate. I also describe other features of our history and politics
that helped Trump’s candidacy.
PHE: Thanks, Michael and Ken, for your informative and valuable insights. Let’s hope your book has the influence, reviews in
major journals, and sales that it warrants. ❑

A Finnish Psychohistorian: Juhani Ihanus
Denis O’Keefe—New York University
with Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College
Keywords: bibliotherapy, leadership, poetry-therapy, psychoanalysis,
psychohistory, psychohistory-of-politics, Russia, Sigmund Freud, Vladimir Putin

Juhani Ihanus was born on May 8, 1954, in Helsinki as the
eldest of two children to a middle-class family with kinship ties to
Eastern Finland. In an overwhelmingly Lutheran country, he was
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Election 2020 in the Shadow of COVID-19
Group Emotions and Psychopolitics
July 1 Deadline for Fall 2020

Clio's Psyche is looking for articles on a variety of subjects
including the psychoanalysis/psychology of the following:
 A comparison of the politics of Biden and Trump
 A comparison of the childhoods and personalities of Trump and
Biden
 A comparison of the defense mechanism in crisis of Biden
and Trump
 How Trump and Biden confront COVID-19 and other pandemics
 A comparison of the candidates marital and familial lives
 A comparative study of the spouses, children, and grandchildren
of the candidates
 A comparison of the candidates in victory and defeat
 A comparative study of leaders in their 70s & 80s such as Konrad
Adenauer and Mahathir Mohamad
 Biden and Trump on immigration and “the wall”
 Electoral fantasies and the reality of a world of 195 countries
 Cycles in American electoral politics
The electorate in the light of impeachment and the pandemic
Trump’s uneasy relationship with Fauci and the pandemic experts 
 Insights from candidate autobiographies, books, diaries,
interviews, and speeches
We seek articles from 500 to 2,000 words—including your brief
biography no later than July 1, 2020. A 2,500-3,500 word essay of
outstanding scholarship and literary quality is welcome as a
symposium article if received by May 1, 2020. Articles, abstracts,
and queries should be sent to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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baptized, as had been his father, into the Finnish Orthodox Church.
His father worked as an office manager and later founded his own
real estate management company, as well as started a small clothing store that his mother ran. Juhani graduated from Helsinki Lyceum II and earned his bachelor and master of arts degree from the
University of Helsinki (1977, 1979), completing his doctorate in
1990. He underwent a personal analysis and for a while planned to
become a psychoanalyst. Ihanus, who worked as a clinical psychologist in a psychiatric hospital and in an open mental health
unit, brought mental health activities to the public through biblio/
poetry therapy and therapeutic reading and writing groups for personal development and well-being.
As a Finnish psychologist, he has been a faculty member of
the University of Helsinki since 1982, serving as a Senior Lecturer
in Psychology (Open University) and Adjunct Professor of Cultural
Psychology. He also has adjunct appointments in Art Education
and Art Psychology at Aalto University and the History of Science
and Ideas at the University of Oulu. Dr. Ihanus has been a visiting
scholar at the London School of Economics and Political Science,
the University of Cambridge, and Tallinn University. In addition to
teaching about 200 courses, he has authored over 450 publications,
including 14 books and edited 11 books across a broad range of
topics in psychology, history, and theory of psychoanalysis and psychology, psychohistory, cultural psychology, history of science, literature, and visual arts.
Dr. Ihanus is a member of the Editorial Board of The Arts
in Psychotherapy, Journal of Poetry Therapy, Journal of Psychohistory, and Scriptum: Creative Writing Research Journal, and a
Co-Editor-in-Chief of Psykoterapia. As a pioneer of poetry therapy
in Finland, he has written and edited several books about poetry
therapy and therapeutic writing. He is a founder and an honorary
member of the Finnish Association for Biblio/Poetry therapy. Dr.
Ihanus is an international member of the Psychohistory Forum and
serves on its leadership committee. In his homeland, he is the recipient of awards and honors. He resides in Porvoo, which is in
southern Finland, with his wife and their Pyrenean Shepherd. The
interview was conducted online by Denis O’Keefe (DO) with the
assistance of Paul Elovitz.
DO: What initially br ought you to psychohistor y?
JI: It must have happened thr ough my inter est in the histor y of
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psychoanalysis when I found out that Freud and his early followers
had already tried psychoanalytic interpretations of historical figures, especially writers, artists, and politicians. There were many
vulgar Freudian biographical and symbolism studies with little
methodological rigor, like Isidor Sadger’s and Wilhelm Stekel’s
pathology-centered studies. Even Freud himself warned about that
kind of research. For example, he ironically stated during a meeting of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society that even if we take the
infantile factor into account, “we must leave aside the idea, more
humorous than provable, that Thales, who said everything originates from water, was an enuretic, and that Heraclitus, on account
of his auditory hallucinations and his sense of orderliness, was an
anal-erotic” (Herman Nunberg & Ernst Federn, eds., Minutes of the
Vienna Psychoanalytic Society, Vol. 1, 1906–1908, 1962, 150).
Freud’s cautious attitude spoke to me when he pointed out that we
cannot interpret nor understand the past in all its complexity because the people of the past are like dreams of which we have no
associations. Still, we can try to make reinterpretations. Freud
doubted the sacrosanct claims about high human spirituality, morality, and altruism; he highlighted the irrational and ambivalent factors that get mixed into human history. Freud never mentioned
psychohistory as a term but used the term “applied psychoanalysis.”
This preliminary period of my interest started in the early
1980s. I remained hesitant and still found it highly attractive to apply psychology and psychoanalysis to history, despite Freud’s
warnings. The second impetus toward psychohistory and the
recognition of the ambiguity of historical motivation came from
psychological and psychoanalytic anthropology when I was writing
my PhD thesis on Edward Westermarck, the Finnish-born, internationally renowned social anthropologist and moral philosopher. I
came across the names of Lloyd deMause, Howard F. Stein, Weston La Barre, and others through psychoanalytic anthropology at
the end of the 1980s and soon realized that the area of psychohistory had become a much wider, complicated, and exciting enterprise
than Freud and early psychoanalysts had anticipated. By gathering
and reading many psychohistorical sources, I finally made contact
with deMause and the International Psychohistorical Association
(IPA), attending the IPA conference for the first time in 1994.
DO: What for mative, per sonal exper iences may have made psychohistory a good fit for you?
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JI: I am ver y much in favor of stor ies and their vital, meaningful role in constructing and deconstructing our lives, memories, and
relations with others. I guess childhood is, unconsciously, the
birthplace of most psychohistorians. There we have the roots of
our attachments, emotions, relations, fantasies, and memories, the
sources of our sensibility and imagination, our intimate vistas of
human experience and life projects.
I can tell here a story that I heard in my childhood and
youth. It concerns my father’s relatives who had strong ties to Karelia. During World War II, they had to abandon their home twice.
First in 1939, when the Soviet Union attacked Finland and started
the Winter War. After that, the Moscow Peace Treaty in 1940
handed most of Finnish Karelia to the Soviet Union but not the border area where my father’s kin lived. So, they went back to the
border area (that area had been battled and destroyed seven or eight
times through the centuries between Sweden and Russia). They
seemed to be the lucky exceptions, since 400,000 people, almost
the whole Finnish Karelian population, had to be relocated within
Finland after the 1940 peace treaty.
Then followed the Continuation War when East Karelia was
occupied by the Finns in 1941–1944. This was only a short interval
because the bitter peace after World War II set the new borders, and
Finland lost its access to Lake Ladoga. An eighth of the citizens of
Finland became refugees with no chance or place of return. The
whole population from the earlier Finnish Karelian areas was evacuated and resettled in other parts of Finland. Only a small minority
could return and rebuild their homes on the border area that remained on the Finnish side. My father’s family belonged to those
who again returned to their home.
This was the historical background. Now, a couple of personal associations about the theme “lost Karelia.” In the Finnish
mindset, such a loss caused the accusations of injustice and wrongdoing, but in official politics, during Stalin’s era and the Cold War,
Karelia became a “non-subject:” no demands of justice should be
raised, so that the “Russian bear” (the strict Father) would not be
offended and teased. However, from the psychohistorical point of
view, Karelia became a crucial part of the Finnish unconscious,
representing fear and hope. Finland was rationally and diplomatically dealing with changing Soviet leaders, clearly aware of the fact
that the eastern border was settled. Meanwhile, Finland became
more and more westernized. But to secure peaceful relations with
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the Soviet Union, Finland stressed its impartiality in world politics
as a kind of sublimation defense against the dangers, darkness, and
mess that Karelia (and the whole Soviet Union, i.e., Mother Russia)
unconsciously represented.
I remember from my childhood how my grandmother was
still in the 1960s worried when she saw some lights by her house
and warned that the Russian “spies” were hanging around and gathering information. Those imagined “spies” may have formed one
of the narrative roots of my later interest in investigating the Russian mindscape, mentalities, psychopolitics, and the love of the
“Motherland.” Of course, there have been other crucial developmental factors—dreams and fantasies continuously spinning their
webs of reveries and embracing our lives—but they tend to be in
close connection with my emotionally meaningful childhood
scenes. The descendants of the relocated Finnish Karelians have
had a lot of nostalgic tourism, visiting, as I have, those lost areas.
Yes, despite such “realities,” dreams have their own reality
and language that are not in vain and are intimately and insistently
linked to our very personal and interpersonal experience. I remember having a dream where I was a cosmonaut (the Russian version
of an astronaut) landing from my space travel in a capsule onto the
field behind my grandparents’ house in Karelia! Every summer, I
visit my small summer house (the removed grandparental house) by
the same lake where my father’s family lived only three miles from
the Russian border. If that is nostalgia, let it be. I have also had
dreams about Vladimir Putin, who, by the way, has his summer residence by Lake Ladoga.
DO: What is your pr imar y affiliation? Is it histor y, psychology,
psychoanalysis, psychohistory, etc.?
JI: Because I have so long been teaching and r esear ching in the
field of psychology and psychoanalysis, the affiliation to them is
strong; but I never exclude other fields of knowledge, and it has
been both an intellectual and emotional pleasure to embrace several
fields during my career. So, my basic inclination is interdisciplinary. I even cherish the vision that we could reach out to crossdisciplinary and cross-artistic projects, experimenting and reestimating our too stagnant professional (scientific and artistic)
identities and fixed ideas.
DO: What special tr aining was most helpful in your doing psychohistorical work?
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JI: The for mal academic tr aining, especially in psychology, philosophy, history, literary studies, and communication studies have
given me the starting points. However, to really adopt psychohistorical approaches, with their disciplined use of subjective and
emotionally-laden reasoning, has demanded more personal and passionate involvement in uniting different fields and finding more humanist, cultural, and even poetic fields to encompass the various
alternatives of doing psychohistory.

DO: What books and theor ists wer e impor tant to your psychohistorical development?
JI: Oh, ther e ar e so many that I must r estr ict myself to only a
few of them. At the beginning of my student years, I happened to
get the German Gesammelte W erke (“collected works”) of Sigmund Freud and through the years the complete body of Freud’s
works has been with me. Several psychoanalytic rebels and dissidents then followed, from Carl Jung, Alfred Adler, and Erich
Fromm to the enfant terribles Wilhelm Reich and Jacques Lacan,
whose entire production has given me much to reflect upon. From
the later ramifications of psychoanalysis, I have paid attention to,
for example, Kohutian, relational, and feminist psychoanalysis. A
very early work that attracted my attention to the interplay between
psychoanalysis and history was Abraham Bronson Feldman’s The
Unconscious in History (1959), nowadays almost forgotten. I like
to “find” nearly forgotten scholars on the margins and low in the
ranking lists and reappraise their interesting contributions. For example, the Romanian-born social psychologist and sociologist
Zevedei Barbu with his works Democracy and Dictatorship: Their
Psychology and Patterns of Life (1956) and Problems of Historical
Psychology (1960) and the British psychoanalytically-oriented anthropologist Geoffrey Gorer with his works on American, Russian,
and British national character deserve such reappraisal.
More strictly psychohistorical works that impressed me
were first Lloyd deMause’s, Erik H. Erikson’s, Bruce Mazlish’s,
Robert Jay Lifton’s, and more recently Peter Loewenberg’s, Howard F. Stein’s, Rudolph Binion’s, Dan Dervin’s, and Daniel Rancour-Laferriere’s works. For me, Rancour-Laferriere’s body of
works, from literary studies (on poetry, Gogol, and Tolstoy) to Russian psychobiographical, nationalism, and religion studies, has been
a proof of innovative and explorative scholarship. There are also
good edited works of psychohistory containing important articles.
Without the treasury of philosophers such as Plato, Nietzsche, Kier-
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kegaard, Sartre, and Derrida, and writers such as the Greek deus ex
machina playwrights including William Shakespeare, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Franz Kafka, Marcel Proust, William Faulkner, Elias
Canetti, Samuel Beckett, Philippe Sollers, and all kinds of fiction
and poetry, my psychohistorical enterprise would not have truly
developed. I still have many treasures waiting to be read.
DO: Ar e ther e any mentor s who come to mind?

JI: Dur ing my ear ly academic wor k, I had instr uction at the
University of Helsinki from philosopher-psychologist Lauri Rauhala, who developed his hermeneutic existential-phenomenological
philosophy and humanistic psychology, advising me to detect the
different ontologies and epistemologies of research pursuits in the
natural
and
health
sciences
(organicity),
psychology
(consciousness), and the social and cultural sciences
(situationality). Even later, he supported my writing and followed
the latest developments in science up until he died in 2016, at the
age of 101.
I also had the good fortune of collaborating in the history of
psychology with Professor Kai von Fieandt, whose specialty was
perception psychology. When writing about the history of psychoanalysis in Finland, I was supported by the enthusiasm of psychoanalyst-psychiatrist Martti Siirala, who had studied in Switzerland
in the 1950s and became a highly unorthodox reformer of psychoanalysis, mixing Freudian, Frommian, and Heideggerian existential
analytic and anthropological-medical elements in his original
search for human dialogue across our “normal(ized) madness.”
When I entered the American field of psychohistory, I was very
friendly welcomed and through the years advised by Lloyd deMause, as well as by Paul H. Elovitz, who has continued his exemplary endeavors in developing various psychohistorical activities.
DO: What tr aining should a per son enter ing psychohistor y today pursue?

JI: It is an unfor tunate situation that ther e har dly is any
straightforward way of graduate training to psychohistory. Fortunately, several interdisciplinary ways and combinations are open to
those who have the passion to make their own imaginative choices
toward working in the field of psychohistory. I find central ingredients in this path to include training in psychology, history, philosophy, research methodology and critical thinking, cultural and political studies, and training in and/or personal psychotherapy (not nec-
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essarily psychoanalysis). All of this may not be possible to include,
but at least there are many options for creative constellations and
insights.
DO: How do you define psychohistor y?
JI: It is an inter disciplinar y ar ea of studying human histor ical
motivations at individual and collective, conscious and unconscious
levels by using the methods of historical and psychological research, reinterpreting the meanings of the narratives of the past, and
relying on the latest scientific and poetic sensibilities and insights.
DO: Please list the five people who you think have made the
greatest contribution to psychohistory in order of their contribution.
JI: If we think of the impact outside of the specialist cir cle of
the psychohistorians, my current ranking is Sigmund Freud, Erik H.
Erikson, Lloyd deMause, Robert Jay Lifton, and Erich Fromm. I
know that the last name is controversial in this regard, but he was
one the pioneers to start the psychoanalytically-oriented study of
history, culture, and destructive behavior, and his works reached a
large audience. He was also largely ignored by some of those who
wanted themselves to get the acknowledgment of being at the front
of psychohistory.
DO: You have been active in both U.S. and Eur opean psychohistory groups and meetings for some time. Have you observed
many differences between the groups? How about similarities?
JI: My exper ience of Eur opean psychohistor y is in r elation to
scattered individuals here and there without strong psychohistorical
organizations. The only exception is German psychohistory, which
is well-organized and has an annual conference and publication. In
their conferences, all participants attend the same lectures and discussions, which is effective. However, the main language is German, though English contributions are accepted. I have sometimes
tried to encourage my European colleagues to submit more English
articles to the American scene. On the other hand, perhaps because
of language and cultural barriers, U.S. psychohistorians—with
some exceptions—seem to be surprisingly ignorant of European
psychohistorical works. Nevertheless, both European and U.S. psychohistorians can ignite the passion to collaborate and advance their
projects.
DO: How might we better develop wor king r elationships between different psychohistory groups around the world?
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JI: In these days of r apid inter net connections and r esour ces,
the technical side of contacting has remarkably improved, but the
readiness to do that is not yet very strong. The Cold War bipolar
world view has changed to more global reciprocal contacts. We
can have online conferences and talks, share videos and brainstorming chats, or use bi- or multilingual publications to better get acquainted with the psychohistorical ideation and work carried out
around the world. That will be more genuine “analyzing the world
on the couch.”
DO: Your wr itings span an impr essive r ange of topics. Do you
find a common strand that brings your thinking together?
JI: I have wonder ed myself if ther e is a br idge between my r esearch interests. Roughly, my main research areas have been the
psychohistory of politics, leadership, and Russia; the history of psychoanalysis, psychology, and psychohistory; theory of psychoanalysis; Edward Westermarck; and biblio/poetry therapy. Perhaps one
common feature is my attempt at conceiving of history, not as the
history of distant intellectual institutions or separate ideas, not as
the history (philosophy or psychology) of abstract scientific disciplines and ideologies, but as the psychohistory of scientific approaches and ideological currents that are psychosocial and human
constructions intertwining fantasies, desires, as well as conflicts,
and transference–countertransference relational dynamics.
Resistance from outside of psychohistory is often discernible; it is much more difficult to trace defensive (and disrupting)
counter-resistance phenomena (as forms of disciplinary countertransference) of the psychohistorians themselves not only to other
disciplines but to their own discipline as well. Psychohistorical
(external) issues can touch upon painful personal dislocations, discontinuities, and traumas, and thus cause internal vicarious traumatization in the psychohistorians themselves. This escape from a
painful personal event, situation, or relation may take the form of
stagnation to trivial interpretations and dogmatic conclusions, quasi
-explanations, and doctrinaire repetitions of intellectualization (deemotionalization), instead of sensitively listening to and hearing the
intimate affective voice of the other, co-witnessing the enormous
confusions and contusions on the personal, social, political, and scientific scenes. Psychohistory as a sensitive therapy of the global
world affairs may be another future link to connect my separate
lines of thought.
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DO: Your psychohistor ical wr itings on Russia, Putin, and the
West are very timely given recent world events, particularly on the
relationship between Trump and Putin. Can you say more about
why you think there is an attraction between the two?
JI: Such an attr action may, at fir st sight, seem str ange, but in
psychohistory, you often find that the irrational factors are decisive
and contain encrypted attachments and unfulfilled cravings. In the
Trump-Putin bond, a strong dose of infantile attraction is present,
as well as a promise of a self-indulgent mirroring in the image of
absolute and omnipotent power. This kind of primal identity fusion
or “twinning” does not manage to conceal the basic frailties and
confusions of the “strong” identities, business-like ideologies, and
the twittered hate and rage talks. TrumPutin (TrumPutin or
Trumputin is a portmanteau word combining Trump and Putin) is
an interface where nowadays I see the post-truth Trump as even
more infantile than the aging macho Putin.
DO: Can you explain to us biblio/poetr y ther apy?
JI: It is an ar ea that belongs to the expr essive ar ts ther apies. It
uses reading and writing for therapeutic, rehabilitative, and preventive purposes, with individuals and groups of different ages and
backgrounds. All kinds of texts are accepted; the literary or esthetic quality is not the priority but the advancement of personal and
interpersonal relating through the symbols, metaphors, and rhythms
in interactional and collaborative reading and writings contexts. I
have tried to summarize my long involvement in biblio/poetry therapy in my recent work Transformative W ords: W riting Otherness
and Identities (2019).
DO: Recently, psychohistor ians like David Beisel, Howard
Stein, and Peter Petschauer, among others, have been using poetry
as a psychohistorical tool. What ways do you see the study of poetry providing insight into culture and society, past and present?
JI: Poetr y r eading and wr iting tune us to the cognitiveemotional ways of experiencing the world in its different shades
and colors. Our societies and cultures have become ever more hypermediatized, full of information and data packages. Poetic psychohistory can act as an antidote to the disconnected and decontextualized flow of the fragmentary signs and symptoms. It provides a
favorable state of mind to explore personally meaningful symbolizations, metaphors, and rituals based on the logic of the unconscious, sensitivity, and emotionality that has its developmental un-
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derpinning in the human attachment and mentalization histories.
Human language is never complete; it is full of unheard voices,
echoes, gaps of understanding, and silences between the lines. Empathetic-poetic listening, reading, and writing lead us to recognize
the multiple meanings and the multi-motive nature of human historical and present thought, feeling, and action. The compassionate
witnessing of the human predicament can attune poetic psychohistorians to the linguistic gestures and other expressions that bear the
historical traces of human experience.
DO: How do you see psychohistor y developing in the for eseeable future?
JI: Psychohistor y has alr eady made it clear that histor ical facts
and documents leave us indifferent, whereas we get into more immediate touch with the past through highly meaningful narratives
on personal, interpersonal, family, group, national, international,
and, increasingly, mediatized global levels. Narratives of glory and
fame, shame and humiliation, construction and destruction, success
and loss, love and hate, allies and enemies, abound and circle between us and them, effecting and affecting us and them, consciously, preconsciously, and unconsciously. They imprint our minds and
brains, ever since childhood, and throughout our whole life span.
We share, discuss, embrace, and discard competing stories. One of
the main methodological skills of any psychohistorian is to develop
sensibilities, the “third ear” to listen to, recognize, and interpret the
various meanings attached to the stories at different levels in the
past and in the ongoing meaning-making processes that transform
the “cold facts” and historical fixed and stereotyped truths to the
lively narrative truths and metaphorical extensions of our minds
and desires. No historian can grasp all the stories, but one must select what seems to be relevant. When writing and interpreting history, one can become more aware of one’s choices in making omissions and filling the gaps.
I agree that psychohistory itself has so far been more interpretive than narrative, but in the future, it must consider both the
narrative turn and the neuroscientific turn. Narrative psychohistory
is also poetic psychohistory addressing the stories pertaining to
dreams, fantasies, and those secretive and exciting “spies” hanging
around as infantile attractors in our imagination and attachment
fields. Neuropsychohistory, in its turn, helps create scientific platforms and credibility and balance the latest affective and sociocultural neuroscience with the empathetic psychohistorical sense of
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meaning-making. Narrative-based, experience-near research can
also show the weakness of evidence-based and experience-far research. Psychohistorical competence should embrace all available
sensibilities.
Denis O’Keefe, LCSW, PhD, teaches social policy analysis
and developmental/clinical practice theories at New York University’s Silver School of Social Work and for six years taught psychohistory at SUNY Rockland. He is treasurer and a past president of
the International Psychohistorical Association as well as a research associate of the Psychohistory Forum. Dr. O’Keefe makes
his living primarily as a psychotherapist in private practice and
may be contacted at dokeefe.frc@verizon.net. Paul H. Elovitz,
PhD, is a research psychoanalyst, presidential psychobiographer,
historian, editor-in-chief of Clio’s Psyche (1994-), professor (1963
-), and founder/director of the Psychohistory Forum (1982-). After
teaching at Fairleigh Dickinson, Rutgers, and Temple universities,
he became a founding faculty member of Ramapo College. His
most recent book among his 370 publications is The Making of Psychohistory: Origins, Controversies, and Pioneering Contributors
(2018). Currently, he is editing The Many Roads to Insight of the
Builders of Psychohistory. Dr. Elovitz may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 
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Blaming Pop Culture throughout History
Nicole D’Andria—Action Lab Entertainment
Abstract: The author looks at how different forms of popular culture have
been condemned as the causes of the evils in the world, including comic
books linked with juvenile delinquency, Dungeons & Dragons with suicide and occultism, and video games with mass shootings. She then analyzes why this presents a problem and what we can learn from this history
of scapegoating.
Keywords: comic-books, Dungeons & Dragons, juvenile-delinquency,
mass-shootings, mental-illness, occultism, pop-culture, video-games

Comic book movies are a booming business with films like
Avengers: Endgame (2019) raising about a billion dollars world-
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wide in five days. While millions enjoy this entertainment, some
use comic books, as well as video games and other mediums, as
scapegoats to explain away the evils of our age. There was a time
when comic book burnings were common after the medium was
allegedly linked to juvenile delinquency. Dungeons & Dragons
(D&D) has even been accused of luring players into occultism.
Millions of people watch Youtubers play video games and join in
themselves, yet the President has repeatedly blamed mass shootings
on video games. In this article, I discuss the problematic history of
blaming pop culture for modern problems, and what we can learn
and do by analyzing the past.
Comic Books and the Seduction of the Innocent
Dr. Frederic Wertham (1885-1981) was a psychiatrist best
known for his book Seduction of the Innocent (1954), which
claimed there was a link between comic books and juvenile delinquency. Today, people may scoff at the claims made in this book,
but at the time it was a best-seller that caused many parents—and
fairly quickly the government—to take action. The comic book
industry faced a U.S. Congressional inquiry. To avoid governmental regulation publishers created the Comics Code Authority (CCA)
in 1954 so they could regulate their own content. To appease worried parents, in the 21st century, it continued to regulate comics, issuing the CC insignia.
In 1990 writer John Fulce updated Wertham’s book, calling
it Seduction of the Innocent Revisited. There was no credit given
to Dr. Wertham. Fulce, the founder of Entertainment Media
Awareness, was a comic book collector for 30 years and owned his
own comic shop. He split comics into the good and bad ones,
spending 200 pages warning against particular comics that show
obscene imagery, including occult symbols, nudity, sex, etc. His
book puts heavy emphasis on religion and how “When you read a
comic book or watch a television show, you are either moving closer to God and to what you should be as a human being, or you are
moving further away” (John Fulce, Seduction of the Innocent Revisited, 187). His message in the book warned parents to be more
selective about what their children read. Today this book, along
with Wertham’s book, is widely panned.
As noted above, criticism of comics continues into the modern-day. Early this year, Bill Maher piggybacked off of legendary
Marvel creator Stan Lee’s death to say that comic book fans need to
“grow up.” He continued his tirade against comic books during
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Real Time with Bill Maher (2003-) on HBO. He mentioned his
“dismay at people who think comic books are literature and superhero movies are great cinema and who in general are stuck in an
everlasting childhood,” even though a quick search can lead the
reader to 100s of stories about the value of comic books, especially
in getting children to read. Some readers even claim comics saved
their lives. There are articles making detailed arguments about how
comic books can improve mental health.

Like with any medium, parents should be monitoring what
their children are consuming, but as Bill Maher pointed out, not just
children are consuming it. Superhero movies/comics, which he
points a finger at in particular, can explore mental illness and other
modern-day issues, teaching us lessons about the world we may
ignore in other contexts. There are superheroes with anxiety,
PTSD, depression, the list goes on and on. While not every interpretation is 100% accurate, there’s an opportunity for some real
character growth for the readers as they observe the development of
comic heroes and say to themselves, “Hey, this is me, I can relate to
and grow with this character.”
The importance of comic books and heroes go way beyond
the enormous amounts of money generated. While some in academia may disdain comic books and consider them just for kids, the
medium covers a broad spectrum of topics that make it important to
analyze psychologically. More and more literature classes are including comics in their required reading because comic books can
reach an audience that would otherwise be lost. For example, Art
Spiegelman brought the Holocaust to young readers through his
Maus (serialized from 1980-91).
Dungeon & Dragon, Suicide, and Occultism
Dungeons & Dragons, a fantasy role-playing game, has received considerable negative press since emerging in the 1980s.
With the 1979 disappearance of 16-year-old James Dallas Egbert
III, parents became much more concerned about the impact of such
comics. Egbert attempted suicide in the utility tunnels under Michigan State University and afterward, hid at his friend’s home for a
month. His parents hired private investigator William Dear to find
him. Dear knew nothing about D&D but proceeded to suggest that
James probably got lost in the tunnels because he was playing a
D&D game. The press reported it as fact and parents ran with the
idea that D&D was going to put their children at risk.
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Unfortunately, James did eventually commit suicide. Dear
later confirmed in his book, The Dungeon Master (1984), that
James’ death was not caused by D&D but rather by clinical depressions and stress, which he partly blamed on James’ mother. But the
damage had already been done and was compounded when, in
1981, Rona Jaffe published Mazes and Monsters, a dramatic fictionalization of James’ initial disappearance that put the blame solely on the role-playing game Mazes and Monsters (clearly the author’s version of D&D). This was made into a TV movie starring
Tom Hanks in 1982, which increased the growing fear of the
“demonic” role-playing game. Parents began to worry D&D was
manipulating their children into Satanism and other demonic practices.
In 1982, anti-occultist campaigner Patricia Pulling founded
Bothered About Dungeons & Dragons (BADD) after her son committed suicide. BADD’s purpose was to ban games such as D&D.
She filed a legal claim against the publisher for putting a curse on
her child, but it was thrown out of court, in part because game designer and science-fiction writer Michael A. Stackpole provided
evidence that people who played games committed suicide less than
people who did not (Game Hysteria and the Truth, 1989). Nevertheless, Pulling continued to promote that D&D was a proponent of
immoral behaviors including Satanism, rape, and suicide.
The way comics and D&D have been treated is eerily similar to how people are currently treating video games and linking
them to mass shootings. This brings us to a pop culture trend that
has been scapegoated numerous times in reaction to mass shootings
and violent acts in general.
Video Games and Mental Illness
The current major target for pop culture condemnation is
video games. President Trump publicly blamed video games, in
addition to violent movies and mental illness, as the cause for the
mass shootings that have become a recurrent factor in America.
The history of video games being blamed for mass shootings didn’t
start with Trump. As video games started growing more violent in
the 90s, so did the outcry about them. The 1999 Columbine High
School shooting led to Jeff Sessions, then a Republican senator
from Alabama and subsequently attorney general serving Trump,
blaming video games for the shooting. The American Psychological Association (APA), based on early studies of video games, recommended restricting them. However, it later became clear that
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there were many biases in these early studies.
Today, there is still no concrete evidence that violent video
games are connected with violent actions in real life. NBC News
rattled off numerous studies that showed no link between the two
(Jayne C. Timm, “Fact check: Trump suggests video games to
blame for mass shootings”). Trump even created a school safety
commission after the Parkland shootings in 2018; and despite the
commission finding nothing on video games, the President continues to support the rhetoric that video games are a root cause for violence. Chris Ferguson, a psychology professor at Stetson University and a member who testified on Trump’s school safety commission, told NBC News that blaming video games “is only going to
distract us from real causes of violence.”
Furthermore, video games could be a helpful component to
an individual’s psychology. Family therapist Nickolas Jordan conducted a study, “World of Warcraft: A Family Therapist’s Journey
into Scapegoated Culture,” which looked at the extremely successful online video game W orld of W arcraft (initially released in
2004). In his abstract, Nickolas concluded: “Video games like
World of Warcraft may present supplemental opportunities for clients to practice healthy connection. Concerned parents should
monitor their children’s online gaming relationships as they would
any other. Future research in this area may benefit from an experimental design where video games like World of Warcraft are used
in the treatment of PTSD and Social Anxiety Disorder” (2014).
However, the follow-up research was lacking and the scapegoating
continues.
Conclusion
Condemning pop culture is a never-ending cycle of fingerpointing. It allows people to look at something they don’t understand and don’t agree with, condemn it, and avoid the real problem
because it’s linked to something they do understand and agree with.
For concerned parents, comics and D&D allow them to blame their
child’s behavior on something tangible and unrelated to them, rather than on what could be bad parenting or mental illness that
needs to be addressed rather than ignored. For the gun lobbyists,
they see taking away digital guns as a way for them to keep their
physical ones.
Blaming pop culture such as video games stands in the way
of facing the real issues of violence. Comics are normally a healthy
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outlet and condemning them distracts from the root causes of problems among the young. Of course, it’s important to analyze pop
culture’s content; after all, billions of people are consuming this
pop culture, and it’s best to be well-educated on what we’re consuming.
Sigmund Freud wrote that “the child is the father of the
man.” Children, adolescents, and young adults who read comics or
watch their adaptations do not forget that material when they grow
older. Comic books are an important part of how they view the
world, despite them sometimes being devalued by adults. It’s a different lens for readers to enjoy the world through and sometimes
learn something new and invaluable.
Nicole D’Andria, a Ramapo College graduate, is Action
Lab Entertainment’s Marketing Director and Submissions Editor
who writes comic book related articles for Comic Frontline and
writes her own comic book series, Road Trip to Hell. Nicole can be
contacted at ndandria@actionlabcomics.com. ❑

Split-Personalities, Narcissism,
Grandiosity, and Loneliness in
Our Comic Heroes and Culture
Tom Ferraro—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
Abstract: The author analyzes superhero movies, specifically focusing on
the characters of Batman, Iron Man, Spider-Man, and Superman. He
concentrates on three of their similar characteristics in-depth: split personality, grandiosity, and loneliness. He goes on to compare the superhero to a narcissist, showing how this is reflective of America’s current
state and our “junk food times.” He also discusses the movie Birdman
and its significance in terms of superheroes and their compensatory roles
as modern archetypes.
Keywords: Batman, grandiosity, Iron Man, loneliness, narcissism, psychoanalysis, Spider-Man, split-personality, Superman, symbols

Certain cultural elements take on an iconic status and symbolize key features of our collective unconscious. In his essay on
the Eiffel Tower, Roland Barthes describes the iconic Parisian tower as transcending rational function and serving instead as a symbol
of the French aesthetic. The Trumpian wall goes far beyond its ra-
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tional security role of keeping out foreigners and has become a
symbolic expression of America’s fear of losing its core identity.
When a thing is elevated into a symbol, it contains a hidden meaning.
Every culture produces symbols that contain meanings in
need of solving and comics are no exception. The comic book industry has produced a variety of mythic superheroes in the form of
Superman, Batman, Spider-Man, and Iron Man. These superheroes
are considered part of pop culture and their presence is now seen in
major film franchises. A look at the character traits of the superheroes mentioned above reveals that they share three similar characteristics.
One is a split personality. These superheroes all present a
dual personality with one side of them being invulnerable, powerful, handsome, and courageous. The other side tends to be meek,
timid, and shameful. Superman could “move faster than a speeding
bullet,” but Clark Kent wore glasses and was a mild-mannered reporter. Spider-Man swung through the air with those spider webs,
but Peter Parker was shy and unassuming. Batman was powerful,
brave, and had a big chest, but Bruce Wayne was merely a lonely
businessman. Iron Man flew far and wide, but Tony Stark had a
drinking problem. All presented as brave on the outside but were
shameful and weak within.
Two is grandiosity. All the superheroes have superpowers
that make them virtually impossible to defeat, although at times
they show weakness. Superman can leap tall buildings in a single
bound. Batman has a Batmobile, a bat outfit with wings, a batplane, and a variety of weapons that would make James Bond green
with envy. Iron Man has a red and gold metal suit that allows him
to fly from here to the Middle East without any stopovers. SpiderMan can swing through New York with the help of his spider webs
and walk on ceilings, much like a real spider.
Three is loneliness. All of these superheroes have an interest in intimate female attachments and have had multiple romantic
relationships, but the heroics often kills the relationship, either figuratively, literally, or both. There can be no doubt that Clark Kent
liked Lois Lane, but she is mostly remembered as not reciprocating.
Batman, Iron Man, and Spider-Man were inveterate bachelors and
seemed to be caught up in their careers and heroic activities to such
an extent that they had little energy left for love or intimacy. Bat-
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man does have the habit of falling for villains, meaning he will be
unable to have a real relationship with them. After seeing the Spider-Man (2002) film and how Peter Parker failed to show more interest in Mary Jane is mindboggling to me, but that’s what happened. Let us say these heroes all have what psychoanalysts Heinz
Kohut and Jeffrey Seinfeld call anti-dependent character traits.
I’ve just described the narcissistic character. Sigmund
Freud was first to talk about this character type, but many others
have focused on them as well including Kohut, Otto Kernberg,
James Masterson, Christopher Lasch, and Seinfeld. The narcissistic
character develops a grandiose all-powerful presentation, almost
like wearing a suit of armor, but has shame within. Just like kryptonite for Superman, rejection or public humiliation is the Achilles’
heel of the narcissist, which can penetrate his character armor that
he defends against at all times. Shame is the effect that lies within.
The narcissist, like the superhero, has an anti-dependent personality, avoiding intimacy at all costs since it will reveal underlying
shame and may produce a vulnerability.
We are in the midst of an epidemic of narcissism. Popular
writers like Tom Wolfe, magazines like Time, social critics like
Lasch, as well as analysts like Kohut and Seinfeld, have all demonstrated that this pattern has emerged and predominates psychoanalytic thinking. The emergence of narcissism derives partly from the
power of Madison Avenue advertising. Edward Bernays, Freud’s
nephew, was the man whose books and theories guided Madison
Avenue ads from the outset. John Berger’s work, including W ays
of Seeing (1972), described the mesmerizing power of the advertising image and how repeated exposure to these perfect images
serves to create shame and hunger in our society, which are two key
character traits of the narcissist.
It is easy to understand why the cult of superheroes has
emerged. These comic and film characters describe the current dilemma that Americans now face. Thanks to the power of Madison
Avenue we have all been thrown into this narcissistic zeitgeist. The
question is whether there are any real efforts to address this problem seriously. It’s fun to watch Iron Man fly around and kiss Pepper Potts but no one would say that watching this is the way to resolve our cultural anguish.
One film that dealt with the superhero problem was Birdman (2014), which won an Oscar for its director, Alejandro Iñár-
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ritu. This film was about an actor who gained fame by starring in a
series of superhero roles, which left him feeling empty and alone.
However, the ending of this film was sufficiently ambiguous to
suggest that Iñárritu is just as confused about narcissistic grandiosity, power, and fame as the rest of us.
We live in junk food times. Ask any music critic to assess
the music of a Taylor Swift or Bruno Mars and they will immediately tell you that they are a musical version of junk food. Jeff
Koon’s stainless steel sculptures of the Hulk or Popeye are junk
food for the eyes and comic book figures are junk food for the
brain. They are fun to watch but what human value do they serve?
Ken Fuchsman is writing a book on what it means to be human, and
I doubt that he will spend much time talking about Superman as a
role model.
Of course, we need fun and entertainment from time to
time, but culture seems caught in a feedback loop of banal narcissistic images. These glossy fantasy figures remind me of the drug
Soma that Aldous Huxley wrote about in Brave New W orld (1932).
These candy land images keep people happy, tranquil, and entertained. America is currently drowning in images of grandiosity.
Turn on the TV and you will see super-cool Samuel Jackson hawking a Capital One credit card. Switch the channel and you will see
an even cooler Matthew McConaughey selling you a new Lincoln
MKZ. Turn to the next channel and try to resist Keira Knightley as
she soft sells you some Chanel perfume. All this stuff leads us to
feel inadequate, low, ugly, and ordinary.
In our current psychological zeitgeist, we are bombarded
with images that simultaneously shame us and instill a desire for
grandiosity. We are being trained into becoming both Peter Parker
and Spider-Man at the same time. Be anything but yourself because being yourself is not good enough. Just like in Birdman, the
Michael Keaton character shouts as he discovers his wife sleeping
with someone else, “Why can’t anybody love me? What’s wrong
with me? Why aren’t I good enough anyway?” Then he proceeds
to shoot off his nose, which makes him famous. These are the sad,
tragic, and mesmerizing times that we live in. Hey gang, let’s go to
the movies!
Tom Ferraro, PhD, is a psychoanalyst, sports psychologist,
and commentator on contemporary society who lives on Long Island and may be reached at DrTFerraro@aol.com. 
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What’s a Story to a God?
Joshua Heiliczer—Ramapo College of New Jersey
Abstract: We often consider mythology to be a thing of the ancient past,
something we believed in when we didn’t understand the world as we do
today, and something we would never find in our “modern” world. Yet,
is that not what the cinema scene has become? The modern-day superhero is the perfect parallel to the ancient gods of Greece, from their effects
on society to even their behaviors. In this essay, I will show that maybe
these “new” deific figures such as Thor, Iron Man, The Incredible Hulk,
and more are, in fact, not so new at all.
Keywords: Avengers, comic-books, Greek-mythology, Hulk, Iron Man,
superheroes, Thor

When talking about the social impact of a film such as
Avengers: Endgame (2019), it is impossible to do so without also
mentioning its previous film, A vengers: Infinity W ar (2018), as
both films are part of the same story. Likewise, it is also impossible to talk of the societal influences of these films without also
speaking to the inspirations and origins of the characters within
them and how these characters reflect upon modern-day society’s
wants and needs. With that in mind, in this article, I intend to compare superheroes and Greek gods as well as find out whether these
films are more influential than most think.
To begin with, it is important to analyze the impact that both
the films A vengers: Endgame and A vengers: Infinity W ar, as well
as the Greek gods, had on their societies to see how similar they
may or may not be. Ancient Greece was very attentive to their
gods—treating religion and entertainment the same. Allow me to
elaborate; by “combining entertainment and religion,” I am referring to how ancient Greek writers would often include gods in their
stories, and their gods were very flawed and human creatures, making them extremely entertaining as characters. This was combined
with people ritualistically traveling great distances to pray at the
temples of the different gods to show their respect to them, even
though they found entertainment in these same figures.
This seems very similar to what contemporary people do to
“worship” and “show respect” to their “gods.” Do people not flock
in groups to ritualistically watch films such as A vengers: Infinity
War and Avengers: Endgame? They pay tribute to see and hear of
“the gods’” exploits, and to gather at their chosen altar. People
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wear designs on their clothes showing their allegiance to one god or
another, and they reference their gods in their own stories. People
love to worship gods of all kinds—to root for one god or another.
The Avengers are not the first; Star Wars, for a very long time, saw
similar popularity.
It would not be outside the stretch of the imagination for one
to realize that the Greek gods are power fantasies, just like modernday heroes. Where the Greek gods had powers over things the ancient Greeks had little knowledge of (illness, fate, the skies, the
seas, etc.), likewise, the Avengers represent more modern power
fantasies (Thor is raw power, the Hulk is incredible strength, Captain America is moral goodness, and Iron Man is sheer intellect) for
the more modern audience.
Yet, by the same token, these heroes are not flawless.
Thor’s raw power gives him a god complex (pun intended), the
Hulk’s strength comes at the cost of his mind, Captain America’s
righteousness can be undercut by the notion that he may not be correct, and Iron Man is an extreme narcissist. Just like with their ancient Greek counterparts, these “gods” are very much meant to be
human figures that are entertaining and make mistakes.

Indeed, the only true, visible difference between the gods of
ancient Greece and the modern-day superheroes in A vengers: Infinity War and Avengers: Endgame appears to be perspective. The
worshipers of the Avengers do not see themselves as worshipers,
whereas the worshipers of ancient gods fully believed they were
paying a kind of tribute to the gods they worshiped. Contemporary
moviegoers do not see the Avengers as real entities whose adventures really happened—instead, the superheroes are viewed as entertainment, fluff even. Yet the worshipers of Greek gods believed
they were real, that their wrath was real, and that their stories were
real. Ironic, then, that both of these people should behave similarly; after all, what is a story compared to a god?
Joshua Heiliczer is a student at Ramapo College of New
Jersey with plans of becoming a professional writer. Ever since he
was a child, he has been fascinated with stories of gods and mythologies; the similarities, the differences, the little details, all of the
parts of these stories are important to him, even more so these
days. He has also been a huge fan of superhero comic books since
he was little. He can be contacted at jheilicz@ramapo.edu. 
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Psychological Insights on the Villain
Thanos within the Marvel Universe
Philip Infermo—Ramapo College of New Jersey
Abstract: The author analyzes the Marvel Cinematic Universe’s major
villain, Thanos, from the Avengers films. He psychologically looks at
Thanos’ history as a character throughout the films, describes him as a
tyrant and compares him to such leaders as Stalin, Hitler, Pol Pot, Kim Il
Sung, and Ho Chi Min. The author specifically looks at how Thanos relates to Adolf Hitler using historical evidence from the films.
Keywords: Adolf Hitler, Avengers, Marvel Cinematic Universe, psychoanalysis, superheroes, Thanos, tyrant, villain

The Marvel Universe has played an influential part in the
lives of many individuals across the globe ever since its creation on
February 19, 1961. The Marvel franchise has brought out and displayed the heroic and adventurous spirit in individuals who partake
in their fantasy. These comics and movies have been enjoyed by an
immense international audience for almost six decades. People
have been theorizing and discussing the outcomes and possibilities
of the universe since its creation and from this speculation could be
philosophizing about characters’ intentions and psychoses.
Throughout the Marvel Universe, heroes with super abilities are
always in a constant struggle against the forces of evil led by villainous foes whose objective usually leads to the destruction of the
universe itself. Psychological analysis can be made from each of
Marvel’s villainous characters’ motives and actions, starting with
why these characters became villains in the first place. Comparisons can be made about these villains and they can be related to
mass genocidal leaders throughout human history.
Looking at the main villain from two of the newest Marvel
movies, A vengers: Infinity W ar (2018) and A vengers: Endgame
(2019), Thanos, whose name relates to Freud’s death instinct of
Thanatos, is depicted as an intergalactic overlord whose purpose in
life is to collect all six of the most powerful essences of the universe, the infinity stones, and then eliminate half the population of
the universe. Thanos ventures throughout the galaxy, hopping from
planet to planet, conquering the inhabitants, collecting as many resources as he can from the planet, and then eliminates half of the
planet’s population. Eventually, Thanos finds and acquires all six
of the infinity stones and uses the combined power of all of them to
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eliminate half the population in the universe. Thanos completes his
mission and retires to the edge of the galaxy to live out the rest of
his days in contentment and isolation.
Psychoanalytically, scholars can theorize and identify some
major psychological problems that go hand in hand when analyzing
a character like Thanos within the Marvel Universe. Identification
of the fact that this tyrannical leader wanted to exterminate half of
the population because he thought it was the best solution to compensate for the lack of resources for everyone is a distinct trait of
tyrannical individuals in power throughout history who have committed crimes against humanity, including genocide and the slaughter of their people. Leaders like Stalin, Hitler, Pol Pot, Kim Il
Sung, and Ho Chi Min are all examples of leaders and their regimes
that told the masses of their nations that what they were doing was
the right thing for the good of the regime and the whole of humanity. People were exterminated by regimes because of their ethnic,
religious, political, or social background. These regimes told their
people that it was okay to kill these specific individuals because
they were either worthless or went against the sanctity of the regime and needed to be eliminated for their reign to continue. In the
Marvel Universe, the great and powerful galactic overlord Thanos
tells his followers that what he’s doing is for the good of the universe and that the sacrifice of the dead for the living is the most
honorable way to die; selflessness was gratified. Even though
Thanos did not kill individuals based on race or ethnic background,
he did justify his killings for the sake of a greater cause. Thanos
does not appreciate all life and does not discriminate who lives and
who dies; he leaves the decision up to fate. We see throughout the
entirety of human history that when a genocidal incident occurs, the
leaders of the incident always seem to justify their actions based on
some overall goal or salvation for their nation or territory.
From watching the Avengers saga, viewers can begin to see
a shift in Thanos’s personality and actions as the series progresses.
From the beginning, Thanos is depicted not really as a tyrannical
ruler but rather as someone who is searching for the right thing to
do and trying to identify his destiny. He is depicted as a strong
warrior but with a subtle elegance; however, when he is forced to
make an unethical decision to sacrifice one of his beloved adopted
daughters to obtain one of the six infinity stones, viewers can see a
psychological snap within the character’s mentality. Thanos throws
away the one thing he cared about within the universe in the pursuit
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of ultimate power.
Historians can relate this occurrence of Thanos’s break with
his own mentality within the minds of genocidal leaders throughout
history. For example, Adolf Hitler was treated poorly within his
household by his father and did not get accepted into art school.
These things within Adolf Hitler’s life may have been trigger causes that warped him into the mad, tyrannical, psychotic, genocidal
leader we have all come to learn about. This trigger within
Thanos’s mind when he killed his daughter could be the leading
motivation as to why Thanos continued his reign of tyranny and led
to his psychotic cunning and rage. Thanos also displays many
warning signs of a psychopath throughout the Avengers saga. He is
always 100 steps ahead of his enemies, skeptical of his allies, only
trusts himself, and is quick to jump to conclusions of radical proportions if he does not agree in certain situations. All these different aspects of Thanos’s personality as a villainous character point
back to the psychoses of past tyrannical leaders within human history. Thanos serves as a dictator over the entirety of the known universe within the Marvel dimension.
Philip Infermo is a senior history student at Ramapo College who wrote this while taking a course on Hitler, the Holocaust,
and Genocide. He may be contacted at pinfermo@ramapo.edu. 

The Many Roads of the Builders of
Psychohistory: Part III
Biographical Studies
Judith Kestenberg: A Psychohistorical
Advocate for Holocaust Child Survivors
and Their Children
Eva Fogelman—Psychologist in Private Practice
Abstract: Judith Kestenberg (1910-1999) was a Polish born psychohistorian, psychiatrist, and psychoanalyst, who with her husband Milton and a
team of colleagues she brought together, worked tirelessly to gather information on children in the Holocaust and to interview a large number
of those who survived. Her legacy includes the Kestenberg Holocaust
Child Survivor Archive at Hebrew University, the Israel National Library,
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Yad Vashem, and online by request.
Keywords: children-in-the-Holocaust, history, Holocaust, Judith Kestenberg, The Making of Psychohistory, Milton Kestenberg, psychoanalysis,
psychohistory

In the mid-1980s Judith Kestenberg attended a Saturday
morning meeting at Lloyd deMause’s Institute for Psychohistory.
Kestenberg, a child psychoanalyst, was drawn to psychohistory because she theorized that the German Nazis disliked the Jews because the Jews valued their children, while the Germans were willing to sacrifice them. Kestenberg and deMause did not agree theoretically, and Kestenberg continued to be a psychohistorian without
associating with him; however, she presented papers at several psychohistory conferences, including at the Psychohistory Forum.
I will elaborate on Kestenberg, with whom I worked very
closely as co-director of child development research and whose legacy I carried on. Judith Kestenberg devoted her life’s work to the
study of the persecution of children during the Holocaust and to
developing a Kestenberg Movement Profile, which is used for preventative mental health. Kestenberg’s construct is from infancy on
to the psychological impact of growing up with Holocaust survivor
parents.
Judith Kestenberg was born in Tarnow, Poland in the year
1910. She grew up in a wealthy industrialist family in Krakow. In
1924 Kestenberg went to Vienna to study medicine, majoring in
neurology, and then embarked on psychoanalytic training. When
she wanted to return to Poland in 1937, her parents encouraged her
to immigrate to the United States, where her sister was already living. With the rise of National Socialism in Germany, life in Europe
was becoming increasingly uncertain. Kestenberg moved to New
York in 1937, and resumed her psychoanalytic training. Her parents, unfortunately, came under the German occupation during
World War II, and were murdered; but she did not know the circumstances of their death until many years later. She was disinclined to discuss her past.
In contrast to his wife’s experience, her husband Milton, an
attorney born in Lodz, came as a tourist to the United States in the
summer of 1939 to see the World’s Fair. He could not return to
Poland because World War II broke out September 1st of that year.
Milton’s sister and father survived, and after liberation he sponsored them to come to New York. Milton Kestenberg’s sister re-
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called to me that Judith discouraged her from speaking about how
she survived. This reaction was similar to other Jews in post-war
America.
So, how did Judith change from being part of the
“conspiracy of silence” to encouraging Holocaust child survivors to
speak about their lives? Several factors contributed to this change.
Milton Kestenberg was an attorney who was advocating on behalf
of Holocaust survivors to receive German reparations. He often
discussed these cases with Judith; he wanted to have her insights on
the psychological consequences of the persecution and losses he
was observing in the lives of the survivors. At the same time, Henry Krystal, a psychoanalyst in Detroit who was an Auschwitz Holocaust survivor, organized several conferences on massive psychic
trauma. Emerging from these discussions was that the second generation of Holocaust survivors was also psychologically affected by
their parents’ trauma. In the late 1960s, Judith joined Krystal and
others in a study-group, held at the American Psychoanalytic Association (APA) Conference, on the psychological effects of the Holocaust on the second generation. The resistance from the APA to
this study lasted until 1975.
In the meantime, Judith conducted a survey of international
psychoanalysts, in which she asked the analysts whether they had
children of Holocaust survivors in treatment. The few psychoanalysts who were treating children of Holocaust survivors replied to
the questionnaire by saying: “What does having a Holocaust survivor parent have to do with the analysis?” The denial in the psychoanalytic community was one of the early factors that would motivate Judith to be more inquisitive about the fate of her own family.
While Kestenberg was challenging the leaders of the American Psychoanalytic Association to establish a study group on the
effects of the Holocaust on the “second generation,” she gathered a
group of interested psychoanalysts to meet regularly to discuss cases of survivors’ children who were in treatment. Some of these cases are described in a groundbreaking book, Generations of the Holocaust (1982), edited by Martin Bergmann and Milton Jucovy. It
should be noted that Judith Kestenberg was the main editor, but she
did not want her name on the cover lest her patients recognize
themselves in the book. The German edition does include her name
as an editor. From 1975 until the mid-1990s, for 20 years, Kestenberg was the co-chair of the Study Group of the Psychological Effects of the Holocaust on the Second Generation of Survivors of the
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American and International Psychoanalytic Associations.
This group was a catalyst for psychoanalysts worldwide to
confront their personal as well as their professional understanding
of how a cataclysmic historical event has an impact on more than
just the surviving generation. The idea was that analysts could not
treat this population without knowing the historical dynamics that
influenced the lives of these patients. Holocaust survivors—hence,
their children—did not have a monolithic experience. The historical narratives that influenced each family constellation are different. The life of the survivor generation consists of their life before
the German occupation, during World War II and the war against
the Jews, and the years immediately following liberation. Without
knowing the historical circumstances that befell the survivor generation, psychoanalysis with the offspring of survivors is conducted
in a vacuum, devoid of the significance of each survivor’s unique
trauma and of its consequences on the next generation.
Another motivating factor that influenced Kestenberg to examine the fate of her parents and extended family was that she started treating a Holocaust child survivor. In the process of discussing
the case with her husband, she realized that it was only when she
explored some historical factors, such as bombing, that she was
able to connect these historical factors to the physical symptoms
that her patient was experiencing.
It often takes two generations—40 years—to start the confrontation stage of the mourning process, which means forsaking
denial. Confrontation became significant in Kestenberg’s approach
to studying the impact of the Holocaust on child survivors. This
was in the era in America during which President Jimmy Carter established the Holocaust Commission (November 1, 1978). Holocaust consciousness had never been present in America; it was now
becoming part of the American psyche.
Judith began to understand that in order to work with Holocaust child survivors psychoanalytically, the analyst needed to
know the history. She started reading, voraciously. She knew every block in Auschwitz and in other camps as well. The child survivors did not necessarily know where they had been and how they
got there. The interviewer had to know the history in order to help
fill the gaps when a child survivor told his or her narrative. (It is
my conviction based on long practice that when psychoanalysts are
working with historically traumatized patients, they should know
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the history. A treatment devoid of the history is the result of a professional who is in denial of the enormity of the persecution, how a
person survived, and how they are coping in the present.)
Judith Kestenberg did not deny her Jewishness, but the Jewish life-cycle and ritual observance were not central to her. Chanukah and Passover were marginally observed. On a personal note,
Judith was eager to host my traditional Jewish wedding. For Judith
and Milton, it was as if it was also their Jewish wedding. That
same year, Milton and Judith came with us to Yom Kippur services,
a time when we hold a memorial service for the dead in our family.
It was the first time that Judith said Kaddish, the traditional memorial prayer, for her mother and father. She then went to Poland, the
first of several trips, and tracked down documentation of her parents’ deportation to Auschwitz and their murder.
Everywhere she travelled, Judith Kestenberg interviewed
child survivors of the Holocaust. She trained a generation of interviewers in the psychoanalytic community to combine history and
psychoanalysis. One of the treasure-troves Kestenberg found in
Poland was the early depositions that Holocaust child survivors
gave immediately after liberation. These early testimonies are analyzed by Sharon Kangisser-Cohen in the latest edited book on interviews from the Kestenberg archive, Children in the Holocaust and
Its Aftermath: Historical and Psychological Studies of the Kestenberg Archive (2017). The Kestenberg Holocaust Child Survivor
Archive is at Hebrew University, the Israel National Library, Yad
Vashem, and online by request. Researchers are continuing to use
the archive; new interviews are being added and new books are being published.
The study group on the psychological effects of the Holocaust on the children of Holocaust survivors at the American Psychoanalytic Association is still meeting. New generations of psychoanalysts who attend the study group become aware that doing
psychoanalysis or psychotherapy with any historically traumatized
population cannot be accomplished without knowing the history.
Eva Fogelman, PhD, is a psychoanalytic psychotherapist
and psychologist in private practice in New York City, a pioneer
scholar of the intergenerational impact of the Holocaust, a filmmaker, and author of Conscience and Courage: Rescuers of Jews during
the Holocaust (1994). She worked very closely with Judith Kestenberg as co-director of child development research and is a research
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associate of the Psychohistory Forum who can be contacted at
evafogelmanphd@gmail.com. 

Rudolph Binion’s Psychohistory
Workshop: Frau Lou: Nietzsche’s
Wayward Disciple
Deborah Hayden—Medical Author
Abstract: When Rudolph Binion chose Lou Salomé, a close friend of
Freud, as a biographical subject, he considered himself “an out and out
Freudian.” Binion’s complex study of Lou led him to his theory of unconscious reliving of adult trauma and from there to becoming one of the
most articulate and erudite theorists of the new field of psychohistory.
Keywords: adult-trauma, Frau Lou, Friedrich Nietzsche, psychohistory,
Rudolph Binion, Sigmund Freud, traumatic-reliving

The Discovery of Traumatic Reliving and Psychohistory
When Rudolph Binion was 32 years old in the spring of
1959, he began a study of Lou Salomé (1861-1937), an “irresistible
biographical subject,” for a summer grant from Columbia University. As a historian, Rudy set out to write a chronological biography
of Lou in the cultural context of Western European history during a
period he defined as stretching from Nietzsche to Freud.
Lou captivated him with her “grand inner life that showed
through her essays on art and letters, on religion, philosophy, and
psychology, on women and love; her novels and stories and dramatic verse; her published letters and diaries; and finally, that
seeming last word in self-disclosure, her autobiography.” With his
wife Alice, Rudy traveled to Communist Germany where Lou’s papers were kept under the watchful eye of her executor, Ernst
Pfeiffer. At night they secretly photocopied pages. Rudy completed a draft—a massive document of fused notes—which “numbered
grotesque thousands upon thousands in their helter-skelter heaps.”
To Rudy, who then considered himself “an out and out
Freudian,” one of Lou’s most appealing aspects as a subject was
that beginning in 1911, she was an intimate friend and colleague of
Freud—and she wrote articles on aspects of psychoanalysis, in particular narcissism. She studied with Freud to become a lay analyst,
and even analyzed herself using her childhood diary. In the sec-
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tions on her childhood, Rudy quotes her dense Freudian jargon. He
set out to psychoanalyze her, based on his observation and his interpretation of her own self-analysis. Lengthy analysis of her published fictional work found it to be thinly-veiled autobiography.
Here Rudy ran into a dilemma. In defining what he considered to be her neuroses, and looking for an antecedent in her early
childhood according to the Freudian model, he found instead that
over and over she appeared to be reliving Nietzsche’s violent rejection of her in December 1882. She repeated this traumatic experience not only in her relationships and her fiction, but also in her
own analysis of her childhood adulation of and rejection by her father.
If at first Rudy had not planned to rehash “the stale LouNietzsche story,” this big discovery refocused him on the events of
1882. This adult trauma, relived consciously and unconsciously,
forward and backward, became a key theme of Frau Lou—hence
the subtitle, Nietzsche’s Wayward Disciple (Princeton University
Press, 1968).
By the time he had completed his biography, Rudy had rejected Freud’s basic theory that all neurosis has an origin in childhood in favor of a theory of unconscious repetition of adult trauma.
Frau Lou can be seen as a workshop that begins with Rudy as a
Freudian and ends with him as a psychohistorian. It was the working through of psychological aspects of Lou’s life that led to him
becoming one of the founders of this new discipline.
Rewriting and Publishing Frau Lou
In the often-repeated story of Lou and Nietzsche, he falls in
love with her, proposes marriage, and sinks into suicidal depression
when she rejects him. In her memoir Lou wrote that Nietzsche had
proposed marriage, but Rudy discovered documents that led him to
believe that she had lied about that. If she lied there, he asked himself, what else had she said that was untrue? In a scholarly frenzy,
he began to revisit and question everything she wrote, working out
of a growing anger at what he found to be ongoing errors, omissions, and fabrications in Lou’s self-told story, correcting as he
went on his massive typed first draft. Rudy commented: “For two
days and nights and then another two I pursued Lou’s latent associations as if driven at dizzying speed in all directions at once.” He
took Lou’s misrepresentations personally; she had betrayed him,
her biographer-to-be, turning his neat text topsy-turvy.
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When Lou met Nietzsche, she was 21, traveling for her education and health with her chaperoning mother. Nietzsche’s stated
goal with Lou was “to acquire a pupil in her and, if my life should
not last much longer, an heir and one who will develop my
thoughts.” He was clear that there was nothing of the erotic in his
attraction to her; he wrote to his friend Peter Gast, “You’ll surely
do us both the honor of keeping the notion of a love affair far removed from our relationship. We are friends and I intend to hold
this girl and her trust in me sacred.”
Nietzsche spent three weeks with Lou in Tautenburg, sometimes talking ten hours a day, like “two devils conversing.” Then
in October, Nietzsche suddenly blamed Lou for dangerous gossip
that had originated at the first performance of Wagner’s Parsifal
(1882) in Bayreuth. He wrote to her: “If I banish you from me
now, it is a frightful censure of your whole being…. You have
caused damage, you have done harm—and not only to me but to all
the people who have loved me: this sword hangs over you.” He
dismissed her protests and they never spoke again.
Nietzsche initially praised Lou, calling her courageous, high
-minded, sharp as an eagle, and brave as a lion. She was uniquely
ready for his philosophy. Rudy similarly praised her: “She was to
theorize with a passion, continually and sublimely: in the whole
history of thought there are few men and no women to match her on
these counts.” At the end Nietzsche’s rejection of her was vicious.
He called her “this thin, dirty, evil-smelling little monkey with false
breasts—a fake!” She was a monstrosity, a brain with only the rudiments of a soul. In the second pass on his text, Rudy called her a
moral monstrosity, a distraught fabler, and a sick fraud. The spell
she cast over her friends kept them from seeing the warped side of
her. His summary: “At all odds, every autobiographical formulation of Lou’s was misleading in some way or other, if not outright
false.” Nietzsche had felt betrayed and responded with excessive
anger; Rudy did the same.

Rudy wrote a draft of a classic biography but then rewrote it
when he questioned so many of Lou’s self-representations. The
entire text had to be retyped, a substantial task for an assistant. In
an article published in The Historian’s Workshop, “My Life with
Frau Lou” (L. P. Curtis, Jr., ed., 1970), Rudy wrote an overview of
his experience writing and publishing Frau Lou, a roadmap for
those frustrated with this palimpsest of a text.
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Despite the massive rewrite, Frau Lou remained full of unanswered questions and contradictions. Rudy wrote, “My inclination was to redo it altogether during my coming sabbatical, but
there was no telling where that could lead. So I decided to inventory the loose ends in a conclusion and move on.” He left the text
“discontinuous and inconsistent just so as to underscore its inconclusiveness” and he summarized it all in a final wrap-up chapter,
“Beyond Frau Lou,” concluding, “So it is as well that I drew the
line where I did: I am in enough of a methodological mess as it is.”
After submitting the manuscript with its unwieldy thousands
of complexly coded footnotes and endnotes to several publishing
houses (at one the editors “went plain hysterical” and a colleague
dismissed it as fit only for scrap), Frau Lou finally found a home at
Princeton University Press and was published in 1968—at 587
compressed pages of small print. Walter Kaufmann wrote a foreword and Frau Lou was released to mixed reviews. The historian
Norman F. Cantor called it “one of the dozen best history books
ever written.” Paul Elovitz, who questioned Rudy’s ability to perform a retrospective psychoanalysis because of the impossibility of
establishing any transference, especially since he had never been
analyzed himself, called it brilliant—but flawed.
Having put Lou behind him—or so he thought—Rudy’s
next projects involved applying his theory of traumatic reliving to
new subjects, both historical and literary, from Leopold III of Belgium to Pirandello’s characters and finally to Adolf Hitler. His final explication of the theory, the basis of his work as a pioneer psychohistorian, was Traumatic Reliving in History, Literature, and
Film (2011).
A chapter on Freud summarized his reasons for rejecting
Freud’s adherence to childhood antecedents of neurosis in favor of
his own hypothesis about traumatic reliving of adult trauma. Rudy
described the mechanism of traumatic reliving: “All too simply put,
it is the occasional felt need to repeat, to re-enact, to relive an unbearable experience... What needs adding is that the repetition is
unconscious.”
Frau Lou was an experiment, one that succeeded grandly in
many ways while failing as well. That failure left Rudy with one
summary thought, the concept of adult trauma, and a new way of
looking at historical biography.
After Frau Lou
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In 1992 I found a dusty copy of Frau Lou in the back
shelves of my county library. A generous librarian gave it to me
since it hadn’t been checked out for more than 20 years. Reading
and rereading this fascinating yet frustratingly dense text, I wanted
to know more about the questions Rudy left open. Why did Lou
refuse to talk about Nietzsche, especially to the Freud group—other
than to Freud himself? She wrote that Nietzsche was like a ghost
among them and carried his letters with her everywhere. Did he
propose marriage? If so, was it marriage for reputation only? Nietzsche wrote that at most he could marry for two years. What was
“the offense” that made him so angry?
I tracked down Lloyd deMause to find out where Rudolph
Binion was so many years after Frau Lou was published, and he
surprised me by saying, “Rudy’s in Paris. He would love to hear
from you.” So I wrote to Rudy, who was teaching at Brandeis, and
then I flew to Boston to talk to him. The first disarming thing he
said to me was, “I was much too hard on Lou.” He gave me his
essay, “My Life with Frau Lou,” which answered many questions
and we talked for hours—the beginning of a friendship that lasted
until his death in 2011.
Rudy was an amazing stylist who wrote long, complex sentences and paragraphs that stretched for more than a page. When I
first read Frau Lou, I wished there had been an editor. I got my
wish when Rudy started sending me everything he was writing,
emailing impatiently if I didn’t get back to him immediately. My
addition to his already perfect texts was to point out where he left
his reader in the dust. We sometimes argued by email for days over
a single sentence. He read everything I wrote—covering pages
with tiny red squiggly comments and corrections. A student told
me Rudy could spot a misplaced comma across the room.
Here I am, more than 50 years after I first heard about Lou
in a college Nietzsche class, still thinking about her. “Lou’s impress on history, such as it was, came of her traumatic wrestling
with Nietzsche’s ghost,” Rudy wrote. So we wrestled with Lou’s
ghost, as it appears I am still doing. Rudy was a mentor, friend,
and persistent inspiration. I miss him.
Deborah Hayden, author of Pox: Genius, Madness, and the
Mysteries of Syphilis (2003); “Nietzsche’s Secrets,” in Jacob
Golomb et al., Nietzsche and Depth Psychology (1999); and “Guy
de Maupassant and Friedrich Nietzsche: A Comparison of Two
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Cases of 19th-Century General Paresis” in Bogousslavsky and
Boller, Neurological Disorders in Famous Artists (2005). In
“Remembering Rudolph Binion – and Frau Lou” she was one of
over 20 colleagues who memorialized Prof. Binion in Clio’s
Psyche’s September 2011 issue. Her website is spiralmemoir.com
and she can be reached at debhayden@sbcglobal.com. 

The Passion of Elisabeth Young-Bruehl
Judith Harris—Writers Circle
Abstract: The author offers a retrospective look at Elisabeth YoungBruehl’s many contributions to the fields of psychobiography, psychoanalysis, and sociology through her books, essays, and memoirs. YoungBruehl was known for her excellent psychobiographies on Hannah Arendt
and Anna Freud, and this article follows the trajectory of her writings on
women, childrearing, psychoanalytic theory, cultural criticism, and social
democracy. An uncommon thinker with an uncommon passion, Elisabeth
Young-Bruehl traced the contours of our shared human experience.
Keywords: anatomy-of-prejudice, Anna Freud, anti-Semitism, childism,
empathy, feminism, Hannah Arendt, psychohistory

Elisabeth Young-Bruehl was a dedicated thinker and author
who probed the roots of ideology and bias in her quest for social
justice and change. Her training as a philosopher and psychotherapist enriched her impassioned understanding of the human psyche.
Her research and theoretical works span the fields of psychohistory,
philosophical inquiry, and psychoanalytic theory, as well as biography. Her influential biographies of Hannah Arendt, her teacher
and mentor, and Anna Freud, with whom Young-Bruehl shared an
abiding interest in child psychology, are now considered essential
reading and have been translated into many languages.
Throughout her prodigious career, Elisabeth Young-Bruehl
held that psychoanalysis is the instrument of choice both for exploring the psychological roots and social determinants of conflict and/
or prejudice as well as for formulating possible strategies and interventions for reducing aggression and intolerance among divided
segments of society. She well understood how the most basic and
powerful psychological forces—love, hate, identity, desire, and fantasy—ultimately function as both causes and effects of cultural phenomena that reflect on group identity. Like Vamık Volkan, Young-
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Bruehl went beyond academic speculation to offer real solutions to
international and interethnic conflicts. She was a dedicated teacher
and wrote unceasingly in the form of journals and correspondence,
but the clear milestones of her career are the major books Hannah
Arendt: For Love of the World (1982), Anna Freud: A Biography
(1988), Freud on Women: A Reader (1992), The Anatomy of Prejudices (1996), Subject to Biography: Psychoanalysis, Feminism, and
Writing Women’s Lives (1999), Cherishment: a Psychology of the
Heart (2000), Why Arendt Matters (2006), and Childism: Confronting Prejudice Against Children (2012).
Elisabeth Young was born in Maryland in 1946. Her maternal grandmother was a Mayflower descendant, and her father’s
family were Virginians, several of whom were trained in theology
at the College of William and Mary. She attended Sarah Lawrence
College, where she studied poetry with Muriel Rukeyser. After
completing her undergraduate education at The New School for Social Research, she married Robert Bruehl, whom she later divorced.
As a PhD candidate in philosophy at The New School, YoungBruehl wrote her dissertation under the mentorship of Hannah Arendt, who recognized in her an uncommon ability to synthesize
many interdisciplinary fields at once. Her biography of Arendt is
still the standard work on the social theorist and philosopher’s life.
In 1983, Young-Bruehl enrolled for clinical psychoanalytic
training and in it met several of Anna Freud’s American colleagues,
who invited her to become Anna Freud’s biographer, leading to the
1988 book A nna Freud: A Biography. This book not only chronicled the life of Anna Freud, but also offered insights into an analysis of Freud’s relationship to his most ambitious offspring. In 1991,
Young-Bruehl moved to Philadelphia, where she taught part-time at
Haverford College and in the College of Letters of Wesleyan University while continuing her psychoanalytic training. She also
opened a private practice as a therapist there and later in New York
City. In 2008, she married her partner, Christine Dunbar, a Canadian psychotherapist, and resided in Toronto in Ontario, Canada.
from 2007 until her untimely death in 2011 from a pulmonary embolism.
Before becoming a psychoanalyst, Young-Bruehl was influenced by the intellectual rigor of Hannah Arendt, a Jewish émigré
from Nazi Germany who barely escaped prior to coming to the
United States. Arendt studied the roots of modern prejudice, seeking a foundation for her political and philosophical views in a varie-
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ty of topics encountered during her formative years in the intellectual and political ferment of Weimar Germany and her early involvement with Zionism. The New Y ork Times described YoungBruehl’s biography of Arendt as “biography at its best” (Peter L.
Berger, “A Woman of this Century,” April 25, 1982). A philosopher of the public life, Arendt remained secretive about her private
life; yet Young-Bruehl’s exhaustive interviews and recordings of
Arendt’s friends allowed for a careful reconstruction of Arendt’s
education, her affair with Martin Heidegger (later a Nazi Party
member), her style of thought, and the genesis of her monumental
works, The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) and the more controversial Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963). Arendt focused on what she
called “political theory” in order to understand both the history of
Jews in this age and contemporary American culture. The most
bitter controversies of Arendt’s life arose after her account of the
Eichmann trial and her interpretation of some of the events of the
Holocaust, particularly the role played by the Jewish councils in the
Final Solution. Emotions still run high on all sides of the issue, but
Young-Bruehl was careful to approach it from a humanist stance
sympathetic to views of her mentor.
Young-Bruehl’s next major work, A nna Freud: A Biography (1988), centers on Freud’s relationship with her father and
notes that Anna was born into an intense sibling rivalry with her
father’s psychoanalytic work, something she could only overcome
by becoming an analyst herself. Once immersed in Freudian theory
and its permutations regarding Anna Freud’s lineage, YoungBruehl refined her research, and, as a feminist critic, took on
Freud’s most misogynist views of women in a text entitled Freud
on Women: A Reader (1992), where she argued that Freud often
denigrated women by creating blind spots in his theorizing about
their drives and psychosexual development and by overemphasizing their psychosexual maladies. To read Freud on W omen was to
embark on a controversial pattern of Freud’s countertransference
with regard to patients like Dora, who understandably frustrated his
attempts to sexualize her associations in order to make them fit
neatly into his theories.
After immersing herself in history and biography, YoungBruehl returned to themes in contemporary life. In The A natomy
of Prejudices (1996), which won an American Publisher’s prize for
Best Book in Psychology, the author distinguishes between four
strains of bigotry (racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, and homophobia),
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each having a distinct cause. She then determined that each strain
was rooted in three characterological types (obsessional, hysterical,
and narcissistic). Anti-Semitism corresponds with the obsessional
character fearing Jews as aggressive, whereas racism stems from
the hysterical type and is rooted in sexual fear. Her observations
about the causes of prejudice are actually predictive of what is occurring today in the Trump era with the rise of white nationalism.
After such scholarly work, Young-Bruehl ventured into a
collaborative and self-reflective project, resulting in her work Cherishment: A Psychology of the Heart, co-authored by another psychotherapist, Faith Bethelard, with whom she was living and collaborating. Together, the authors embark on an extended conversation regarding Eastern theories of infant development and how
these differ from those of the West. They point out the importance
of the baby’s primal longing for oneness with the mother, which if
satisfied produces a sense of infinite well-being that is constant
throughout life. While Freud’s drive theory describes a range of
infantile desires, it offers little to account for this expectation of
care,
which
Young-Bruehl
and
Bethelard
called
“amae” (cherishment), and is arguably the essential core of psychological development. The authors warn that Western culture’s premium on independence and weaning as its paradigmatic process
might lead to a lack of receptivity and even to a pathology of alienation. They advocated a return to the value of dependency within
the mother/infant dyad as a route to inner receptivity and secure
bonding. Late in her career, Young-Bruehl vigorously took up the
topic of childrearing in her book, Childism: Confronting Prejudice
Against Children, focusing on how some people imagine children
as possessions that need to be controlled, making discipline their
main responsibility. As Molly Castelloe writes in her remembrance
of Young-Bruehl, the purpose of children from this perspective is
“naturally subservient” and serves the needs of others, which is a
symptom of potentially destructive habits in childrearing.
Elisabeth Young-Bruehl understood the imperatives of social and psychoanalytic inquiry and how they intertwined. As a
biographer, she was uniquely equipped to explain the very process
of empathetically entering into the subject and at the same time preserving her own autonomy as a record-keeper and observer. This
was the focus of Subject to Biography: Psychoanalysis, Feminism,
and Writing Women’s Lives (1991), where she analyzes her own
feelings and ambivalences. In it she illuminates the psychological
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and intellectual demands writing biography makes on the biographer and explores the complex and frequently conflicted relationship between feminism and Freudian psychoanalysis. In a separate
essay in that book, “The Biographer’s Empathy with Her Subject,”
she remarked, “the usual, indeed, the clichéd way of describing empathy as ‘putting yourself in another’s place’ seems to me quite
wrong. Empathizing involves, rather, putting another person in
yourself, becoming another person’s habitat.” For Young-Bruehl,
psychoanalysis was a form of vocalized biography, with two people
working together to recover a life story.
In conclusion, I was fortunate to have had the friendship of
Elisabeth, something I deeply value and miss. I can only imagine
her response to current national politics and the divisions within our
communities, and how she would have been on the front lines analyzing it and offering interventions. Her books were largely celebrated in reviews, although some critics (and especially critics of
psychohistory) faulted her for rejecting sociological explanations of
behaviors like prejudice in favor of the speculative and unproved
approach of psychoanalysis. As she stated in her blog, which she
began writing only one year before her death, her “historically critical” approach would assess America’s problems as resulting from a
“multiple personality disorder.” Her task in her own words was “to
make a diagnosis” and “propose a therapy.” I can think of no better
voice to gather up our better natures and work together to bring
about a truly pluralistic and functional democracy in which all voices can be heard.
Judith Harris, PhD, is the associate editor of this journal
as well as the author of three books of poetry and a critical book on
psychoanalysis and literature, Signifying Pain: Constructing and
Healing the Self through Writing (2003). Her poetry has appeared
in The Atlantic, The Nation, The New Republic, The New York
Times blog and Slate as well as many literary journals. Her articles have appeared or are forthcoming in Psychoanalysis, Culture,
and Society, Division/Review, The Chronicle, The American Journal of Psychoanalysis, and The Canadian Journal of Psychoanalysis. She has taught at George Washington University, American
University, and Catholic University, and she is a recipient of a Yaddo fellowship. She can be contacted at jlha@gwmail.gwu.edu. ❑
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Avner Falk: A Prolific Israeli
Psychohistorian
Joyce M. Rosenberg—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Abstract: Avner Falk, the Israeli psychologist and psychohistorian, has
had an impressive career writing psychobiographies of key figures in Israeli history and leaders such as Barack Obama and Napoleon. He also
has studied the Jewish people, terrorism, and the Crusades from a psychoanalytic perspective. Falk ended his psychotherapy practice nearly
25 years ago to focus on scholarship. In recent years he has written extensively on the Internet on a large variety of subjects including Donald
Trump.
Keywords: assassination, Avner Falk, borders, boundaries, David BenGurion, Israel, psychohistory, Sigmund Freud, Theodor Herzl

In recently examining the body of Falk’s books, I was filled
with admiration and even wonder at his passion for psychohistory
and the depths of his scholarship. His books include psychobiographies of three of the great figures of Palestine and Israel during
the 19th and 20th centuries: Theodor Herzl, David Ben-Gurion, and
Moshe Dayan. Among his many books are A Psychoanalytic History of the Jews (1996) and Anti-Semitism: A History and Psychoanalysis of Contemporary Hatred (2008), but his search for understanding has taken him beyond his homeland and fellow Jews. His
subjects have also included Barack Obama, Napoleon, Trump, terrorism, and the Crusades. He has also written many papers in The
Psychohistory Review, The Psychoanalytic Study of Society, and
other journals.
Avner Falk was born during World War II and as he grew
up got his first exposure to history through his family’s story. He
told Elovitz that his parents shared with him how and why they
came to immigrate from Germany and Poland to Palestine in the
1930s (Paul H. Elovitz, “An Israeli Psychohistorian: Avner Falk,”
6, 3, December, 1999, 123). As he was growing up and the state of
Israel was formed and in its own infancy, refugees streamed into
the country, all with a history and many having survived trauma
from the Holocaust and its aftermath. His youth and young adulthood were also marked by wars between Israel and its Arab neighbors. One can see how Falk was drawn to history and psychohistory; he was present at dramatic turns in Israel’s history and they
clearly were the inspiration for his 2004 book, Fratricide in the Ho-
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ly Land: A Psychoanalytic View of the Arab-Israeli Conflict.
Falk trained as a psychologist in Israel and at Washington
University in St. Louis, Missouri. He had 15 years of psychotherapy and psychoanalysis and worked with supervisors who were psychoanalysts. It was early in his clinical career that Falk began questioning the “why” and “how” of collective psyches beyond his
treatment room and began writing.

When I began looking for some of Falk’s work, I came
across a fascinating paper.
“Border Symbolism Revisited” (International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 10, 1983, 215-220)
shows how Falk weaves psychoanalysis and history. He considered
James Masterson’s theory on borderline pathology and Margaret
Mahler’s theory on symbiosis and the violence in Northern Ireland,
which at the time was ongoing and appeared to have little hope of
ending. Falk wrote that “It is possible that with the advance of civilizations human beings have on the whole become more obsessive
and compulsive so that a rigid system of compartmentalization
(drawing precise maps with national borders) has been imposed on
geography, politics, diplomacy, travel, and any other field of human
behaviour which has to do with borders.” He goes on to postulate
that “Behind such rigidity lies the fear of loss of boundaries that is
the fear of loss of the self and of non-being. Disputes over borders
arise in different parts of the world and lead to armed conflict or
even war. It is clear that the emotional meaning of one’s country’s
borders unconsciously is fused with that of one’s own boundaries” (218).
Another paper showed me Falk’s scholarship as a psychobiographer. In “Freud and Herzl” (Contemporary Psychoanalysis,
14, 1978, 357-387), Falk pondered a mystery: why did Freud, who
lived across the street from Herzl in Vienna, never become acquainted with him even though he followed his work closely and
dreamed about him? The paper, which focuses on Freud, finds similarities between his apparent attitude toward Herzl and his shyness
about meeting Arthur Schnitzler, another Jewish doctor in Vienna.
The Israeli writes that “Freud hints at several reasons that have
made him avoid meeting Schnitzler: his fear of rejection (referred
to jokingly and in parentheses); his fear of overidentification (again
referred to via a negation); and his fear of the uncanny feeling of
meeting his own double….” Falk wonders if “any of these fears
have played some role in Freud’s avoidance of Herzl?” (359).
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But Falk’s paper is a deeper dive into Freud’s psyche than
the above-cited passage indicates. He analyzes Freud’s dream
about Herzl, the history of Freud’s family, and Herzl’s own story,
and comes to what Falk sees as a likely conclusion. Falk writes
“Perhaps we can now grasp the full meaning of Herzl to Freud.
Herzl was in part acting out all of Freud’s infantile fantasies of becoming a great political leader like Moses or Hannibal, Massena or
Garibaldi.” He posits that “these fantasies or wishes had been repressed and to some extent projected on to Freud’s father as in the
‘Father like Garibaldi’ dream. Herzl now took on for Freud the
combined meaning in his own repressed Jewish-politicalnationalistic-leadership wishes and fantasies, which he had to ward
off and the father-figure he had struggled with all his life” (382-83).
The seeds of Falk’s life as a psychohistorian were sown in
1959 when he was 16 and making his first trip outside Israel. In his
interview with Elovitz, he described “the excitement, anxiety, and
elation involved in the crossing of borders” (Elovitz, 125). While
there are many psychohistorians who have not trained as psychoanalysts or psychologists, Falk told Elovitz, “it would be best if [a
psychohistorian] could get full training in both psychology and history. Failing that, I think that the psychological training is more
essential and the historical training can be obtained on one’s
own” (Elovitz, 125).
While in my short but now growing acquaintance with
Falk’s work, I have been impressed by his scholarship. It is clear
that psychohistory is more than an intellectual exercise for him.
After the assassination attempt on Ronald Reagan in 1981 he focused on the assassins of Yitzhak Rabin and John F. Kennedy.
Falk told Elovitz that “I develop a theory about the narcissisticborderline personality of political assassins, their feelings of failure,
worthlessness, and despair, and their unconscious wish to become
important and famous by merging with the man they assassinate,
who plays the role of the bad mother to them” (Elovitz, 124).

That kind of sensitivity tells me that this scholar was also a
fine psychotherapist. But nearly a quarter century ago, Falk
stopped practicing. He told Elovitz that “psychotherapy is a very
difficult and demanding occupation, both emotionally and intellectually. It takes up most of your time and energy. Some writers like
Janet Malcolm have called psychoanalysis ‘the impossible profession.’” Then he goes on to write “around the age of 50 I realized
that my own personal problems were exacerbated by my occupa-
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tion, and vice versa, that life was short, and that I had to choose.
As I could fortunately afford it, I decided to devote the rest of my
life to scholarship” (Elovitz, 125). Psychotherapy’s loss was psychohistory’s gain. Most of Falk’s books have been written since he
began focusing on the world’s psyche and in recent years he has
been a prolific and insightful contributor on the Internet.
Joyce M. Rosenberg, JD, is a licensed psychoanalyst,
member of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis (NPAP), and Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum.
She has a private practice in Manhattan working with adults and
couples and has taught classes on resistance as well as working
with masochistic patients and ego psychology. She has written papers on the connection between the psyche and creativity, on empathy in culture and psychoanalysis, and on the Holocaust. In addition, she is a small business reporter at The Associated Press and
may be contacted at psyjourn313@gmail.com. 

Ralph Colp: My Darwinian Psychohistorian
and Psychiatrist Father
Judith Colp Rubin—Author
Abstract: The author recounts the life of her father, Ralph Colp, who was
fascinated with combining “psycho” with “history.” She writes about his
early life and how his father insisted he attend Columbia University to
become a surgeon. The author goes on to describe how her father instead
became a psychiatrist and developed an obsessive drive to learn and
write about Charles Darwin, who was also in awe of his own father.
Keywords: Charles Darwin, Columbia University, father, history, psychohistory, psychiatrist, social-justice

For a man such as my late father, the attraction of the word
“psycho” combined with “history” was irresistible. In his professional life, Dr. Ralph Colp Jr. was a psychiatrist who was codirector of the Mental Health Center at Columbia University and
had a longtime large private practice in New York City. However,
his passion was reading and writing about history.
Born in 1924, my father lived through several major historical events—World War II, the Spanish Civil War, and the Soviet
Union’s great experiment in Communism. He was an only child
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whose parents’ divorce affected him deeply. When as a young psychiatrist he dropped LSD in a clinical experiment, he suffered a bad
trip: his own journey as a three-year-old boy with his mother to
Grand Central Station to take the train to Reno, Nevada, so she
could obtain a quickie divorce.
His mother, Miriam Mirsky, was one of four children of a
Russian immigrant turned successful businessman interested in prevailing intellectual ideas. Her father, Michael Mirsky, sent his children to the newly-established Workingman’s School with its emphasis on social justice. The school was later renamed Ethical Culture and the Colp family would eventually span three generations
there, including my father. Miriam had a Barnard degree in biology
and completed a short stint as a graduate student in that subject before dropping out to remain a homemaker. After her divorce she
hosted an informal intellectual salon that included, among others,
the renowned photographer Alfred Stieglitz (a Workmen’s Circle
classmate) and his wife, the painter Georgia O’Keefe. Miriam’s
brother, Alfred, a renowned biologist working at the Rockefeller
Institute and short-listed for a Nobel Prize for his groundbreaking
work in understanding DNA, was also a major presence in my father’s childhood.
My father grew up in a lively household in which current
events and books were discussed with vigor and passion. In this
maternal family circle, my father shed his identity as Ralph Jr. and
was known by his nickname, Tommy. He argued strongly in support of Leon Trotsky while many of the other adults, including his
mother and stepfather, believed Joseph Stalin was better suited to
lead the Soviet Union.
As a young man, my father also developed his lifelong hobby of collecting books, beginning to amass an enormous library that
would fill to overflowing my childhood home. His attachment to
those books was so intense that no one was ever permitted to touch
them. Later in his life, he slept surrounded by stacks of books resembling a walled city that clearly made him feel warm and protected.
If my father had been allowed to follow his natural interests,
he likely would have become a university historian, perhaps of ancient Rome, which fascinated him. But his career had already been
decided in vitro by his father. Ralph Colp Senior, the son of a
Greenwich Village pharmacist, had achieved great professional
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success as a prominent surgeon at Mount Sinai Hospital. He had
limited time for reading, once telling his only child, “Look, if you
can’t answer why Hamlet delayed, so what! But if you can’t answer what is wrong with a patient, it can be his life.” He lived in an
apartment that had been designed by an interior decorator and was
presided over by a meticulous Japanese butler/part-time cook who
whipped up such delicacies as lobster Newburg. During dinner parties, Ralph Junior was trotted out like a show horse to display his
knowledge about current events, which the guests didn’t take nearly
as seriously as they did at his mother’s house.
Many years later, after my father had died, I stumbled upon,
hidden away in his office, a three-volume memoir Ralph Senior had
penned. Most of the memoir was about the famous surgeon’s medical practice and extensive travels. But there was also a fascinating
story about the early Colp ancestors that I believe was burnished
into our family psychohistory.
My father’s great-grandfather, Jacob, had left Germany in
1840 to eventually settle in New York. He began as a peddler and
then took a course in the burgeoning field of optometry. Because
the New York market was saturated he staked out the newlydeveloped Great Plains and traveled there during the warm weather
to sell his eyeglasses. When cold weather brought him home each
winter, he devoted himself to the education of his two children with
a fervor that bordered on lunacy. He tied his daughter, Rosie, to the
piano stool so she could practice and become a great musician, despite her complete lack of talent and interest. He wanted his son,
Joseph, to become a doctor. To that end, he bought a costly set of
encyclopedias. The purchase bankrupted the family and when Jacob returned home to New York the next winter from the West, he
found that his son had been forced to quit high school to work as a
pharmacist’s apprentice to support the family. In his dismay and
humiliation, Jacob Colp abandoned the family and never returned.
My grandfather wanted his only child and namesake to follow in his footsteps. My father attended Columbia University Medical School and then completed a surgical residency. Anyone who
knew my father would have understood that he was not suited to be
a surgeon, a profession requiring a high degree of confidence and
manual dexterity, which was not his among his strongest skills. But
he couldn’t stand up to his father and lacked support from his mother, who likely wanted her son to make a good living since her father
had lost his fortune in the Depression. It took my father five years
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to become brave enough to drop the field he so despised.
The logical medical specialty for a book-loving man was, of
course, psychiatry. He was well-suited for a practice built largely
on talk therapy. Although he was a loner with few friends, my father was also the kind of person who chatted up taxi cab drivers and
waiters, trying to discover their intellectual “libido,” a word he
loved to use. His favorite patients were those he saw at Columbia
University: intellectuals in angst. He saw his private patients beginning in the afternoon at home, and then, after a de rigueur 50minute family dinner, returned to see more into the evening.
In the evening, after the last patient left, and all weekend my
father wrote. The most vivid sound from my childhood was the
clack-clack of his manual typewriter. He never abandoned that antiquated piece of equipment, even well into the computer age.
Much of my father’s writing focused on Charles Darwin, his
obsession with him so deep that one article called him Darwin’s
shrink. Darwin was in some ways a strange interest for him. Unlike Darwin, my father had no love of the mysteries of nature or the
animal kingdom. Once, when I suggested we travel to the Galapagos Islands, he said he had no interest in going there. Yet, as a boy
he had seen portraits of Darwin, Freud, Huxley, and Pasteur in his
father’s office. He had believed these heroes of science were nobler than his father, who practiced medicine for money. He had
wondered then what these great men were like simply as men.
In 1959, when my father was 35, there was press coverage
about the centenary of On the Origin of Species (1859) and the interest in Darwin renewed. He studied the background of this man
and learned that, like himself, Darwin’s father was a famous doctor
who had wanted his son to carry on his work.
One area of Darwin’s life especially fascinated him: Darwin’s longtime health problems. He suffered from a range of medical problems that periodically left him debilitated and unable to
function. The illness had always baffled his doctors. My father’s
work on this topic led to his book, To Be an Invalid: The Illness of
Charles Darwin (University of Chicago Press, 1977).
In the book he dismissed speculation that Darwin had a disease or parasite obtained during his travels. He argued that Darwin’s poor health was the psychosomatic product of stress resulting
from the development and public reception to his theory of evolu-
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tion. Some of his symptoms—altered sensations, cardiac palpitations, headaches, and trembling—were classical psychosomatic
ones. When the theory of evolution was accepted and Darwin
moved on to other topics, his health improved.
Taking on the role as Darwin’s shrink so consumed my father’s life that he dedicated his book to my mother, sister, and I “for
living with me while I lived with Darwin.” He was also aware of
consciously imitating Darwin in his life. “My daily habits of early
rising and then doing important writing first thing, for instance, and
how I organize my day around strictly timed alternating periods of
work and relaxation, of annotating and abstracting the books that I
read, and of writing my first drafts on the backs of used sheets of
paper—all of these habits I picked up from Darwin,” he once said.
He continued studying Darwin’s illness. After receiving
new information such as Darwin’s diary of health, my father believed he had another book. The result was Darwin’s Illness (2008), which paints a more intimate portrait of the nature and
possible causes of Darwin’s lifelong illness, of the ways he and
Victorian physicians tried treating it, and how it influenced his scientific work and relations with his family and friends.

Darwin was not the only topic on which my father wrote.
He also authored the “History of Psychiatry” section for the Sadock
and Sadock (formerly Kaplan and Sadock) Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry from 1986 to 2001, painstakingly updating edition after edition and giving proper recognition to the role of psychohistory in expanding our knowledge.
He was an enthusiastic participant in the Psychohistory Forum as a host of meetings, a Founding Member of Clio’s Psyche’s
Editorial Board, and a member of its Program Committee. He
wrote such pieces as “Trotsky’s Dream of Lenin,” touching on why
Trotsky didn’t succeed Lenin, and “Why Stalin Couldn’t Stop
Laughing,” dealing with Stalin’s toxic mix of envy and sadism as
powerful motivational forces for his reign of terror.
In 2007, my father developed prostate cancer and eventually
had to be sent to a nursing home. I was living abroad in Israel then,
but I flew in to be with him when I could. I spent the last months
reading to him—Young Stalin (2007) by Simon Sebag Montefiore,
among other books—and talking about our family history.
He seemed, as much as one can evince such things, a man at
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peace with his life. He died in 2008, just a day shy of his 84th birthday. I was sorry that he chose to be cremated without a gravesite.
Memorials to him have remained exclusively in my heart and upon
the written page.
Judith Colp Rubin, took a BA in English literature at the
University of Chicago prior to a career as a journalist and author.
With her late husband she wrote Yassir Arafat: A Political History
and Hating America, both published by Oxford University Press.
She is currently a fiction writer and blogger who lives in Tel Aviv,
Israel. She may be contacted at colprubin@yahoo.com.
[Editor’s note: Memorials to Ralph Colp may be found in
Paul Elovitz’ The Making of Psychohistory (2018) and most especially on cliospsyche.org/archives in Vol. 15, No. 3, pages 105-163.



Lawrence J. Friedman’s Art of Fusing
History and Psychology
Mark I. West—University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Abstract: This article surveys Lawrence J. Friedman’s published scholarship with an emphasis on the various ways in which he has combined the
disciplines of history and psychology over the course of his career as a
historian. In his first books, he draws on psychological concepts in order
to better understand the behavior of people from the past, but in his more
recent work he shows how historical events can shape the formulation of
psychological concepts.
Keywords: Erich Fromm, Erik H. Erikson, history, identity-formation,
Karl Menninger, Lawrence J. Friedman, projection, psychologicalconcepts, psychology

I first met Lawrence J. Friedman 40 years ago when I entered the American Culture PhD Program at Bowling Green State
University where he taught as a professor in the History Department. I was interested in studying the history and culture of American childhood, and he was leading a seminar based on Robert
Coles’ Children of Crisis (1967). I signed up for the seminar, and I
have been learning from Larry ever since. Although I ended up
pursuing a career as an English professor with a specialty in children’s literature, I have continuously followed Larry’s career as a
historian. I have taken a particular interest in how he combines the
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disciplines of history and psychology. Larry generally does not use
the term psychohistory, but he has shown through his published
scholarship some of the many ways in which history and psychology can speak to each other.
Any survey of Larry’s scholarship in which he combines
history and psychology should start with his first book, The W hite
Savage: Racial Fantasies in the Postbellum South (1970). Written
while he was an assistant professor at Arizona State University, the
book has connections to his experiences as a young Freedom Rider
in the American South during the early 1960s. These experiences
left an indelible mark on him and caused him to ponder the reasons
behind racism. In The W hite Savage, he delves into the psychological motivations of the white Southerners who were invested in suppressing African Americans in the initial decades after the Civil
War. Although he does not make many specific references to the
psychoanalytic theorists, he draws on psychoanalytic concepts,
such as projection. As he thoroughly documents in the book, some
white Southerners projected their own aggressive and libidinal impulses onto African Americans, and this response influenced their
racist attitudes toward African Americans.
Larry’s interest in combining history and psychology is also
reflected in Gregarious Saints: Self and Community in A merican
Abolitionism, 1830-1870, which Cambridge University Press published in 1982. Larry was completing this book when I first met
him, so I heard him talk about it on several occasions before it actually saw print. When Larry discussed this book, he often mentioned that he drew on theories related to social psychology, the
psychology of the self, and group psychology when writing it. I
specifically remember him mentioning Heinz Kohut’s The A nalysis
of the Self (1971) during one of these discussions. In this book,
Larry shows that for some abolitionists, their sense of self was tied
to their interactions as members of the abolitionist community. He
shows, for example, how the dynamics of social psychology played
a role in the willingness of some abolitionists to advocate violence
as a tool to end slavery.
Around the same period that Larry was completing Gregarious Saints, he developed a more focused interest in psychological
theorists. This interest led him to study psychoanalytic theory at
the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas. In August 1981, he
took a sabbatical leave and signed up for the Menninger Interdisciplinary Studies Program. While he was there, he met Karl Men-
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ninger, and they often engaged in long conversations about history,
literature, and the evolution of the Menninger Foundation. Larry
ended up co-dedicating Gregarious Saints to Karl Menninger. Larry’s experiences at the Menninger Foundation and his relationship
with Karl Menninger resulted in a significant shift in Larry’s career
as an historian. Up until this point, he focused most of his scholarship on 19th century American history, but he decided to focus his
next book on the history of the Menninger Foundation.

This decision rippled through to me. At this point, I was
completing my dissertation under Larry’s direction, and I was looking for full-time employment. The archivist position at the Menninger Foundation was vacant at the time, and Larry suggested that
I apply for it. I did, and I got the position. From 1983 until June of
1984, I served as the Menninger Foundation’s official archivist, and
in this capacity, I helped Larry while he was conducting some of
the archival research for his book Menninger: The Family and the
Clinic, which Knopf published in 1990. Even though I had already
taken courses from Larry and had read some of his scholarship, this
was the first time that I saw his research process up close. I remember being very impressed with the thoroughness of his research. When Larry was critiquing the chapters of my dissertation,
he often asked, “Where’s your evidence?” Watching him do the
research for his Menninger book, I came to understand how much
he values evidence-based claims. He read thousands of letters written by Karl Menninger and other people associated with the place,
and he examined the records from meetings going back to the very
beginnings of the Menninger Clinic. If he could not find a letter or
a document, he sent me on a mission to locate it. In the end, he
spent years collecting and analyzing evidence.
In researching and writing Menninger: The Family and the
Clinic, Larry moved in a new direction in terms of combining history and psychology. Instead of using psychological concepts and
theories to help explain the behavior of people from the past, he
decided to use his skills and insights as an historian to shed light on
the evolution of a psychiatric hospital and the family behind it. In
the process, he showed how psychological concepts and theories
are shaped in part by historical events. One of my favorite examples of this in Menninger: The Family and the Clinic is the chapter
titled “Karl Menninger and the Émigrés.” In this chapter, Larry
discusses the relationship between Menninger and a group of most
Jewish psychoanalysts who were fleeing Europe as a result of the
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rise of Nazism. Menninger recruited a number of these European
émigrés and offered them positions in Topeka. These émigrés
brought with them psychoanalytic concepts that were not yet widely accepted in America. As Larry documents, this page from the
history of the Menninger Foundation helps explain why Topeka
became a center for the promulgation of psychoanalytic theories in
America.
Larry’s ongoing interest in the relationship between European and American psychoanalytic communities led him to Erik H.
Erikson, the topic of his next book project. Taking the same thorough research approach that he did with his Menninger book, Larry
spent ten years traveling between Europe and America, investigating how Erikson made the transition from being a young psychoanalyst from Vienna named Erik Homburger to becoming Erik Erikson, America’s preeminent psychoanalytic theorist and writer. The
result of this research is Identity’s Architect: A Biography of Erik
H. Erikson, which Harvard University Press published in 1999.
Given my interest in the history and culture of childhood, I
particularly like Larry’s two chapters that deal with the writing and
impact of Erikson’s Childhood and Society (1950). It was Larry
who first introduced me to Childhood and Society when I was a
graduate student, and I have shared it with many of my graduate
students over the course of my career. Larry explains how this
book grew out of Erikson’s experiences in Boston and New Haven
during the late 1930s. Larry shows the connections between Erikson’s efforts to establish a new identity as an American and his
thoughts about identity formation. In other words, Larry explains
how the formulation of a psychological concept of identity formation is rooted historical events, but he does not stop there. He
goes on to discuss how the concept of identity formation took root
in American psychological circles.
Toward the end of Identity’s Architect, Larry discusses
Erikson’s role as a public intellectual during the 1960s. As Larry
points out, Erikson regularly spoke out during this period on pressing political issues, such as the Vietnam War. Erikson drew on his
background in psychology in his work as a public intellectual, and
this intrigued Larry. Larry’s interest in how psychoanalysts and
psychologists sometimes function as public intellectuals is reflected
in his most recent book, The Lives of Erich Fromm: Love’s Prophet, which Columbia University Press published in 2013. In many
ways, Identity’s Architect and The Lives of Erich Fromm are sister
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volumes. Both are biographies of prominent psychoanalysts who
grew up in Europe and then moved to America as young men. In
both of these biographies, Larry delves into the social forces that
shaped these men and discusses the lasting impact of their writings.
However, in The Lives of Erich Fromm, Larry shows how Fromm
embraced the role of public intellectual.
Larry’s biography of Fromm includes several chapters that
deal with Fromm’s interest in political issues. As Larry points out,
Fromm set out to shape political discourse by writing overtly political works such as Escape from Freedom and The Sane Society.
Larry also demonstrates that Fromm drew on his psychological insights when advising political leaders, such as President John F.
Kennedy. In writing The Lives of Erich Fromm, Larry shows yet
another way in which history and psychology can speak to each
other. Through his scholarship on Fromm, Larry provides an intriguing example of how psychoanalysts and psychologists can shape
the course of history through direct involvement in the political
sphere.
One of the many lessons I have learned from Larry about
the connections between the disciplines of history and psychology
is that it cannot be reduced to a simple formula. Through his published scholarship, Larry provides diverse examples of how these
two disciplines can inform each other. In his earlier work, he
shows how psychological concepts can be used to better understand
the behavior of people from the past, while in his more recent work
he shows how historical events can shape the formulation of psychological concepts. However, in all of these works, he bases his
arguments on primary research and avoids mechanistic approaches
to interpreting the behavior of the people he covers in his scholarship. For Larry, the fusing of history and psychology is as much an
art as it is a scholarly approach.
Mark I. West, PhD, is a Professor of English and past
chair of the Department of English at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, where he has taught since 1984. In addition to
performing administrative duties, he regularly teaches courses on
children’s and young adult literature. He has written or edited 15
books, most of which deal with children’s culture and the history of
childhood. Before entering academia, he worked as an early childhood educator and professional puppeteer. His email address is
miwest@uncc.edu. ❑
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A Good Life after Surviving Ravensbrück
Peter Webb Petschauer —Appalachian State Univ.
Review of Natalie B. Hess, Remembering Ravensbrück: Holocaust
to Healing (Columbia, SC: Amsterdam Publishers, 2020), ISBN
9789493056237, 298 pages, $14.95.
My interest in concentration camps goes back to the mid-1960s
when I wrote my MA thesis at New York University about the economics
of the Soviet Union’s punishment and work camps, known as Gulags.
From the planning perspective, the system failed miserably; as a machinery of death, it succeeded in killing more than 2.7 million victims
(overwhelmingly men). At best, only some areas of the Gulag population
made a significant difference to the Soviet economy and war effort; in
reality, few of the five-year plans were fulfilled, and additionally, it took
men and women away from their jobs and farms to engage in activities
for which they had neither training nor equipment.
My extensive reading in the New York Public Library on 42nd
Street prepared me for becoming aware in the 1989s of the horrors of the
National Socialist (NS) camps. Like the Soviets, the Nazis designed
work and killing camps. As visualized by Stalin and Hitler, they served
the basic purpose of eliminating perceived and real enemies.
Today only specialists seem to know about the camps in Siberia.
We have become fully aware though of the NS concentration camps
(Konzentrationslager or the KZs); new books of survivors of the NS
camps still appear. Silence surrounds the men and women who survived
in Siberia. A free press allows publication and reading about the Holocaust, but the unfree society of modern Russia silences accounts of Soviet
camps.
All accounts of KZ survivors are justifiably terrifying and unsettling; the experiences were horrific and most survivors understandably
cannot let go of them. The trauma tortures most of them for life, mostly
at night. Even reading their accounts have left me with terrifying dreams.
It is not a good idea to become involved in Soviet camp or Holocaust research unless one is willing to be deeply affected—to even feel tortured.
Hess’s (born Chojnacki) Remembering Ravensbrück is a genuine
relief. Although she spent four years in camps and the experiences there
shaped her entire life, she is not overwhelmed by them. Her optimism
shines through, even after Ravensbrück and her off and on feelings of
unworthiness. Part of the reason for her optimism may well be that she
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was one of the very few children who survived the camps, later married,
had children, and ultimately grandchildren, of whom she writes about
with great delight and admiration. In other words, she appreciates having
survived and created a successful and meaningful life.
The author was born in 1936 in Poland’s Piotrkow Trybunalski, the
daughter of a judge and his wife. Natalie was six when her parents were
taken away, and she became an orphan with whom other adults did not
know what to do even before they were “selected” and killed. She was
taken to Ravensbrück from the initial small work camp.
She survived in this massive camp because one of the prisoners told
the selecting guard that she had scarlet fever and was thus sent with her
aunt Helena to a special area. Older people with children were sent to
Bergen-Belsen and most died. She survived also because her aunt Helena
was a dentist and desperately needed in the camp to repair teeth and perform oral surgeries on guards and soldiers. Aside from the prison
“pajamas,” constant hunger, and insults, one of the great shocks was having her head shaved to remove lice. She and her aunt were freed in the
spring of 1945 when a small convoy of Swedish Red Cross buses arrived
to pick up survivors and take them to Sweden.
Hess lived in Sweden until she left for America at the end of her
15th year. By then, she had become a Swedish girl who readily managed
to become an American teen. Those of us who were alive then would
most likely smile at her experiences as she grew up here. She did so well
in school that she decided to become an English teacher.
She married, not to the man older Jewish women thought would be
appropriate, but instead, a man of her choosing, and by 1965 the couple
was in Israel because as Jews they felt their children should grow up
there. Her account of the Six-Day War, which came very close to their
abode, is both unsettling and particularly well-presented.
The couple returned to the U.S. in 1988, on a sabbatical, but stayed,
settling in Arizona where she taught English as a Second Language
(ESL). One of the most fascinating encounters she writes about was with
an Arab ESL student whom she told only late in their relationship about
her being Jewish. Although he never gave up his hostility toward Jews,
she sensed that it was not personal.

Her husband John and she were happy in their academic environment. But her world collapsed on April 25, 2011, when John was killed
in a car accident. Hess renders her coping after this tragedy in insightful
and psychological terms. I particularly recommend this part to anyone
who loses their beloved partner. After a short stay in Israel after sitting
shiva, she moved to Philadelphia, experienced obstacles in obtaining a
driver’s license and the joy of meeting a companion for her “later” years.
One of the last chapters deals with being a teacher; it is also well worth
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reading.
Ms. Hess’s recollections are beautifully written with a profound
understanding of herself and the world around her. Unlike so many of the
other accounts of the Holocaust, specifically of camp experiences I have
studied, hers is a positive account. Dr. Hess—Natalie—reflects the enduring spirit of her humanity, even as a survivor of the cruelest times humans have had to endure.

290. ❑

Peter W. Petschauer’s biography may be found on pages 289-

Loss and Trauma Incurred in the
Search for Life in America
Paul H. Elovitz—The Psychohistory Forum
Review of Hannah Hahn, They Left It All Behind: Trauma, Loss,
and Memory, Among Eastern European Jewish Immigrants, and their
Children (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2019), ISBN 9781538125199, 301, paperback, $37, hardbound, $113.
Keywords: anti-Semitism, Eastern-European-Jewish-immigrants, Hannah
Hahn, memory, pogroms, transgenerational-transmission-of-trauma,
World War I
The promise of a better life in America for Eastern European
Jews fleeing from anti-Semitic discrimination, pogroms, World War I,
and the Russian Civil War is what is normally focused upon. However,
the costs involved were enormous because, as with all immigrants, it is
extraordinarily difficult to leave one’s home and adapt to a new culture
and language, often without your loved ones. In light of the devastation
of World Wars I and II, the Holocaust, and Stalin’s genocidal policies, it’s
easy to think that the immigrants had no option but to leave and minimize
the costs that they paid, which were enormous. For example, one immigrant who upon arrival in New York knew four languages but not a word
of English, was so frustrated that he could not be understood in America
that he suffered a severe panic attack before getting on track to a successful career that led to his becoming a benefactor of my college, leading me
to write his life story.
The psychologist/psychoanalyst/researcher Hannah Hahn is focused on the human cost of the pre-1924 migration that brought millions
of Eastern European Jews to America. Dr. Hahn starts her project with
curiosity about her mostly silent grandparents and puts together a research
study based on 22 in-depth interviews with immigrants’ adult children to
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have a better understanding of the motivations, defense mechanisms, and
ambivalences of these migrants and the intergenerational transmission of
trauma. In preparation for each interview, which lasted five to six hours,
the author did a massive amount of reading in the well-researched and
footnoted volume.
It is surprising how much new insight and material comes forth as
a consequence of this endeavor. In part it is based on the work of many in
the psychohistorical community; those credited include Michael
O’Loughlin, Eva Fogelman, and the late Judith Kestenberg. Hannah
Hahn, a New York psychologist and psychoanalyst, has done an admiral
job of describing and analyzing the complicated and often conflicting
emotions of the migrants. She does a fine job of eliciting and analyzing
the personal family stories of those involved in the great 1881-1924 migration who mostly saw themselves as sacrificing for the sake of a better
life for their children. She insightfully probes so much, including disavowal of loss, nostalgia for what (and those) left behind, going from silence to connection, the vagaries of memory, and confronting the loss and
trauma of the migration. All of this is in the shadow of the realization
that those who stayed behind had a very good chance of ending up in the
gas chambers of Auschwitz or another Nazi camp.
Hahn enlivens her research study with fine examples and pictures
from her own family. She describes how preoccupied parents were pushing their children to fulfill their parental dreams and ambitions, often with
considerable success but at a cost to their children. The transgenerational
transmission of trauma to first-generation American children is a recurrent well-documented theme. Hahn is good at pointing out what lay beneath the idealization of their immigrant parents, in one case identifying
splitting, dissociation, and denial. As a reviewer I have only one minor
correction: a description of a picture on page 215 references WWI when it
should be WWII.
My approach to this valuable book is not simply as a psychoanalytic historian and scholar but also as a son and grandson of immigrants
on both sides of my family who experienced this great migration. In
reading the accounts, I realized how little I know about my grandparents
prior to their migration. One element that surprised me in the book was
the amount of focus on the pogroms because this is not what I had heard
from my family. The only reference to pogroms was my mother’s fear of
Cossacks in the devastated Ukraine where Jews were especially targeted
during the Russian Civil War.
Both my grandfathers had come to the United States before
World War I to establish a life in America, only to have a prolonged familial separation as a consequence of the First World War, the Russian
Revolution, and the long Civil War that followed the establishment of
communism. My father escaped at the age of 14 as a political refugee
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fleeing form the Polish nationalists who considered killing him for showing the Reds the vital river crossing the week before. In 1921 my 13-year
-old mother, with her three equally hungry younger siblings and mother,
survived a hallowing journey through war-torn Europe.
While both my parents, like so many of those Dr. Hahn studied,
focused on building a new life in the U.S. and did not want to tell their
children about what was left behind, my paternal grandmother and her
daughter felt incredible nostalgia for their life in Poland. Indeed, my father’s sister never forgave him for prompting their mother to follow her
beloved eldest son to the U.S. to live with the husband she disdained from
an arranged marriage. Dr. Hahn has brought me back to reconsidering
my family history in terms of loss, memory, trauma, and being delegated
to fulfill their dreams of life in America. I strongly recommend this fine
work of psychoanalytic and historical scholarship.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, studied Eastern European history in
graduate school as part of his search for the roots of his family and discovered that he had to be psychoanalyzed and become a psychohistorian
to get past family myths and better understand the nature of his family’s
gains and losses in coming to America. He may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 
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CONFERENCES: The exact dates and venues of our for thcoming Psychohistory Forum Work-In-Progress Seminars ar e unclear during our current virus crisis.
Jim Anderson’s
(Northwestern University/psychoanalyst/editor of the Annual of
Psychoanalysis) presentation on “Heinz Kohut’s Vulnerable Self,”
originally scheduled for April 4th, may possibly be on October 3rd or
some earlier time online. Hopefully, our Election 2020 meeting
will be in person on October 31st, but there’s no guarantee. If in
person, Jacques Szaluta will serve as moderator and Harold
Takoosian will host our meeting at For dham Univer sity’s Lincoln Center Campus. There is great uncertainty about all the related conferences we normally note. CONGRATULATIONS: To
Robert Jay Lifton for his plenary address at the American Psychoanalytic Association national meeting on February 14, 2020.
THANKS: To Benefactor s William Ar gus, Her ber t Bar r y, Peter Barglow, David Beisel, Tom Ferraro, Peter Loewenberg, David
Lotto, Jamshid Marvasti, Candace Orcutt, Billie Pivnick, Mary
Peace Sullivan, and Jacques Szaluta; Patrons Fred Alford, David
James Fisher, Eva Fogelman, Ken Fuchsman, Peter Webb
Petschauer, Joyce Rosenberg, and Inna Rozentsveit; Sustaining
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Members James R. Booth, Hannah Hahn, Ruth Lijtmaer, Allan S.
Mohl, Pellman (Pythia) Peay, and Arnold Richards; Supporting
Members James W. Anderson, Barbara Bloom, Michael Britton,
Paul H. Elovitz, Christine R. Good, Susan Kavaler-Adler, Bob
Lentz, Joseph G. Ponterotto, and Charles B. Strozier; and members
Molly Castelloe, Susan Charney, Judith Gardiner, Judith Logue,
Denis O’Keefe, Ken Rasmussen, Howard Stein, and Christine
Stern. Our special thanks for thought-provoking materials to Samuel Cohn, Donna Crawley, Nicole D’Andria, Brigitte Demeure,
Paul H. Elovitz, Tom Ferraro, Eva Fogelman, Judith Harris, Deborah Hayden, Joshua Heiliczer, Philip Infermo, Susan KavalerAdler, Jeff Meyerhoff, Denis J. O’Keefe, Peter Webb Petschauer,
Joyce M. Rosenberg, Judith Colp Rubin, Burton Norman Seitler,
Talia B. Shafir, Howard F. Stein, and Mark I. West. To Nicole
D’Andria for editing, proofing, and Publisher 2016 software application, Tom Holster for technical and marketing support, and Hailey Ryan and Professor Paul Salstrom for proofing. Our special
thanks to our authors, editors, and numerous overworked referees
who must remain anonymous. ❑

We Wish to Thank Our
Diligent, Hard-working,
and Prompt Editors
and Anonymous Referees
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The Psychohistory Forum
The Forum was created in 1982 as a non-profit organization of
colleagues to increase our knowledge of culture, history, politics, society, and ourselves. Members, including the founder/director/editor pay
yearly dues. It holds mostly bimonthly meetings focused on examining
a research paper in-depth. The four hour Saturday workshop meetings
focus on papers that have been previously read by the membership. It is
the only psychohistory group that nurtures the scholarship of colleagues
in a small group, non-judgmental setting. The Forum also sponsors
meetings at conferences, such as the International Psychohistorical Association and the Association for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society. In 1994, Clio’s Psyche came into being to maintain a record of
our scholarship and its 100th issue will be published in the fall.
Current Call for Papers (links may be found at cliospsyche.org/
papers)
Articles are typically 500-2,000 (50-word abstract, 7-10 keywords, author bio. included)
(Reviews and responses to symposia papers are 1,000 words in
length, with keywords & bio.)
COVID-19: Psychoanalytic and Personal Perspectives June 15, 2020
Caregiving and Receiving in the Era of Coronavirus
July 1, 2020
Presidential Election in the Shadow of COVID-19
July 1, 2020
Psychoanalytic and Psychohistorical Pedagogy
Oct. 1, 2020
The Psychoanalysis of Film and TV
TBA - 2021
Our Anxious Electronically Connected World
TBA - 2021
As usual we accept articles unrelated to special issues
The Psychohistory Forum
 Welcomes Work-In-Progress presentation paper proposals, which
will be vetted by a committee
 In recent years, it has been held at Fordham University’s Lincoln
Center Campus
 Provides some young scholars and clinicians complimentary memberships and subscriptions
 Welcomes applicants to serve as associate and guest editors
Contact Paul Elovitz, PhD, Director/Convener of the Forum
and Editor at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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